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KURZFASSUNG 
 

In der Leistungselektronik werden seit Jahrzehnten bleihaltige Lote als Verbindungsmaterial 
verwendet. Die Erhöhung der Packungsdichte bei immer geringerer Chipgröße hat jedoch zu 
steigenden Anforderungen an das Wärmemanagement geführt. Bei erhöhter Betriebstemperatur 
können Unterschiede von Wärmeausdehnungskoeffizienten hohe Spannungen in benachbarten 
Bauteilen verursachen. Daher führen plastische Verformung und Kriechen zu einer ernsthaften 
Beeinträchtigung der Zuverlässigkeit von Materialverbindungen bzw. der eingeschränkten 
Produktlebensdauer. 

Silbersintern ist eine mit Kupfer verträgliche, bleifreie Alternative hinsichtlich der 
Verbindungstechnik für Module der Leistungselektronik. Silber hat nicht nur eine hohe elektrische 
und thermische Leitfähigkeit, sondern auch eine hohe Schmelztemperatur (ca. 960 °C) und ist 
deshalb ein vielversprechendes Material für Anwendungen bei erhöhter Temperatur. Obwohl die 
grundlegenden Eigenschaften von Sintermaterialien wie Kupfer und Silber gut bekannt sind, ist es 
erforderlich Prozessparameter an Materialien und deren Geometrie anzupassen, um die 
Lebensdauererwartung der Verbindungen zu steigern. 

In dieser Arbeit wurden charakteristische Eigenschaften wie Dichte, elektrischer Widerstand, 
Zug- und Scherfestigkeit von gesintertem Silber analysiert, wobei der Einfluss der Porosität der 
Struktur zu berücksichtigen war. Die Porosität hängt ihrerseits von der Herstellungsmethode und 
den Sinterbedingungen (Druck, Temperatur und Zeit) ab. Für die Untersuchungen wurden 
hauptsächlich zwei Arten von Proben produziert: gesintertes Ag als freistehende Streifenschicht, 
sowie als Cu-Ag-Cu Überlappungsverbindung. Weiters wurden definierte Serien der Probenarten 
hergestellt. Die thermomechanischen Eigenschaften, die Lebensdauer und das Verhalten der 
Spannungsrelaxation von Kupferverbindungen wurden bei verschiedenen Testtemperaturen 
untersucht.  

Im Vergleich zu den frisch gesinterten, sogenannten 0-Stunden Proben, wurden einige 
Probenserien vor der Prüfung 250-Stunden bei 250 °C wärmebehandelt, entweder an Luft oder in 
einem versiegelten Glasschutz mit reduzierter Sauerstoffzufuhr. Die dadurch bewirkte 
Mikrostruktur wurde untersucht. In Gegenwart von Sauerstoff wurde ein Wachstum der 
Korngröße des gesinterten Silbers beobachtet, und im Fall der Cu-Ag-Cu 
Überlappungsverbindungen trat eine Kupferoxidbildung auf. 

Das Elastizitätsmodul von ohne Wärmebehandlung hergestellten, hantelförmigen Ag-Proben 
wurde mit einem Laser-Speckle-Extensometer bestimmt, welches eine kontaktlose 
Dehnungsmessung ermöglichte. Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass Proben, die 250-
Stunden bei 250 °C gealtert wurden, ein niedrigeres Elastizitätsmodul aufweisen als die nicht 
wärmebehandelten Proben. Außerdem wurde bei der höheren Prüftemperatur von 200 °C eine 
Abnahme des E-Moduls beobachtet. 

Für die Dichtemessung des porösen Silbers wurden zwei Methoden verwendet: die 
Masse/Volumen-Methode und die optische Methode der digitalen Bildverarbeitung. Für die 



 
 

Charakterisierung wurden die Proben entweder in flüssigem Stickstoff gebrochen oder bereits bei 
den Tests gebrochene Proben untersucht, eventuell in Harz eingebettet und geschliffen. Ein lokaler 
Schnitt mit fokussiertem Ionenstrahl (FIB) ermöglichte den Einblick in die poröse Struktur der 
Ag-Schicht unter der Oberfläche. Mit dieser optischen Methode wurde aber keine signifikante 
Dichteänderung durch Wärmebehandlung bei 250°C festgestellt. 
Im Vergleich dazu wurden mit der Masse/Volumen-Methode im Allgemeinen niedrigere 
Dichtewerte gemessen. Bei den drucklos gesinterten Proben wurde nach 250-stündiger Alterung 
bei 250 °C eine Veränderung der Porosität beobachtet, die Proben wurden dichter. 

 Die elektrischen Messungen lieferten mit zunehmender Porosität einen zunehmenden 
spezifischen Widerstand, und mit zunehmender Prüftemperatur (200 °C) wurde erwartungsgemäß 
ein Anstieg des spezifischen elektrischen Widerstands beobachtet. 

Die mittlere Zugfestigkeit von hantelförmigen Proben aus gesintertem Silber, sowie die 
mittlere Scherfestigkeit der Cu-Ag-Cu Verbindungen zeigten im Allgemeinen eine Abnahme für 
Testtemperaturen von 130 °C und 200 °C, im Vergleich zu 25 °C. Mit steigender Temperatur 
ändert sich das Sprödbruchverhalten tiefer Temperaturen in ein duktiles Verhalten. 

Die mechanisch-zyklische Lebensdauer wurde für Verbindungen der Cu-Ag-Cu Proben 
verschiedener Sinterparameter bestimmt. Schließlich wurden solche Proben für die weiterführende 
Prüfung ausgewählt, bei denen zuerst das Kupfersubstrat mit einer dünnen Ag-Schicht 
vorbesputtert wurde. Danach wurden Schablonen mit Ag-Paste bedruckt und schließlich unter 
Druck gesintert. Das zyklische Ermüdungsverhalten dieser Proben bei Raumtemperatur und bei 
erhöhten Temperaturen wurde verglichen, wobei Proben mit und ohne 250-Stunden Alterung 
unterschieden wurden. Die Anzahl Nf der Zyklen bis zum Versagen wurde mit Weibull-
Wahrscheinlichkeitsdiagrammen analysiert. Im Allgemeinen wurde bei hohen Temperaturen eine 
reduzierte Lebensdauer beobachtet. Eine Wärmebehandlung vor der mechanischen Prüfung 
verbesserte jedoch die zyklische Lebensdauer der Cu-Ag-Cu Verbindungen erheblich. 

Die Kriecheigenschaft der drucklos und druckunterstützt gesinterten Proben wurde 
untersucht, indem die Proben auf ein definiertes Spannungsniveau gedehnt wurden, woraufhin der 
Abfall der Spannung über eine Stunde beobachtet wurde. Dabei wurde das Spannungsniveau 
jeweils nach der mittleren Endfestigkeit der Probenserie festgelegt. Diese Tests wurden bei 25 °C, 
130 °C und 200 °C durchgeführt. 

Die Ergebnisse der durchgeführten Tests und Analysen konnten durch die Parameter eines 
theoretischen Materialmodells angepasst werden, welches auf einer Kombination aus Norton-
Kriechen und Gurson-Plastizität basiert. Die konstitutiven Gleichungen des Modells beschreiben 
die Kriecheigenschaften von gesintertem Silber in Abhängigkeit von seiner Porosität. Dabei wurde 
die Temperaturabhängigkeit durch einen Arrhenius-Term mit Aktivierungsenergie Q beschrieben. 
Das Materialmodell wurde in der kommerziellen Software ABAQUS durch das 
Benutzerunterprogramm UMAT implementiert und kann nun für die Zuverlässigkeitsbewertung 
von Ag-gesinterten Kupferverbindungen eingesetzt werden. 



ABSTRACT 
 

In power electronics Pb-containing solders have been used over decades as bonding 
material.  However, increase of packaging density at lower chip weight and size has led to 
increasing requirements regarding thermal management during operation. Especially at elevated 
operation temperature, the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion can cause high 
stresses in constrained materials, and therefore plastic deformation and creep failure become a 
serious issue of joint reliability.  

Silver sintering is a copper compatible and lead-free alternative interconnection technology 
for power modules. In addition to high electrical and thermal conductivity, silver has a high 
melting point (960 °C) in comparison to conventional solder alloys. Hence, silver is a promising 
material for applications at elevated temperature. Although the basic characteristics of sintering 
materials such as copper and silver are well understood, adjustments of process parameters, 
material combinations and geometry are required to enhance lifetime expectations based on 
reliability prognosis of the interconnects.  

In this work, characteristic features such as density, electrical resistivity, tensile and shear 
strength of sintered Ag were analyzed, which are influenced by the porous structure arising in 
consequence of sample preparation and sintering conditions (pressure, temperature, and time). 
Two main types of samples were produced: either as sintered Ag-film or as Cu-Ag-Cu lap joint. 
Further, series of pressureless and pressure-assisted sintered specimen were defined. The thermo-
mechanical properties, fatigue lifetime and stress relaxation behaviour of copper joints were 
investigated at various testing temperatures.  

In comparison to the as-sintered, so-called 0-hour samples, some sample series were heat 
treated for 250 hours at 250 °C prior to testing, either in air or in sealed glass protection with 
restricted oxygen content. The correlating microstructure was investigated. In the presence of 
oxygen, a growth in the grain size of the sintered silver was observed, and in case of the Cu-Ag-
Cu lap-joints, copper-oxide formation occurred. 

The Young’s modulus of the dumbbell shaped samples prepared without the heat treatment 
was measured by a setup including a laser speckle extensometer, which enabled contactless strain 
measurement of the sintered silver. In conclusion, samples aged for 250 hours at elevated 
temperature showed a reduced elastic modulus compared to samples, which were not heat treated.  
A decrease of the Young’s modulus was also observed for the elevated test temperature of 200 °C. 

For the density measurement of the porous silver two methods were used: the mass/volume 
method and the optical method of digital image processing. For the latter, to reveal the cross-
sectional surface, the samples were either fractured (also in liquid nitrogen) or embedded in resin 



 
 

and grinded. A local cut with focused ion beam (FIB) enabled the insight into the porous structure 
below the surface showing pitch holes of the Ag-layer. With this optical method, no significant 
change in density arising from heat treatment at 250°C could be measured. 
In comparison, in general lower density values were measured with use of the mass/volume 
method. For the pressureless sintered specimens, after ageing at 250 °C for 250 hours, a change in 
the porosities was observed, the samples got denser. 

The electrical measurements delivered increasing resistivity with increasing porosity, and 
with increasing testing temperature (200 °C), an increase of the electrical resistivity was observed, 
as expected.  

The mean ultimate tensile strength of dumbbell shaped specimens of sintered silver as well 
as the mean shear strength of the copper lap-joints showed in general a decrease for testing 
temperatures of 130 °C and 200 °C, compared to 25 °C. With the increase of temperature, the 
brittle fracture characteristics of low temperatures changed into a ductile behavior. 

The mechanical cyclic lifetime was determined for various specimen of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-
joints sintered under different parameters. Finally, the samples of which the copper substrate was 
pre-sputtered with a thin Ag-layer, then stencil printed with Ag-paste and sintered under pressure 
were selected for the main test series. The behaviour of cyclic fatigue of these samples at room 
and elevated temperatures were compared for the 0-hour and 250-hours aged types. The number of 
cycles to failure Nf were analyzed with Weibull probability plots. In general, the cyclic fatigue life 
was significantly reduced, when samples were tested at high temperature. However, heat treatment 
prior to mechanical testing improved the cyclic lifetime of the lap-joints significantly. 

The creep properties of the pressureless and pressure assisted sintered specimens were 
examined with experiments, where samples were stretched to a defined stress level, depending on 
the ultimate strength of the specimens, and the relaxation was observed over one hour. Tests were 
carried out at 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C.  

The results of the performed tests and analyses could be fitted by the parameters of a 
theoretical material model based on a combination of Norton creep and Gurson plasticity. The 
constitutive equations of the model describe the creep properties of sintered silver in dependence 
of its porosity. Thereby, the temperature dependence was described by an Arrhenius term using the 
activation energy Q. The material model was implemented in the commercial software of 
ABAQUS through user subroutine UMAT and can now be used as helpful tool for reliability 
assessment of Ag-sintered copper joints. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  and  MOTIVATION 
 

A lot happened in the 20th century, also in the field of science. New technologies based on 
electricity were developed such as the incandescent light bulb, thermionic vacuum-tube diodes, 
transistors, and integrated circuits, leading to a huge evolution of semiconductor devices in the first 
quarter of the 21st century. Probably one of the famous pictures is the one of three researches 
(Fig.1.1.a) awarded with the Nobel prize in 1956 for their discovery of the transistor effect in 1947. 
Please note the solder joints, on the realistic sized replica of ca. 4 cm, connecting the wires in Fig.1.1.b. 
Flash forwarding to the present day, a processor from Intel, the Penryn, has on a die of the size of 
107 mm2, less than the area of a cent, 410 million transistors for each dual-core chip. A wafer with 
several chips is shown in Fig.1.2. The typical operating temperature for the processor of this kind is ca. 
105 °C. With this vast concentration of electronic elements on smaller area, also the interconnection 
technology of the modules faces new challenges. The probability that the interconnect, e.g. die attach 
or solder joint, of a particular package in a product performing its intended function for a specified 
period of time under a given operating condition without failure is considered by reliability engineering 
[11].  

  

 
 

 

 
  

Fig.1.1: At the end of the year 1947 John Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William Shockley 
(a) managed to make the first working transistor (b). 

   

a) b) 
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        The reliability assessment is a 
major point in the application field for 
high-power electronics such as 
aircrafts, automotive, space 
exploration, etc. For example, an 
electronic component for a power 
module is the insulated gate bipolar 
transistor (IGBT). Fig.1.3. shows the 
typical application spectrum of IGBTs 
(Fig.1.3.a) with an actual sample of 
the module from transportation field 
(Fig.1.3.b) and interconnections of the 
IGBT such as wire bonds and solder 
joints to produce a mechanically 
acceptable and functional conductive 
bond between the metal surfaces. 

 
 

 
Fig.1.2: A wafer with several Intel processors with 

each processor, smaller than a dime, containing 
several hundreds of millions of transistors, 

invisible to the naked eye. 
 

Wire bonding is used for instance between the semiconductor device and its baseplate such as DCB 
(direct copper bonded) or to other integrated circuits (IC). Common materials used as wire are gold, 
silver, copper and aluminum. Thick wires are several hundred micrometers of diameter, thin wires 
under 100 µm [13].   
For thin gold wires usually the ball bonding process is applied. This process starts with the formation of 
a sphere with ca. twice the diameter of the wire by melting the wire tip in an electric arc. The wire with 
the sphere at its end, called ball, is placed on the contact metallization of the preheated semiconductor, 
typically over 150°C. While pressing onto it like a nail head, the intimate contact between the mating 
partners is supported by ultrasonic vibrations. Though, ball bonding as a process might sound 
expensive with a series of serial process steps, it is still by far the most frequently applied 
interconnection process for semiconductors. It is performed fully automated at speeds up to 20 
bondings per second including all necessary precision positioning steps. However, ball bonding is 
limited to gold wires and thus not applicable for power semiconductors. 
The wedge bonding process utilizes ultrasonic energy and pressure as well. In contrast to ball bonding, 
the wire end is welded directly onto the substrate metallization without the need of the ball formation. 
This process is applicable also to thick wires, e.g. several 100 µm thick Al-wires. However, for wedge 
bonding the entire assembly needs to be moved from bond to bond with the orientation of the longer 
pad side in direction of the wire axis and, therefore, wedge bonding is much slower than ball bonding. 
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Fig.1.3: Application spectrum for IGBTs [17] [18,p.3] (a), several IGBT modules on a 

baseplate (b) and two individual IGBTs with connecting bonds (c). 
 
To contact large areas such as for die bonding or component mounting solder pastes are 

commonly used. During soldering process, the components are joined by the filler which has a 
lower melting point than the adjoining metals. Most established solder material is probably lead and its 
tin alloys. An overview of the melting temperature of the solder alloys is given in Fig.1.4.  PbSn or 
PbSnAg combinations have been used over decades for soldering components on printed circuit board 
(PCB) and for die attach placed inside molded components as packaging, but due to environmental 
aspects European Restriction of Certain Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive (2011/65/EU) 
restricts the use of certain hazardous substances such as lead in electrical and electronic equipment. For 
this reason, lead had to be replaced by other metals like Ag and Bi. For the SnAg-based solders this 
change shifted their melting points by around 40 K to a level of ca. 220°C, while the soldering 
temperature of SnBi-alloys allowed to widen the melting range in a lower temperature regime. On the 
other hand, major obstacles on the way to increase operation temperature using soldering techniques 
for mounting power chips are related to several unavoidable effects such as: the need of fluxes and 
therewith the enclosure of flux residues during soldering; an effect that particularly applies to large-
area solder joints (i.e.: lateral dimension of the solder layer is large compared to its thickness) as most 
frequently the case for the attachment particularly of power semiconductor chips; the formation of 
brittle intermetallic layers and Kirkendall voids at the solder/metallization interfaces at elevated 
temperature; grain coarsening and recrystallization of the solder layer due to different coefficient of 
thermal expansion during natural cycling of temperature by power on/off state changes. 

As the process temperature of the used materials differ, high operating temperature can be a 
relative value. Though, the bare Si-based semiconductors can resist more than 400 °C for a short time 
without remaining changes of their characteristics, for traditional power electronic assemblies an 
ambient temperature of only up to 100 °C may be allowed. 

 

a) b) c) 
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Fig.1.4: Melting temperature of solder filler alloys [14]. 

 
The reason for this limitation is given by the interconnection and packaging technology. An 
interconnection technique allowing to resist 200 °C and more would allow for increasing the power 
density i.e., increasing the miniaturization degree, and saving cost for cooling means. The application 
of wide band gap semiconductors like SiC allows power devices operating at very high voltages (up to 
ca. 1700 V) and high temperature, in theory more than 1000°C [66]. Moreover, SiC exhibits superior 
thermal properties [15]. 

One still state-of-the-art attachment technique of power semiconductor chips on ceramic 
substrates relies on the use of solders with a lead content of more than 90% allowing to raise the 
operation temperature by around 50 K with respect to power modules fabricated with conventional tin-
based solders. However, there is a strong ambition to replace this technique by a lead-free alternative. 

Pressure silver sintering offers significant advantages regarding thermal properties compared to 
conventional soldering [16]. Additionally, it is assumed that the higher melting point of sintered silver 
in comparison to solder leads to results of improved reliability, reducing expenses for cooling measures 
and supporting further miniaturization.  
As a promising alternative to soldering the basic idea of the silver sintering process comprises the 
following process steps: applying the metal paste by stencil printing or pipetting similarly as a solder 
paste on one or both of the metallizations to be mated, drying the paste, and sintering at a temperature 
comparable to the peak temperature of conventional soldering processes. From this simple process 
description one could conclude that sintering is somewhat similar to soldering. However, the formation 
of the metallic bond is significantly different from the metallurgical point of view and so is the 
macroscopic behavior of the sintered joints: Due to the fact that sintering takes place at a very low 
homologue temperature (of only around 0.55 instead of close to 1) interdiffusion of atoms at the contact 
points between micrometer sized particles and metallization occurs primarily by the content of 
nanoparticles in the paste. Consequently, since sintering is terminated already in an extremely early 
state at these low temperatures, only a truss-like framework of silver or copper remains as bonding 
layer which explains its comparatively low modulus of elasticity and a pronounced creep behavior. 
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Both of these mechanical peculiarities - as they contribute to a very high compliance between bonding 
partners with different thermal expansion - are extremely important from the applicant's viewpoint of 
lifetime and reliability of the products. The binary system of silver and copper is an eutectic system 
with a reaction temperature of around 740°C (so, far beyond any thinkable operation temperature); the 
formation of brittle intermetallic layers as in case of e.g. tin-based solder joints are avoided by 
principle. This is particularly important to withstand a high number of temperature cycles (long life) 
and to keep bonding forces at their initial level also at high operation temperature (high temperature 
stability). 

Despite the circumstance that the basic characteristics as mentioned here are known since more 
than a decade, the replacement of soldering processes by sintering in a part of applications is going on 
only stepwise because the final properties of interconnections including lifetime prediction require a 
thorough understanding of relations between process parameters, material combinations, and last but 
not least geometry parameters of the entire set-up. 
This thesis follows the goals of establishing the time and temperature dependence of mechanical 
properties of silver sintered joints in an experimental approach and providing this experience in form of 
a material model to allow its engineering use in a commercial Finite Element program. Systematic 
experimental investigations were targeted on establishing the mechanical behavior of sintered layers of 
silver under shear and under tensile loads at various testing temperatures.  
The following chapters summarize basic theoretical aspects with the focus kept on low-temperature 
silver sintering and applied methods for data evaluation (chapter 2), the setup design and fabrication of 
appropriate samples for measurements (chapter 3), deduced mechanical properties (chapter 4-5), and 
outlining the main discussion points (chapter 6).  
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY  and  METHODS 
 

This chapter shall give an overview to the theory of the sintering process, to the general 
terminology used in material science along with the research methods to determine the characteristics 
and on which the evaluation of the results base. Investigations include mechanical properties such as 
tensile and shear strength, creep behaviour, fatigue lifetime and characteristics such as electrical 
conductivity/resistivity and density of porous material. 

 

2.1. Sintering 
 

What is sintering? Sintering is the transformation of a material in the powder form into a new 
stable dense or porous material with different physical properties. Consolidation of the powder occurs 
using the thermal energy. According to International Organization for Standardization (ISO) sintering is 
defined as “the heat treatment of a powder or a compact below the melting point of the main 
constituent for the purpose of increasing the strength by bonding together of the particles”.  

 
The powder containing nano- or micro-sized metal 

particles is usually combined into additives, solvents, and 
binders to a viscous paste as indicated in Fig.2.1 [19, 
p.46], which enables processing for example with stencil 
printing for a defined geometry of shape and thickness. 
As a pre-step of sintering the heating at a lower 
temperature first (in case of silver below 180 °C) allows 
the evaporation of these volatile dispersants. Sintering 
process itself takes place at a higher level of temperature 
(in case of silver above 200 °C). 

The driving force of sintering is the reduction of 
the surface energy, causing the neighboring metal 
particles to merge to minimize the total surface area, 
initiating necking connections at the interface as 
indicated in Fig.2.2 [19, p.18]. 

      

 

 

Fig. 2.1 [19, p.46]: Metal powder 
particles are mixed with solvents, 
binders and thinners to obtain an 
applicable paste for example for 

stencil printing. 
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Fig. 2.2 [19, p.18]: Two particles of the metal 
powder with a radius of R merging together 

to minimize the surface energy, creating 
necking connection with the radius r, and 

further grain coarsening. 

 
Fig. 2.3 [20, p.7]: Powder particles (a) 
undergoing grain coarsening (b) and 

densification (c) under heating, resulting in 
the change of surface area and interfacial 

energy, leading to dense sintered material (d). 

 
The reduction of the total energy can be expressed as  
 ∆(𝛾𝐴) = 𝛾∆𝐴 +  ∆𝛾𝐴 (1) 

where A is the total surface area and γ the specific interface energy [20, p.6]. 
The regular sintering is a solid-state reaction which does not go through a liquid-to-solid 

transition, resulting in the absence of self-alignment [9, page xiv]. But sintering allows a certain 
control of the microstructure and 
density over the parameter such 
as process time, temperature, and 
pressure. Densification can be 
increased by applying external 
compression force during the 
sintering process. The 
compactness as well as higher 
level of grain coarsening can be 
achieved at higher sintering 
temperatures [22]. The sintering 
atmosphere can also play an 
important role in the grain size of  

 

 
 

Fig.2.4 [21]: SEM images of the sintered silver in air (a) 
and nitrogen (b) atmosphere showing grain size and neck 
growth of the Ag-particles: ca. 1.5µm for the former and 

under 0.5 µm for the latter case. 

a) b) a) b) 

c) d) 
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the bonding layer. Fig. 2.4 shows the neck-building of the Ag-particles after pressureless sintering at 
250 °C in air (a) and nitrogen (b) ambient [21].  
 Besides the solid-state sintering there are various types of sintering such as liquid phase sintering, 
which occurs when a powder compact is present in liquid phase during sintering; and Transient Liquid 
Phase (TLP) sintering where a liquid phase in the compact is formed at an early stage of sintering but 
disappears as sintering proceeds and densification is completed in the solid state [20, p.5]. An overview 
plot of the variants in form of a phase diagram is given in Fig.2.5.  In comparison, the phase diagram of 
silver and copper is given in Fig.2.6. Below the eutectic point of 779 °C, at typical sintering 
temperatures between 200-300 °C both metals, Ag and Cu, are in solid state and as a pure eutectic 
system do not form intermetallic phases. 
 To achieve an optimal degree of sintering several factors should be considered, including the 
formulation (shape and size) of the filler paste, the sintering process with heating rate profile and time. 
Carefully chosen time allows for effective course of diffusion mechanisms in a material and limits also 
the process of grains growth [12, p.126]. In case of silver sintering as interconnection material in die 
attach, also the design of the electronic assembly including die size, joint thickness, surface roughness 
and metallization of the substrate matters. These factors, along with the microstructure such as grain 
size and porosity of the sintered layer, affect the interface properties and all together the electrical, 
thermal, and mechanical reliability of the joint [9, p.70] [23]. 

The next section should give an overview to the theory of the mechanical properties for the 
material characterization as response to various types of stressing. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2.5 [20, p.5]: Illustration of various 
types of sintering. 

Fig.2.6: Phase diagram of silver and copper. 
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2.2. Mechanical Properties 
 

Materials in general and in electronics can be exposed to various kinds of mechanical stresses 
such as tensile, tensile-compressive alternating stress, shear, torsion or bending. Static and dynamic 
behaviour along with the thermal are critical for the usage of a material in specific applications. 
Thermomechanical loading below the yield stress level leads to elastic deformation of the subjected 
material. With the increase of load level permanent plastic deformation or fracture occurs, leading to 
malfunction or breakdown of the component. The types and characteristics of the stress-strain 
relationship are discussed in the next section. 
 

2.2.1. Stress-Strain Relationship  
 

Reversible elastic deformation is defined by the feature of the material turning back into its 
original state after it is exposed to stress, such as in Fig.2.7., under a certain level. The nominal stress, 
also known as the engineering stress  
 𝜎 = 𝐹𝐴0 (2) 

 
is the ratio between the force F and its applied original cross-sectional area A0, measured in N/m2 or Pa. 
In comparison, the true stress is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area A, which decreases 
due to necking during ductile fracture process: 

   𝜎𝑡 = 𝐹𝐴 (3) 

  
The longitudinal nominal strain, also known as (longitudinal) engineering strain   
 𝜀 = 𝑙 − 𝑙𝑜𝑙𝑜 =  ∆𝑙𝑙𝑜  (4) 

 
is the relative elongation of the material resulting from the applied stress, with l0 as the original length, 
and l as the length after the load is applied, as shown in Fig.2.8. In comparison, the true strain can be 
expressed as the natural logarithm of the ratio of the current length l and the original length l0.  
 𝜀𝑡 = ln 𝑙𝑙𝑜 = ln  (1 +  𝜀)  (5) 
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Fig.2.7: Possible directions of force 
exposure. 

 

 
Fig.2.8: Change in length and cross-

sectional area of the material due to loading. 
  

The definition of the shear stain, strictly speaking 
engineering shear strain, γ is illustrated in Fig.2.9:  
 𝛾 =  tan (𝜃) = ∆𝑥𝑑   (6) 

 
where ∆x is the transversal displacement, and d is 
the initial distance. 
The shear stress is given with: 
 𝜏 = 𝐹𝐴𝑜  . (7) 
 

  

 
   

Fig.2.9: Illustration of the shear strain 𝜸 =  𝐭𝐚𝐧 (𝜽) = ∆𝒙𝒅  . 
 

 
The load a material can withstand at ambient temperature before fracture occurs can be plotted on 

a stress-strain diagram (Fig. 2.10). The elastic region is marked with an A and is limited by the so-
called yield strength. Above the yield strength, marked with B, the material shows plastic deformation 
defined by the irreversible modification of its shape. Strain hardening is the increase of yield stress 
during ongoing plastic deformation. It originates from defects of the crystal lattice called dislocations, 
which are generated during plastic deformation of the material. On the way reaching the ultimate 
strength level (UTS), marked with C, some materials suffer from instant brittle fracture. On the other 
hand, some materials show a ductile behaviour and undergo a necking process, section C-D, where the 
cross-sectional area becomes increasingly thinner before breaking finally [24]. 

In the elastic range A, the σ-ε-relationship has a linear characteristic and is described by Hooke’s 
law:  𝐸 = 𝜎𝜀  . (8) 
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with E defined as tensile elasticity 
modulus, also known as Young’s 
modulus. The stiffer the material is, 
the greater is the E-value. It is 
worth mentioning that the E-
modulus is also temperature 
dependent and decreases with 
increasing temperature in general. 
The E-modulus is ca. 80 GPa for 
bulk silver (Ag) [75] [78], ca. 
120 GPa for copper (Cu) [74] and 
ca. 35 GPa for lead (Pb) [74] at 
room temperature. For the annealed 
bulk silver, the ultimate tensile 
strength (σUS) is around 125 MPa 
and the yield strength (σy) is around 
55 MPa [78]. 

 
The shear modulus is denoted 

by a G and is defined by the ratio 
of shear stress τ to shear strain γ: 𝐺 = 𝜏𝛾 . (9) 
 

 

 
 

Fig.2.10 [24]: Possible stress (σ) –strain (ε) relationship of 
materials such as some metals showing the linear-elastic 

regime A, plastic deformation region above the yield 
strength B, passing the ultimate strength point C for 

ductile materials, until the fracture failure at D. 
 

G-modulus, modulus of rigidity, is around 45 GPa for bulk silver [76], 45 GPa for copper [74] and 
10 GPa for lead [74]. 

When a triaxial stress (σ) from all sides causes an alteration (∆V) in the volume (V) without phase 
change of the material, then the elastic modulus describing this proportionality factor is called 
compression or bulk modulus K: 
 𝜎 = 𝐾 ∙ ∆𝑉𝑉  . (10) 
 
For isotropic elastic materials, these moduli satisfy the relationship:  
 𝐸 = 2𝐺(1 + 𝜈) = 3 K (1 - 2𝜈). (11) 
  
where 𝜈 is called Poisson’s ratio. The 𝜈 is calculated as 0.368 for bulk silver (with EAg = 82.4 GPa and 
KAg =103.8 GPa at room temperature) [75]. Further, v is around 0.326 for copper [74] and 0.425 for 
lead [74]. 
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2.2.2. Creep Behaviour and Stress Relaxation  
 

Exerting a force on a material causing stress and strain, i.e. adding mechanical work to the 
material means loading it with energy. The area under the stress-strain curve (as in Fig.2.9) can be 
interpreted as representing the absorbed energy density. In the plastic deformation regime, this leads to 
dislocation movement along crystallographic slip planes. Thus, the material becomes increasingly 
saturated with new dislocations and manifests itself. Thermal annealing the material to rearrange the 
lattice formation of dislocations would be one possibility to lower the resistance to plastic deformation. 
But especially when the homologous temperature TH 

 𝑇𝐻 = 𝑇𝑇𝑚  (12) 

  
i.e. the ratio of the temperature (T) to the materials melting point (Tm) increases, diffusion creep failure 
becomes a dominant issue in the joint reliability. For example, Nabarro-Herring creep is based on 
vacancy diffusion through the crystal, and it occurs at rather low stresses in fine-grained materials. 
Other low-stress creep types are described by Coble creep as grain boundary diffusion or Harper-Dorn 
creep as viscous creep for some pure materials near melting point. 
 

When the stress is held 
constant (σ = const.), the change in 
the strain over time ∆ε/∆t as creep 
rate can be measured like in 
Fig.2.11 [25]. Creep evolution 
consists of three stages: primary 
transient creep, steady-state creep 
and tertiary creep. The transient 
stage is characterized by an initial 
sharp increase in creep strain. The 
steady-state stage has the longest 
duration in which the rate of 
increase of strain is almost constant. 
The tertiary stage shows an 
accelerated increase in creep strain 
leading to ultimate failure [26]. 

 

 
  

Fig. 2.11 [25]:  Creep evolution can be described in 
three stages: primary, steady-state and tertiary creep. 

 
 
Another test method consists in keeping the initiated strain at a constant level (ε = const., ∆ε = 

∆εe+∆εp = 0) and observing the stress behaviour as plotted in Fig.2.12 [27]. The decrease of the peak 
stress over time can be described by the relaxation rate ∆σ/∆t.  

Reminding the Hook’s law in elastic region, the relationship can be expressed as: 
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 ∆𝜎∆𝑡 = 𝐸 ∙ ∆𝜀𝑒∆𝑡  (13) 

 
Norton creep is a model based on a power law, which is commonly used to describe the phase of 

steady state creep as stress-dependent mechanism: 𝑑𝜀𝑑𝑡 = 𝜀 =  𝐶𝑚 ∙ 𝜎𝑛 (14) 

with Cm as temperature-dependent material constant and n as stress exponent. 
Thus, one obtains the expression 
 𝜀 =  𝐶 ∙ e−𝑄k𝑇 ∙ 𝜎𝑣𝑀𝑛 (15) 

 
as stress relaxation curve including an Arrhenius term e−𝑄k𝑇  with the activation energy Q, the Boltzmann 
constant k and the absolute temperature T. The temperature dependence is implemented in the material 
constant C, σvM stands for the von Mises stress equivalent considering multiaxial states of stress, and n 
is the stress exponent.  

 
The equations shall give 

the basis for the estimation of 
end of lifetime emerging from 
creep and fatigue. The 
determination of the data, 
which is characteristic for a 
material, is obtained by 
various standardised testing 
and recognised experimental 
methods. 
 

 

 
  

Fig. 2.12: Stress relaxation plot [27]: straining the 
sample to initiation level ε =const., and measuring the 

decay in stress over time as ∆σ/∆t. 
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2.3. Fatigue and Lifetime Testing 
 

2.3.1. Fatigue 
When metals are confronted with repetitive loading, first cracks are initiated in the material in 

form of microscopic notches or defects on grain interfaces. Depending on the stress level and 
frequency, the fracture propagates and the damage grows, which is called fatigue. Failure mechanisms 
such as crack propagation lead to irreversible structural change in a material, which does not recover 
after resting.  
Upon heating during operation, different substances of a module expand by different amounts and the 
mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) can seriously affect the reliability at elevated 
temperatures. The linear CTE is described by 

   𝛼 ∙ ∆𝑇 = ∆𝑙𝑙0  (16) 

 
where α represents the CTE, l0 the original length of the material and ∆l its change due to the change in 
temperature ∆T. A schematic view of the mechanical bending of interconnected layers is given in 
Fig.2.13.a., and a SEM image of an actual Si-die soldered on a DCB showing a crack on the connecting 
interface induced by stress loading is given in Fig.13.b. (1) 

Under real operation conditions materials are not only exposed to static stresses but also cyclic 
ones, where the stressing load changes with time, such as on revolving shafts or bending of the 
interfaces due to thermal expansion during operational on-and-off switching. 

Practical laboratory investigations in accelerated testing use loading cycles such as triangle- or 
sinus waveform as in Fig. 2.14. Representative parameters of the devolution are the under (σmin) and 
upper (σmax) level of the applied stress. The stress range is given by 

 ∆𝜎 = 𝜎𝑟 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛   (17) 
 

Negative values of σ express compressive stress, thus negative values of R indicate alternating 
compressive and tensile stress [67]. 
 
 

(1) As a sintering material in microelectronic packaging, Ag has numerous benefits with its excellent 
thermal and electrical conductivity, its relatively well matching CTE (ca. 19.5 10-6 / K) with copper (ca. 16.5 ·10-6 
/ K) compared to lead (ca. 29 ·10-6 / K). Silver’s high melting point (960 °C) lead to a lower homologous 
temperature compared to Pb-solder or alloys, which could be advantageous in regards of creep-based 
dislocation fatigue.   
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Fig.2.13: Schematic view of layers with different materials which are interconnected i.e. on 

an electronic module (a) and actual SEM image of a common sample (b).    
 

  𝜎𝑚 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 +  𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛2  (18) 

 
is the mean stress value. 
 𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 −  𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛2  (19) 

 
is the stress amplitude.  
The ratio of σmin and σmax: 

 𝑅 = 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 (20) 

 
is the R value. 

 

 
 
Fig.2.14 [65]: Stress loading in accelerated testing. 

The frequency f is defined as the reciprocal of the period τ: 
 𝑓 = 1𝜏   (21) 

 
Two regimes of the number of loading cycles Nf until total failure can be distinguished the so-

called High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) which occurs when the stress amplitude σa is relatively low leading to 
cycle numbers of more than 104-105, and Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) when number of cycles are under 
103-104.  
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The lifetime of materials under cyclic load is represented by a Wöhler diagram, also known as   
S-N diagram. The stress amplitude σa is plotted versus the logarithmic number of load cycles. The 
resulting plots are useful guides for lifetime prediction. 

Several lifetime models are known in literature. In the regime of LCF, the Coffin-Manson 
model is usually preferred. This model relates the plastic strain accumulated per loading cycle: 
 ∆𝜀𝑝2 = 𝜀′𝑓 ∙ (2 ∙ 𝑁𝑓)𝑐

 (22) 

 
Here ∆εp/2 is the plastic strain amplitude, ἐf is empiric fatigue ductility coefficient corresponding to 
strain at fracture level, Nf is the number of cycles to failure (one complete cycle contains two reversals, 
i.e. two half cycling loops), c is the material dependent fatigue ductility exponent. The Coffin-Manson-
diagram tends to be temperature and strain rate dependent during cycling tests because solder joints 
undergo deformation and hardening due to creep. 

In the regime of HCF deformations occur mainly in the elastic range, where the loading is close 
to but still less than the yield stress of the material. The lifetime in the HCF regime is well described by 
the Basquin equation: 
 ∆𝜎2 = 𝜎′𝑓 ∙ (2 ∙ 𝑁𝑓)𝑏

 (23) 

 
where ∆σ/2 is the stress amplitude (σa), σ ҆f is the fatigue strength coefficient and b the fatigue strength 
exponent. 

 
However, Figure 2.15 

illustrates that neither the Coffin-
Manson equation nor the Basquin 
equation can describe the entire 
fatigue life ranging from low to 
high cycles. Therefore, Morrow 
[28] suggested a combined model 
considering both lifetime models. 
In this model, the total strain is 
related to the number of loading 
cycles to failure.  
The constitutive equation of this 
model was derived by adding the 
equations of the Coffin-Manson 
model and the Basquin equation. 

 

 
  

Fig.2.15 [27, p.18]: Total strain versus lifetime equation. 
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One half of the total strain reads as ∆𝜀2 = ∆𝜀𝑝2 + ∆𝜀𝑒2 . (24) 

 

 

Consequently, considering also the right-hand sides of the equations, the lifetime model reads as ∆𝜀2 = 𝜀′𝑓 ∙ (2 ∙ 𝑁𝑓)𝑐 + 𝜎′𝑓𝐸 ∙ (2 ∙ 𝑁𝑓)𝑏
 (25) 

In conclusion, the lifetime of a strained sample is well described by a four-parameter model. 

There are several factors which influence the lifetime of a component such as the material itself 
including microstructure, the medium it is exposed to (corrosion potential, thermal conditions, 
electrochemical elements, etc.), design boundaries and mechanical limitations [29]. The bathtub curve, 
which is commonly used in reliability engineering, represents the probability of failure over time and 
has three distinct phases, as plotted in Fig. 2.16 [30]. At the early-stage failures occur due to 
manufacturing errors such as design problems and installation defects called “infant mortality” in the 
lifetime. This is followed by the useful adult life period, where a constant low failure rate dominates  
with random errors 
such as operational 
overload e.g. due to 
material erosion. 
Approaching the late 
life, the so called wear-
out phase is reached 
where the observed 
failure rate starts 
increasing gradually. 
The end of life is 
usually defined in this 
last regime. 

 

 
 

Fig.2.16 [30]: The bathtub curve outlining the three lifetime stages. 

 

2.3.2. Cyclic Tests: PC, TC, MC 
 

Accelerated cycling tests with low and high frequencies at various stress and temperature 
conditions are used to determine a predictable lifetime for the components, for example in electronic 
assemblies. Cycling tests are usually destructive for the device under test (DUT) to detect the numbers 
of cycles until fracture of function failure. The obtained data with material characteristics can be 
applied in simulation programs to estimate the statically long-term reliability. 
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Power Cycling:  
 

When a high current flows through the electronic circuit of the power semiconductor module, the 
temperature of the module begins to rise within a short time due to the self-generated heat. A power 
cycle test is an accelerated test mimicking such situations. Usually a direct current (DC) source 
provides voltage pulses while the temperature, voltage, and current are recorded continuously [9, 
p.109].  
 
Thermal Cycling: 
 

The thermal expansion mismatches 
between neighboring and interconnected 
layers are the primary source of stress and 
strain. To examine the reliability limits for 
the joint itself, various chip and base plates 
with various level of mismatch of CTE can 
be used and the temperature changes during 
periods can be set to distinct levels as 
plotted in Fig.2.17 [9, p.194]. 
The linear thermal expansion is assumed to 
be a constant average within a defined 
temperature interval. But the CTE may be 
also a function of temperature, leading to 
nonlinearities in the expansion behavior 
which need to be taken into account. 

 

 
 

Fig.2.17 [9, p.194]: The specimens were exposed 
to load cycles with a duration of 40 min per 

each unit of 20 min, at the temperatures 
between -40 °C/150 °C and -40 °C/200 °C. 

 

 
Mechanical Cycling: 
 

Depending on the direction of the applied loading force, mechanical stressing can be flexural or 
multi-axial. Classical uni-axial shear or tensile-compression tests are performed in a displacement 
machine with a load cell for measuring the force and strain on the DUT (usually dumbbell shaped 
specimen). Alternatively bending tests can be applied depending on the number of pressure points as 1-
point, 3-point or 4-point. In the case of 3point bending, the bending stress is applied in the middle of 
the sample which is supported on two ends. The test can be performed in static or dynamic ways. 
Depending on the dimension of the DUT it can be exited to resonate in ultrasonic range, so that also 
high cycle fatigue determination is possible in rather short time.  
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2.4. Electrical Resistivity Measurement 
Van-der-Pauw Method  

The Van der Pauw Method is a four-point measurement technique which allows deriving an 
average resistivity of a specimen with the shape of a thin layer whereby ‘thin’ means that the thickness 
of the specimen is small with respect to the distance of the measuring points (needle-like electrodes).  
Two electrodes are used to conduct current through the specimen and the other two electrodes to 
measure the voltage drop caused by this current as it can be seen in Fig. 2.18. In this case a thin (50-
100 µm) sintered Ag sample is placed under the needles in a thermal chamber (Fig.2.18.a) to collect 
data also at elevated temperatures. The function of the electrodes is permuted as shown in Fig.18.b 
[31]. With this approach the influence of the contact resistance between electrodes and sample on the 
measurement results can be eliminated. Another advantage of the Van der Pauw method is that it can 
be applied for almost arbitrarily shaped thin specimen even with very low resistivity [32]. However it is 
important to have a homogeneous sample with uniform thickness [33]. 

The mean resistance R is obtained by averaging eight single resistance values of one sample. A 
possible start for series is the implementation of the current IAB while the voltage VCD is obtained. By 
reversing the polarities, one eliminates the offset inaccuracies arising from contact potential, therefore the 
implementation of the current IBA was pursued while measuring again the corresponding voltage VCD. 
Then rotating to the implementation of IBC and of ICB while obtaining VAD, and so on for the 4 variations. 
With the mean value of R and the known Ag-thickness d of the sample, its resistivity ρ can be 
calculated with the following formula [34],[35]:  

 

 
  

Fig.2.18: A square shaped sintered silver sample is placed under 4 electrodes (a). Schematics 
of the Van der Pauw method for measuring the sheet resistance (b) [31]. 
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 𝜌 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑑𝑙𝑛(2) (26) 

 
With the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz law for metals, the thermal conductivity λ can be deduced 

from the electric resistivity ρ according to the relation 
 𝜆 = 1𝜌 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑇 (27) 

 
where T is the temperature and L the Lorenz number: 

 𝐿 = 13 ∙ (𝜋 ∙ kB𝑒 )2
 (28) 

 
with the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.38·10-23 J/K and the elementary charge e = 1.6·10-19 As. In other 

words, the ratio of thermal conductivity (λ) to electrical conductivity (1𝜌) is proportional to the 

temperature (T) with a constant factor (L = 2.44 x 10-8 W·Ω·K-2). The relationship considers that both 
heat and electrical transport are based on the free electrons in the metal, therefore the Wiedemann-
Franz-Lorenz law does not hold a good approximation at very low temperatures. In the present work 
however, investigations were considered above room temperature. 

 
The thermal and electrical conductivities for bulk silver are 430 W/m·K and 60·106 S/m at room 

temperature [36], for pure copper ca. 400 W/m·K and 58·106 S/m, respectively [37]. 
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2.5. Density Evaluation 
 

For the density measurement of solid, liquid, and gaseous materials there are several methods to 
determine the mass and volume relationship. For porous solid state metals the geometric information 
can be also determined by image processing methods.  

 
 

2.5.1. Mass/Volume Method 
 

One of the simplest methods to evaluate the density 𝜚 of a porous layer is by measuring its mass 
m and the outer volume V which is defined by the enveloping surfaces [10]:  𝜚 = 𝑚𝑉  (29) 

Determination of the volume with Archimedes principle would be one possibility. This would be 
by measuring the weight of the sample first in air then in an auxiliary liquid, mostly water to calculate 
over the known density of the liquid. Apart from the disadvantage of this method being temperature 
sensitive, the sample may have an unknown structure of holes which might be open or closed pores, 
where the liquid pours in an unpredictable amount. In case of a material with unknown relation of 
closed and open porosity one can make use of the He pycnometry allowing to establish the volume of 
the open pores in a separate measurement [38].  

Another method could be gas pycnometer measurement based on Boyle–Mariotte law. A 
disadvantage here could be that application of pressure leading to a possible deformation and change of 
the volume itself.  

To determine the volume using 
the geometrical dimension, for example 
with the help of a 3D-microscope as 
shown in Fig.2.19, is another option. A 
5 mm x 5 mm square shaped stencil 
printed and sintered specimen is 
measured optically. The disadvantage 
of this method might show itself when 
the flatness or shape imperfection of the 
sample increases. It is also only for one 
sort of material, volume of different 
material layers cannot be differentiated 
without extra investigation.  

 

 
 

Fig.2.19: Image of sintered silver and height 
measurement by 3D-microscope. 
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2.5.2. Imaging Method 
 

Direct determination of porosity proportion is possible by contrast imaging after revealing the 
region of interest (roi) accordingly. This could be done by grinding or etching the surface to expose the 
microstructure. SEM images of the roi reveal usually metal surface as white-grey areas, and pores as 
black voids. It is common to use a semi-automatic image program to set a threshold and convert the roi 
in total black-white areas to determine the volume percentage of voids and dense parts which is 
reversibly unique in case of isotropic samples [39]. This method can also be applied on fracture 
surfaces. The broken surfaces are defined to be the areas that show significant brightness changes 
within a small distance [40]. To reveal the leading pores and load bearing cross section, contacts should 
be broken at lower temperatures e.g. in liquid nitrogen. Changes in total porosity or the change in ratio 
of isolated to interconnected pores can strongly affect the load bearing cross section and therefore the 
mechanical properties of the material [41].  

The disadvantage of the imaging method in general is converting the three-dimensional 
information into a two dimension format. Marginal fracture areas cannot be detected correctly since the 
gray tone in shadows are too shallow. The disadvantage of etching is the less well control of the process 
within the pores which leads to over-etching. The disadvantage of grinding is smearing of the pores on 
surface in the Ag-dense area.  One could try to impregnate the surface with resin, but it does not 
penetrate in smaller voids due to its viscosity, so this could be an option rather for large pores (diameter 
more than 3µm).  

Another option to reveal the pores in the roi is focused ion beam (FIB) milling as shown in 
Fig.2.20 [42].  A 3D characterization of thin films, as shown in Figure Fig.2.21, using a SEM/FIB 
microscope and studying porosity slice by slice from the segmented data with various techniques is 
also possible [43]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2.20: Example of a focused ion beam 

(FIB) milled trench [42]. 
Fig.2.21: FIB-nt image and pore 

network segmentation (blue) [43]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 SAMPLE  PREPARATION  and  TESTING  SETUP 
 
 This chapter is devoted to the preparation of samples and description of testing procedures to 
establish the temperature dependent mechanical properties of the sintered silver itself (as coupons) and 
as interconnection between copper stripes (as lap-joints). The effect of interfacial processes on the 
joining quality are important for reliability and time of use until failure of an interconnection. Since the 
alloying of bulk copper and silver in any concentration leads to a ductile solid compound, the 
interdiffusion of these metals at the interface appears less critical to the joining technology. However, 
the open-porous structure of the sintered silver layer allows lateral penetration of atmospheric oxygen 
and reaction with the mating copper surfaces. The preparation of samples and experiments are designed 
to obtain mechanical properties such as tensile and shear strength at room and elevated temperatures, 
and to reveal the effect of oxygen reactions at the interfaces and their meaning for fatigue lifetime. 
 Two main types of samples were prepared for mechanical tests. Firstly, the Ag-coupons as 
sintered silver itself. Secondly, the Cu-Ag-Cu lap joint samples as interconnection. Different sintering 
parameters (sintering temperature, time, and pressure) were chosen to create the various series of 
samples.  
 For the investigations two types of commercial Ag-paste from Heraeus were used: ASP-016-63 
and ASP-338-14/28. In this thesis mainly the testing results of the samples produced with the last one 
are discussed, if not otherwise stated. To mention the difference, the ASP-016-63 is produced for large 
area (1-2.5 cm2) die attach of DCB (direct copper bonded) modules and contains 88% of flake-shaped 
silver particles of 1-10 µm size whereas the ASP-338-28 contains 73% of silver metal and has a more 
fluent consistency. The micro-sized Ag-particles are mingled under ultrasonic agitation with an organic 
solvent containing binders (e.g. polyvinyl butyral) and solvents (e.g. terpineol). According to the data 
sheet the ASP-338 series can be applied on silver, gold and copper surfaces and allow to produce layers 
with a CTE of 19 ppm/K, thermal conductivity above 150 - 200 (W/m·K) and electrical resistivity 
under 0.010 mΩ·cm. The paste is usually applied by stencil printing, first dried at a lower temperature 
under 180 °C (within nitrogen atmosphere) for organic compounds to volatilize and then sintered over 
230 °C. In comparison to conventional soldering, no solder-flux is used. Therefore, no cleaning is 
required.  
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3.1. The Ag-Coupons 
 
 To obtain the sintered silver as free standing coupons, the Ag-paste was applied by stencil 
printing (Fig.3.1.a) either on glass for pressureless sintering or on ceramic plates (Fig.3.1.b) in case of 
sintering with pressure. To be able to detach the silver from the substrate, boron nitride was sprayed 
prior to the printing process on the plates.  
Two main shapes of the Ag-coupons were printed: the 5 mm x 5 mm square pads for density 
measurements over the mass-volume method and the dumbbells for tensile testing. The dumbbell 
shaped specimens of sintered silver were produced in three sizes in length: 20 mm, 30 mm or 40 mm 
(Fig.3.1.c). The smaller ones were used for serial testing of tensile strength (including the setup 
system), whereas the bigger ones also enabled measurement with laser speckle extensometer (LSE) to 
determine the strain of the porous silver material itself. 

The applied Ag-paste was first dried in a non-sealed oven under nitrogen influx (N2 > 100 l/h) with a 
temperature profile slowly approaching to 130 °C to avoid both overshooting of the oven temperature 
and bubble formation of the volatile components within the silver. The electron microscope image of 
the dried silver paste is given in Fig.3.2. 

The surface roughness of the dried Ag-paste was investigated under an optical 3D-microscope of 
Keyence (Fig.3.3) with a theoretical resolution of 0.2 µm. When the Ag-paste was printed correctly, i.e. 
the pressure was applied evenly and uniformly, a surface roughness of 10 -15 µm on top of the dried 
silver paste could be observed as shown in Fig.3.3.c, which is in the range of big sized Ag-flakes. After 
the drying procedure, various sintering conditions (combinations of sintering time, temperature and 
pressure) were chosen to fabricate different series of samples. The main series of the sintered Ag-
coupons investigated in this thesis were produced with a stencil thickness of 200 µm and were named 
as A, B, C, and D. Their parameters are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

   
Fig.3.1: Steel stencil (a) used to print dumbbell shaped Ag-paste on a ceramic base (b) which 

is first dried at 130°C and then sintered at elevated temperature (230°C or 300°C) (c).   
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Fig.3.2: Picture of the dried Ag-paste as a 5 mm x 5 mm square printed with a stencil of 

200 µm thickness (a) and SEM image of the surface at a magnification of 12K showing the 
micro sized Ag-flakes (b). 

        

 
 

 

 
  

   
Fig.3.3: 3D microscope image of the dried Ag-paste (a) (b) and the surface profile (c). 

   

a) 

a) 

b) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 3.1: Sintered Silver Dumbbell Sample Series 

 

Series 
Stencil 

thickness 
Sintering Pressure 

Sintering 
Temperature 

Sintering Time 

A 200 µm   0 MPa 230 °C 30 min 

B 200 µm   0 MPa 300 °C 30 min 

C 200 µm   70 MPa 230 °C 30 min 
D 200 µm   70 MPa 300 °C 30 min 
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3.2. The Cu-Ag-Cu Lap Joints 
 
 Cu-Ag-Cu lap joint series with varying geometry, sintering conditions and surface preparation 
were produced for shear and 3-Point-Bending (3PB) tests.  
Lap joint button type samples, which are shortly called button samples, had a square sintering area of 
ca. 19-20 mm2 as shown in Fig.3.4. The top buttons were sintered on a copper base, either in 
neighbouring pads as in Fig.3.4.a for serial shear strength measurement, or individual on 20 mm long 
bases with the width of 10 mm and thickness of 2 mm as in Fig.3.4.c to integrate in the 3PB setup with 
a resonance frequency of 20 kHz. The corresponding results are published in the first paper of this 
thesis in chapter 5.1: Temperature Dependant Mechanical Properties of Sintered Silver Copper Joints. 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Fig.3.4: A stencil with a thickness of 100 µm and square windows (a) is used to apply the Ag-

paste on the Ag-sputtered Cu-base (b). Copper tops of ca. 20 mm2 area are then sintered under 
pressure to produce the button samples (c). 

        
 

  

 

  
Fig.3.5: Lap-joint samples in specifically designed aluminum sample holders for sintering 

(a). Cross-sectional SEM image of the Cu-Ag interconnection from the mid-region (b). 
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Lap joint strips (as shown in Fig.3.5.a), which are shortly called lap-joints in this work, had a 
sintering area of ca. 10 mm2. The long copper material pieces had a cross section of 3 x 1 mm and a 
length of 50 mm. The Ag-interconnected lap-joint samples were used for shear strength and cyclic 
lifetime measurements and stress relaxation tests.  

Prior to application of Ag-paste, the surface of the Cu-base is grinded on sandpaper with 
sequential decreasing grain sizes down to 10 µm to remove the surface oxidation. Then the copper was 
rinsed in ethanol and dried by air blowing. For the production of some sample series the Ag-paste was 
dried directly on the cleaned copper. For the production of some other sample series, the copper surface 
was Ag-coated (500 nm – 1 µm) by sputtering as shown in Fig.3.5.b. The silver sintering of the lap 
joints was performed using an automatic programmable heating press with active cooling function and 
a plate size of 40 cm x 40 cm as in Fig.3.6. 

 

 

The lap-joint series were named as P, PT, PTP and PTS 
and their sintering parameters are listed in the Table 3.2. The 
first series were subject to studies to optimise the sintering 
process for shear type cyclic experiments and the results are 
plotted in chapter 6. Although there were mechanical cyclic 
lifetime measurements with the blank copper samples (PT and 
PTP), for the comparison of thermal effects on fatigue lifetime 
mainly the last PTS series were investigated. The name P 
stands short for ‘Probe’ and PT for ‘Probe-Twosided’, 
marking the application of the 100 µm Ag-paste on both 
copper strip sides of the interconnection (short 2x100 µm). 
PTS stands short for Probe-TwoSided-Sputtered. With a total 
thickness of 200 µm of applied silver, the sintering conditions 
of this last lap-joint series corresponds to the C-series of 
dumbbell shaped Ag-coupons, which in total gives the 
information both on shear and tensile testing behavior. 

Fig.3.6: Press machine with 
heating plates. 

 
 

Table 3.2: Cu-Ag-Cu Lap-Joint (Rods) Series 
 

Series Surface 
Stencil 

thickness 
Sintering 
Pressure 

Sintering 
Temperature 

Sintering 
Time 

P blank Cu 100 µm ca. 25 MPa 230 °C 60 min 
PT blank Cu 2 x 100 µm ca. 25 MPa 230 °C 60 min 

PTP blank Cu 2 x 100 µm > 70 MPa 230 °C 30 min 

PTS 
Ag-sputter 

metallization 
2 x 100 µm 70 MPa 230 °C 30 min 
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3.3. Heat Treatment and Metallurgic Preparation 
  

A thermal aging test measures changes in characteristic parameters, such as strength, void size in 
material or creep behaviour after the material is subjected to a constant high-temperature environment 
for a fixed duration [9, pp.136] and has therefore undergone microstructural changes. To study the 
effect of ageing on microstructure and mechanical behavior, both the Ag-coupons and lap-joints were 
thermally treated. Some of the samples investigated were heated up to 250 °C for 250 hours in air 
ambient oven, the other ones were sealed in a glass capsule to prevent further oxygen inflow as 
depicted in Fig.3.7. Since the porous structure of the sintered silver form a complex comb with random 
void paths, the penetration depth of the oxygen is not fully predictable. Especially for the lap-joints, 
while a clear difference of the Ag-grain size could be measured on the edges, no significant chance was 
observed deep inside of the samples.  
The microscopic examinations were made on both the fracture surface and the grinding surface. For the 
latter one, the samples were embedded in resin as shown in Fig.3.8. and polished up to 1 µm. It shall be 
mentioned that also the method of the investigation may play an important role. For example, to 
determine the density of the 3-dimensional porous structure by the optical method usually the 2-
dimesional conversion of a region is reckoned. As mentioned, a specific segment of the sample such as 
corners, can give a different information than another segment. Also, the preparation of a section e.g. 
by etching may influence the resulting outcome. 
 

  
 

Fig.3.7: Dumbbell shaped sintered Ag-coupons (a) and Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints are placed in 
sealed glass to prevent oxygen income during thermal treatment. 

     
 

  

 

 

 

  
 
Fig.3.8: Cross-section of an Ag-Coupon (a), Cu-Ag-Cu Button samples (b) and SEM image 

of a Lap-Joint (c) embedded in resin. 

a) b) 

a) b) c) 
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3.4. Testing Setup 
 
 To perform the shear, tensile, stress relaxation, and cyclic fatigue tests a tensile machine of 
MESSPHYSIK Materials Testing (max. strength capacity 1 kN) in combination with various sample 
holders and load cells (capacity 100 N, 500 N and 1 kN) of AEP Transducers with a resolution up to 
0,1 mN was used. One setup type is shown in Fig.3.9 for shear testing of button style lap joints, where 
the scraper tip pushes down while measuring the force to detach the sintered joint.  
 

 

Another setup type is shown in Fig.3.10 for tensile 
testing of Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint strips or sintered 
Ag-coupons with dumbbell shape. The latter one 
was equipped with a laser speckle extensometer 
(LSE) which enabled contactless strain 
measurement of the investigated material. Two 
laser beams are directed at the sample surface at a 
calibrated distance. The created speckle pattern is 
captured by the two cameras (Fig.3.10.a). When 
testing was performed, the movement of the 
marked regions was envisaged and the 
displacements remotedly measured with a 
resolution of 0,1 µm (Fig.3.10.b) along with the 
force applied by the tensile machine. This setup 
was mainly used to obtain the elastic modulus in-
situ during tensile testing, and to compare the 
stress-strain behaviour measured locally on the 
sintered and relatively small Cu-Ag-Cu area with 
the behaviour of the lap-joint for depicted 
representative samples.   

Fig.3.9: Testing setup for shearing 
button samples. 
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Fig.3.10: Testing setup with Laser Speckle Extensometer (a) and strain measurement 
directly on the sintered silver (b).  

 

a) 

b) 
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3.5. Thermal Calibration 
 

To perform the stress tests at elevated temperatures mainly two methods were carried out: heating 
of the lap-joints by eddy currents and convection heating of the dumbbell Ag-coupons in a constructed 
chamber around the sample in the tensile machine. 

As shown in Fig.3.11.a the lap-joint sample was placed in a solenoid as inductor, while being 
clamped in the stress-strain machine. The temperature was measured with both a thermal camera and a 
thermocouple. The advantage of this setup is that the main heat is created in the coil region and the 
testing machine is not directly affected as shown in Fig.3.11.b. Both copper and silver being 
diamagnetic materials with the relative permeability µr ≈1 temperatures only up to 150 °C could be 
observed. To reach temperatures above this level, an iron wire was wrapped around the sample. In this 
case to prevent overheating over the preset 200 °C, a thermocouple connected to the lap-joint with heat 
paste as shown in Fig.3.11.c served as feedback to the circuit controller. The off-and-on regulation 
caused an ongoing fluctuation of the sample’s temperature in the range of ca. 10-15 °C, which was not 
preferable especially during relaxation experiments. The method with convection heating was chosen 
for most of the tested samples. For this purpose the tensile testing machine was covered with a thermal 
chamber as in Fig.3.12.a. The heating source was a hot air blower connected to the chamber, and again 
a thermocouple was placed on the sample. The preset temperature levels of the heater were observed 
along with the actual sample temperature levels (Fig.3.12.b) and calibration curve in the temperature 
range of the tests was plotted (Fig.3.12.c). The silver coupons had a steeper slope than the Cu-Ag-Cu 
joints and reached the 200 °C sample temperature already at around 300 °C setting value. Because the 
heat convection reached also other elements of the setup such as the load cell, additional air cooling 
was turned on during operation of the heater.  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

Fig.3.11: To create a heating effect the lap-joint was placed in an inductor circuit (a) and the 
temperature was measured with both a thermal camera (b) and thermocouple (c). 

 
 

a) b) c) 
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Fig.3.12: Tensile machine with a thermal chamber covering the sample under test (a). The 
calibration of the heater and sample temperature (b) delivering a near linear behaviour in 

the experimental range (c). 
 

 
 
 
 
  

a) b) 

c) 
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CHAPTER 4 

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE of MATERIAL 
BEHAVIOUR 

 
In the previous chapter the preparation of the various sintered silver dumbbell series for tensile 

experiments and the silver sintered copper lap joints for shear experiments are described, also the 
preparation of the samples with thermal treatment and the procedure for the microscopic investigations. 
Furthermore, the testing setup for the studies on the mechanical properties at room and elevated 
temperatures and cyclic lifetime is described. 

In this chapter the focus lies on the presentation of the obtained results, emphasizing the 
influence of oxygen containing atmosphere during thermal treatment after sintering and the influence 
of testing temperature on the mechanical behaviour of the sintered silver samples. The investigation on 
failure characteristics provides the information required for the end-of-life estimation of the sintered 
silver joints in various thermal conditions. 

 

4.1. Investigation Results Obtained With Ag-Coupons 
 

The dumbbell shaped samples of porous silver are gained by sintering a commercial Ag-paste of 
Heraeus the ASP-338 series. The various sintering conditions in preparation of the main series are 
listed in the Table 3.1. Further, the thermal treated samples are marked either with ‘A-Aged’ meaning 
thermally aged in air atmosphere or with ‘G-Aged’ meaning thermally aged in a sealed glass tube with 
restricted oxygen content, in both cases at 250 °C for 250-hours, as described in chapter 3.3. Samples 
as sintered (without thermal treatment) are marked with ‘0-hour’. The series were subject to 
investigations on density evaluation, electrical measurement, tensile strength and relaxation testing at 
room and elevated temperatures. 

 

4.1.1. Investigation of Microstructure 
 

The characteristic microstructure of the sintered silver varies with the sintering conditions 
(pressure, temperature, and time). A dense microstructure composition is anticipated by applying a high 
pressure of 70 MPa and coarsening of the pores is expected at the higher sintering temperature of 
300 °C. The electron microscopy images from the fracture cross section of the Ag-dumbbells for the 
sample series A, B, C, and D are shown in Fig.4.1.a-d at a magnification of 6x103, as well as the 
images of the other selected sample series sintered at various pressures in Fig.4.2.a-c, all after the same 
sintering duration of 30 minutes.  
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A: 0 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min 

 

 

B: 0 MPa, 300 °C, 30 min 
 

 

 

C: 70 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min 

 

 

D: 70 MPa, 300 °C, 30 min 

 
Fig.4.1: 0-hour, Fracture surface SEM images of the sintered silver for the main series A (a), 

B (b), C (c) and D (d) with sintering conditions as in Table 3.1.  
        

a) b) 

c) d) 
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35 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min. 50 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min. 90 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min. 
 

Fig.4.2: 0-hour, Fracture surface SEM images of the silver which is sintered under various 
pressures of 35 MPa (a), 50 MPa (b) and 90 MPa (c) at 230 °C and for 30 minutes. 

 
  
 

   
  

 

  

  

  

    

  

  

 

  

 

A: 0 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min B: 0 MPa, 300 °C, 30 min C: 70 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min 
 

Fig.4.3: Grinding surface of the sample series A (a)(d), B (b)(e) and C (c)(f) which were 
embedded in epoxy resin after ageing in a sealed glass tube at 250 °C for 250-hours. 
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In comparison to the 0-hour samples in Fig.4.1, the microscopic images of the G-Aged and A-
Aged ones are shown in Fig.4.3-4.4 and Fig.4.5.  
 Compared to the 3D fraction zone in Fig.4.4, Fig.4.3 shows the electron microscope images of 
the grinded 2D surface for the G-Aged series A, B and C. This perspective directly revealed the 
necking connections and the size of the voids in the sintered silver, for the observed segment slice. The 
comparison of Fig.4.3.d and Fig.4.3.e showed that apart from the diameter size of the Ag-particles, the 
consolidation of the interconnecting paths is strongly dependent on the temperature. This might be the 
result of the self-diffusion of silver atoms due to thermal kinetics. The density analysis of the grinded 
surfaces with the monochromic imaging method gave for both the 0-hour and G-Aged series of A-type 
samples a porosity of around 40 %. A comparison to the mass/volume evaluation of the density is 
discussed in chapter 5. 
 The most obvious change due to thermal treatment in air atmosphere was the growth of the round 
shaped Ag-particles for the pressureless sintered series A (Fig.4.5.a) and B (Fig.4.5.b), whereas no 
significant enlargement of the grain size could be observed (Fig.4.4.a-b) in case of the sealed glass with 
confined oxygen. 
 Beside the grain growth another ongoing process under heat treatment is the accumulation of the 
pores. Chuantong Chen et al. [44] reported, in comparison to the samples aged for 1000 hours in 
vacuum which almost kept the initial state, a coarsening of the sintered silver’s microstructure after 
aging at 250 °C in air for 100 hours; and a decrease in pore number while the average pore size 
increased from 0.6 µm up to 1.5 µm with thermal exposure time after 250 hours in air. 
For our series of type C which were sintered under high pressure, the dimple-like structure of the A-
Aged pores showed diameters up to ca. 4 µm as in Fig.4.5.c., whereas only a small enlargement of the 
voids was observable when fracture surface images of the 0-hour (Fig.4.1.c) and G-Aged (Fig.4.4.c) 
samples are compared. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: 0 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min B: 0 MPa, 300 °C, 30 min C: 70 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min 
 

Fig.4.4: Fracture surface of the sample series A (a), B (b) and C (c) which were aged in 
sealed glass tube at 250 °C for 250-hours. 

  

a) b) c) 
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A: 0 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min B: 0 MPa, 300 °C, 30 min C: 70 MPa, 230 °C, 30 min 
 

Fig.4.5: Fracture surface of the sample series A (a), B (b) and C (c) which were aged in air 
ambient at 250 °C for 250-hours.  

 
 
 

Silver at room temperature has a rather stable condition considering the oxidation. But the 
presence of oxygen seems to play a significant role on the microstructure of the sintered silver at 
elevated temperature and hence its mechanical properties. A possible explanation is the formation of 
Ag2O at 250 °C and the follow-up decomposition of the unstable silver oxide into silver nanoparticles, 
filling up the voids between neighbouring particles and finally merging into a bigger Ag-particle 
together with the neighbouring elements to minimise the surface energy [44]. This would also explain 
the self-healing of the cracks in the range of 10 nm in the Ag-layer after heating at 200 °C up to 100 
hours as described by Chuantong Chen et al. [45]. In the latter case, the heat treatment increased the 
tension strength.  C. Choe et al. [46] reported a variation of the tensile strength for pressureless sintered 
silver (sintering parameter 250 °C, 1 hour) after isothermal ageing at 250 °C depending on the exposure 
time.   
It should be noted that the thermal treatment in the literature is assumed as being performed in air, if 
not stated otherwise or specifically stated as vacuum ageing, especially when accompanying grain 
coarsening and pore accretion is reported. 

The newly performed bonds of sintered silver after heat treatment may have a different response 
to the stress than as-sintered condition, and the cycling lifetime may alter as the change in grain size 
and boundaries can influence the mechanical behaviour. In the next sections the influence of thermal 
treatment on the stress-strain characteristics will be investigated. 

 
 
 

a) b) c) 
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4.1.2. Tensile Strength 
 

From the various specimen of produced samples, the stress-strain characteristics particularly of 
the three main series A, B, and C were investigated. The tensile strength was obtained at three testing 
temperatures of 25°C, 130°C and 200°C with a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min, as depicted in Fig.4.6. 
The tensile measurements of the 250-hours G-Aged samples are also plotted in the same figure on the 
right sides. For each series 4 – 14 samples were tested. The porous silver sintered without pressure i.e., 
the A and B series have mean tensile strength values of ca. 14 MPa and 17 MPa, whereas the high 
pressure sintered series C has a mean value of 56 MPa with a maximum reaching up to 95 MPa at room 
temperature. Comparing the individual average values of the 0-hour and 250-hours series we observe 
both, enhancement and deterioration of the tensile strength. The fall of the tensile strength with 
increasing testing temperature can well be recognized in all cases Fig.4.6.a-c with the exception of the 
G-aged samples of the C-series tested at 25 °C / 130 °C. In this latter case only 5 samples were tested 
and one of these exhibited an exceptionally high strength (the test run of this sample is depicted in 
Fig. 4.9.d, sample test identification #517). This exception causes the high maximum value in the 
strength diagram (Fig. 4.6.c, right side).  
Figures 4.7 - 4.9 show the stress (σ) - strain (ε) behaviour of the corresponding series A, B and C at the 
testing temperatures of 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C, again with the same testing speed of 1 mm/min, 
respectively. The 0-hour series are plotted in the left columns, the 250-hours G-Aged series are plotted 
in the right columns. Three selected samples for each of the 18 test series represent the maximum 
tensile strength region. At room temperature: A clear brittle fracture characteristic is given for the 0-
hour series A, B and C. At the stress level of 20 MPa, in the elastic region, the system strain is 
approximately around 0.4 % for the pressureless sintered samples (Fig.4.7.a and Fig.4.8.a) with more 
porous Ag-structure, and 0.1 % for the pressure sintered hence dense samples (Fig.4.9.a). The 250-
hours G-Aged series also show a rather brittle behaviour. In the latter case, a clear increase of strain 
above 0.3 % corresponding to 20 MPa is observed for the C samples (Fig.4.9.b).  
With increasing testing temperature: especially at 200 °C a clear ductile characteristic is given for all 
the series A, B, and C; and for both 0-hour (Fig.4.7.d, Fig.4.8.d and Fig.4.9.d) as well as 250-hours G-
Aged (Fig.4.7.e, Fig.4.8.e and Fig.4.9.e). At the testing temperature of 200 °C the yield point of the 0-
hour series is observed around 10 MPa for the pressureless sintered samples A and B, and 30 MPa for 
the pressure sintered samples C. 

Fig.4.10 shows an example of the automatic in-situ evaluation of the elastic modulus during 
measurement with the LSE directly at the sintered silver bulk as described in chapter 3. The load-
unload hysteresis was measured at a testing speed of 0.2 mm/min. At room temperature especially for 
the 0-hour samples no significant ductile characteristic was observable in the stress-strain plot because 
the samples fractured immediately after reaching the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), hence no specific 
yield point as transition into plastic regime could be defined. 
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Fig 4.6: Comparison of tensile behavior for the dumbbell shaped sample series A (a), B (b) and 
C (c) of sintered silver; at testing temperatures of 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C; at the testing 

speed of 1 mm/min; for 0-hour vs. 250-hours at 250 °C thermal treatment (G-Aged). 
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Series A: 0-hour 

(no thermal treatment)  

Series A: 250-hours thermal treatment 
at 250 °C in protective glass 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Fig.4.7: Tensile stress-strain behavior for the dumbbell sample series of porous silver A, 
pressureless sintered at 230 °C for 30 minutes. Comparison of 0-hour (a)(c)(e) vs. 250-hours 

(b)(d)(f) thermal treatment (G-Aged) at testing temperatures of 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C and 
testing speed of 1 mm/min. 

 
 

 

b) a) 

c) d) 

e) f) 
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Series B: 0-hour 

(no thermal treatment) 

Series B: 250-hours thermal treatment 
at 250 °C in protective glass 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Fig.4.8: Tensile stress-strain behaviour for the dumbbell sample series of porous silver B, 

pressureless sintered at 300 °C for 30 minutes. Comparison of 0-hour (a)(c)(e) vs. 250-hours 
(b)(d)(f) thermal treatment (G-Aged) at testing temperatures of 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C and 

testing speed of 1 mm/min. 
    

b) a) 

c) d) 

e) f) 
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Series C: 0-hour  

(no thermal treatment) 

Series C: 250-hours thermal treatment 
 at 250 °C in protective glass 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 
   

 

   
 

 
 

 

   
 

Fig.4.9: Tensile stress-strain behaviour for the dumbbell sample series of dense silver C, 
sintered at 70 MPa and 230 °C for 30 minutes. Comparison of 0-hour (a)(c)(e) vs. 250-hours 

(b)(d)(e) thermal treatment (G-Aged) at testing temperatures of 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C and 
testing speed of 1 mm/min. 

        

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 
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Fig 4.10: In-situ measurement of the elastic modulus of an Ag-dumbbell sample (series A) 
during stress-strain measurement with LSE (and testing speed of 0.2 mm/min). 

 
 
In comparison to E-modulus for bulk silver which is around 80 GPa [75] [78], for the sintered 

silver series the averaged values for the elastic modulus E determined from the experiments are given 
in Table 4.1. The column 4.1.b of the system shows in general a lower value than the column 4.1.a of 
the LSE due to the distinction of the setup elasticity. Similar observation is made for the steeper stress-
strain measurement with the LSE in the linear elastic regime of the lap-joint (Fig.4.24). 

 

 
 

 
Table 4.1: E-Modulus of sintered Ag-dumbbells measured at room temperature, 

determined with LSE directly at the silver material (a) and determined from 
experimental slope of the stress-strain plots (b-c). 

 

Sample Series (a)   0-hour 
LSE insitu 

(b)   0-hour 
System 

(c)   250-hours G-Aged 
System 

A 8.9 GPa 5 GPa 2.5 GPa 
B 5.6 GPa 5 GPa 3.3 GPa 
C 38 GPa 20 GPa 6 GPa 
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4.2. Results of Cu-Ag-Cu Joints Investigation 
 

The Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint samples are produced by sintering under 70 MPa pressure and at 230 °C 
for 30 minutes, corresponding to the C dumbbell series. Again, samples as sintered (without thermal 
treatment) are marked with ‘0-hour’ and the thermal treated samples are marked either with ‘A-Aged’ 
meaning thermally aged in air atmosphere or with ‘G-Aged’ meaning thermally aged in protective glass 
ambient, in both cases at 250 °C. 250-hous or 500-hours duration is given depending on the time kept 
in the reflow oven. On the base of naming different series, to this chapter relevant lap-joint samples are 
called PTS. For the practical reason of being able to trace back the individual samples, this tag from the 
experimental days in the laboratory is kept in this work. 

 

4.2.1. Microstructural Characterization 
 

The microscopic characterization of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint samples include the scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) images, the focused ion beam (FIB) processed area of the sintered silver 
with neighboring copper region, the energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) scan of the section, the electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) mapping, transmission electron microscope (TEM) images and electron 
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) line scan. 

The SEM images of the FIB processed areas of the sintered silver within the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints 
are given Fig. 4.11. The first image belongs to silver as sintered under 70 MPa (Fig.4.11.a) exhibiting a 
dense character of the Ag section. The second image (Fig.4.11.b) is taken after thermal treatment of the 
sample at 250 °C for 250 hours in protective glass ambient, where a confined growth of the pores can 
be observed. The Ostwald ripening, driven by the surface-to-volume energy, describes the increase of 
the pore diameter due to agglomeration inside the sintered volume. In the following images the change 
in the states of the pores after 250 hours (Fig.4.11.c) and 500 hours (Fig.4.11.d) in air atmosphere is 
clearly noticeable. The comparison of the A-Aged and G-Aged samples at the same temperature and for 
the same duration show the role of the air in the pore growth. 
The evaluation of the silver density for these four sample types are pursued based on monochromatic 
image analyzing method. For the 0-hour sample (as sintered) the porosity obtained by imaging 
processing is around 5-6 %, for the 250-hours A-Aged and G-Aged samples 6-9 % and for the 500-
hours A-Aged sample around 20 %. The vast difference in density obtained versus the mass/volume 
method is discussed in chapter 6. 
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Fig.4.11: The FIB processed area of the sintered silver within the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint  
as sintered (a) and after thermal treatment at 250 °C for 250 hours in protective glass 

ambient (b) vs. 250 hours (c) and 500 hours (d) in air atmosphere.  
 

 

c) 

b) 

d) 

a) 
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The grinded surface of an A-Aged lap-joint is given in Fig.4.12. Fig.4.12.a shows an overview of 
the cross-section where a distinction of the pores shape is remarkable between the joint’s center as in 
Fig.4.12.b and the margin of the joint as in Fig.4.12.c. Jie Li et al. [47] remarks that the outgassing of 
the organics in the sinter paste may hinder a deeper oxygen diffusion into the inner zone. The EDX 
analysis as in Fig.4.12.d reveal the oxygen existence on the copper-silver junction and the oxide layer 
actually continues some way along the interface to the inner section of the joint as in Fig.4.12.b. 

The SEM images and EBSD analyses of the lap-joints’ surfaces for G-Aged and A-Aged samples 
are given in Fig.4.13. Thermal treatment at 250 °C for 250 hours in protective glass ambient has no 
further effect on the pores’ diameter (which is under 1 µm) and grain size. Thermal treatment at the 
same temperature in air ambient for 500 hours leads to pores up to 10 µm diameter and growth of grain 
size, which effects the crack propagation and mechanical response of the material. 

 
 

 

 
 
Fig.4.12: Grinding surface of an A-Aged lap-joint showing (a) the effect of the oxygen in the 

middle of the sample (b) vs. near corner (c) and EDX analyses of the latter (d). 
 

 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Fig.4.13: SEM images (a)(c) and EBSD analysis (b)(d) of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints showing 

the states of the pores and silver grains after thermal treatment at 250 °C in protective glass 
ambient for 250 hours (a)(b) and in air ambient for 500 hours (c)(d). 

    

b) 

c) d) 

a) 
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Fig.4.14: Cu-Ag-Cu sample thermal treated at 250 °C for 250 hours at air ambient. 

Microscopic image of the lap-joint (a) and SEM image of the sample’s middle section with 
focused ion beam (FIB) processed region (b) showing the silver-copper interface (c). TEM 

image containing the copper-oxide layer (d) from the lamella of the shown pit area (e). 
 

 

d) e) 

b) c) a) 
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Apart from the state of the silver grains and pores in the sintering area, the other region of 
interest, the silver-copper interface, for the A-Aged specimen can be seen closely as pictured in 
Fig.4.14. While no oxidation is observed after thermal treatment in the protective atmosphere 
subsequent to sintering (Fig.4.13), the SEM images of the FIBed area in Fig.4.14.b-c show the 
penetration of the copper-oxide layer into the sintered silver bulk after thermal treatment in air ambient. 
For particular analyses two TEM lamellas of the Cu-Ag interface section from A-Aged lap-joints were 
prepared as shown in Fig.4.14.d-e and Fig.4.16.a-c. The EELS scans and EDX mappings confirmed the 
formation of Cu2O as in Fig.4.15.b-c and Fig.4.16.d. Furthermore, carbon polymer, probably remaining 
of the Ag-coating from the sinter paste, could be detected. 

The SEM images of the fracture surface from the G-Aged and A-Aged lap-joints after shearing is 
given in Figure 4.17. The comparison of the Ag-grain size for the G-Aged (Fig.4.17.c) and A-Aged 
(Fig.4.17.f and Fig.4.17.i) series is pointed out for the marginal section of the joint, where the oxygen 
presence was given in equal condition, at a magnification of 10 thousand. The former is around 1 µm 
and the latter up to 3-4 µm. The crack propagation due to shearing stress is observed either on the Cu-
Ag interface as shown in Fig.4.17.a or through sintered Ag-bulk as shown in Fig.4.17.g. An overview 
to the fracture characteristics is given in the Appendix A.1.  

 

 
  

Fig.4.15: TEM image of the Cu-Ag interface of the sintered lap-joint sample (a). EDX 
analysis confirming the formation of copper-oxide as yellow+blue section (b)(c) after 

thermal treatment in air ambient (at 250 °C for 250 hours). 
  

b) 

c) 

a) 
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Fig.4.16: Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints sample series (PTS) sintered at 70 MPa pressure and  
230 °C for 30 minutes and thermal treated at 250 °C for 250 hours at air ambient.  

SEM image of the Ag-sintered Cu-lap-joint (a), SEM (b) and TEM (c) images of the 
sintered silver with neighboring copper-oxide section and the red marked square area 

(ca. 0,5 x 0,5 µm2) was EDX mapped (d). 
 

c) 

d) 

a) b) 
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G-Aged @ 25 °C  
 

    
A-Aged @ 25 °C 

 

    
A-Aged @ 130 °C 

 

   
Fig.4.17: Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints sintered at 70 MPa pressure and 230 °C for 30 minutes. 

G-Aged sample tested at 25 °C (a)(b)(c). A-Aged sample tested at 25 °C (d)(e)(f).  
A-Aged sample tested at 130 °C (g)(h)(i). 

 

e) f) 

a) b) c) 

d) 

g) h) i) 
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4.2.2. Shear Strength 
 

In this section the response of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints to shear stress shall be investigated.  
The obtained strength profile for 
the given specimen 0-hour, G-
Aged and A-Aged is plotted in 
Fig. 4.18. Two testing 
temperatures of 25 °C (black 
plots) and 130 °C (red plots) are 
given for the testing speed of 
2 mm/min. Here again, in general 
the shear strength is declining 
with increasing testing 
temperature. The mean value of 
the shear strength of the 0-hour 
samples tested at room 
temperature should be higher than 
the one received at the testing 
temperature of 130°C. An 
explanation for this might be the 
large deviation of the measured 
strength values, though, the 
number of samples (34) were 
already comparatively high.  

 

 
 

Fig 4.18.: Shear strength for the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint series.  
Comparison of shear behaviour for 0-hour vs. 250-hours 

thermal treatment (G-Aged and A-Aged at 250 °C) at 
testing temperatures of 25 °C and 130 °C, for the testing 

speed of 2 mm/min. 
 

The maximum measured shear strength here is around 46 MPa. For the same sintering conditions of 
time, temperature, pressure, and atmosphere, the maximum tensile strength at room temperature was of 
120 MPa. The relationship between the shear strength τsh and yield strength σy are commonly given by 
the equation 𝜏𝑠ℎ = 𝑥 ∗ 𝜎𝑦 (30) 

where x is ca. 0.5 depending on which failure theory (such as Tresca's or von Mises) one adopts [77]. 
Georgi Genov [77] suggests a revisited rule-of-thumb dependency for the shear strength and the 
ultimate strength σUS: 𝜏𝑠ℎ = 0.6 ∗ 𝜎𝑈𝑆 − 25, (31) 

which fits very well to our above-mentioned measurement results of ultimate tensile and shear 
strengths. 
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Series PTS: Testing at 25 °C 

 
Series PTS: Testing at 130 °C 

 
0-hour: no thermal treatment 

 

 
0-hour: no thermal treatment 

 
 

250 hours: in protective glass 

 

 
250 hours: in protective glass 

 

250 hours: air ambient 
 

 

 
250 hours: air ambient 

 
 

Fig.4.19: Comparison of shear stress-strain behaviour for Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint series 0-hour 
(a)(b) vs. G-Aged in protective glass (c)(d) or A-Aged in air ambient (e)(f). Testing 

temperatures are 25 °C (a)(c)(e) and 130 °C (b)(d)(f), at the testing speed of 2 mm/min. 
 

 
 

b) 

c) d) 

a) 

f) e) 
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To compare the shear behaviour, Khazaka, R. et al. [69] reviewed the relationship between the 
joint shear strength of nano-silver paste for die attach technology and various parameters such as the 
applied bonding temperature, sintering pressure and time, sintering atmosphere, interconnection area 
and joint thickness, thermal cycling, and storage time at different temperatures. A summary of the latter 
is given as follows: for the storage at 85 °C [70], 250 °C [71] and 300 °C [72] a relatively small 
variation between 20 MPa and 30 MPa of the die shear strength is given. For the storage at 500 °C [73] 
in air, while the shear strength of 100 µm thick films remained constant, for thin joints of 15 µm a 
decrease from 50 MPa to the half was observed. 

For our samples with an average silver thickness layer of ca. 70 µm after sintering, the mean 
shear strength of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints was ca. 29 MPa for the 0-hour specimen. The mean shear 
strengths of the 250-hours aged samples were around 33 MPa at room temperature and showed 
descending tendency at the testing temperature of 130 °C. 
The stress (τ) – strain (ε) behaviour for the lap-joint series is given in Fig.4.19. Tests at room 
temperature are plotted in the left column, tests at elevated temperature in the right column. Five 
selected samples for each of the 6 test series represent the maximum shear strength region. 
 

4.2.3. Cyclic Loading 
 

After the investigations on tensile behaviour of the pressure assisted sintered silver and 
investigations on shear behaviour of the lap-joints sintered with the same parameters (70 MPa, 230 °C, 
30 min) and characterization of the microscopic structure of the corresponding sample series, in this 
section the studies on the lifetime estimation are presented. The mechanical cycling tests were 
performed again at room temperature and an elevated temperature.   

The ratcheting behaviour for the first 10 cycles of the 0-hour PTS lap-joints at 25 °C is given in 
Fig.4.20: with a stress maximum of 40 MPa (40max) and mean value of 25 MPa in Fig.4.20.a, and with 
a stress maximum of 30 MPa (30max) and mean value of 20 MPa  in Fig.4.20.b. In comparison to the 
latter, the first 10 cycles of the 250-hours A-Aged and G-Aged samples are given in Fig.4.21.a-b. Each 
diagram includes three individual tests of random samples from the series to represent the range in 
compliance of the stress-strain behaviour. Annotated is also the number of cycles (Nf) till end of life 
(EOL) for each individual test. It should be noted that the average shear strength for the specimen is 
around 30 MPa, which means that the cyclic amplitude was highly stressing.  

The strain maxima of the 0-hour samples measured at room temperature are about 14-16 % for 
40max specimen and about 8-10 % for 30max specimen, for the first 10 cycles. As described in section 
5.2, an average asymptote value of ca. 22 % and 16 % of ratcheting strains respectively are given for 
EOL fracture at 25 °C. 
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Fig 4.20: Comparison of shear cyclic for 0-hour Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints for two stress 

maximum levels: 40 MPa (a) and 30 MPa (b). Each series include three individual tests of 
representative samples. Testing was performed at room temperature and only the first 10 

cycles are shown.      

a) 

b) 
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Fig 4.21: Comparison of shear cyclic for Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints which are 250-hours thermal 
treated at air ambient (a) or in glass (b). Each series include three individual tests of 

representative samples. Testing was performed at room temperature and only the first 10 
cycles are shown. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Fig 4.22: Comparison of shear cyclic for 0-hour (blue), 250-hours A-Aged (orange) and G-
Aged (green) Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints for two stress maxima: 40 MPa (a) and 30 MPa (b). 
Testing was performed at room temperature and only the first 250 cycles are shown. 

b) 

a) 
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Fig 4.23: Comparison of shear cyclic for 0-hour (blue), 250-hours A-Aged (orange) and G-
Aged (green) Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints at the elevated testing temperature of 130 °C for the 

maximal stress amplitude level of 30 MPa. 
 

 
 

   

  

  

  
Fig 4.24: The master-slave region of laser speckles on the lap-joint were placed as near as 

possible to the sintered Ag interface and were calibrated on 1 mm in vertical distance (left) 
to compare the stress-strain measurement of the lap-joint sample with (red plot) and 

without (black plot) LSE (right). 
  

a) b) 
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The direct comparison of the 0-hour and aged specimen for the first 250 cycles is shown in 
Fig.4.22. The samples with a ratcheting stress maximum of 40 MPa are given in Fig.4.22.a and the 
samples with a ratcheting stress maximum of 30 MPa are given in Fig.4.22.b. Here we note the 
comment to the diagram 4.22.a where we can distinguish the slope of the stress/strain curves (in the 
hook’s regime) of the 0-hour and A-Aged samples from the one of the G-Aged, the latter appears softer. 
At this point one could believe that the reason for this deviation could be the microstructure, as we can 
observe a significant difference in the pore size (Fig. 4.11). However, with view on the diagram 4.22.b 
the A-Aged samples exhibit another slope than the 0-hour samples. For this reason, the explanation for 
the different slopes has to be found in tolerances of the silver layer thickness. Although the geometry of 
the Ag-pads was predefined by the stencil printing and the samples were placed in holders, a contact 
shift during the alignment of the pressing plates and the high press application was possible, leading to 
slight variations of the joint area. 

Fig.4.23 shows the stress-strain behaviour of the latter specimen at the elevated testing 
temperature of 130 °C. Hardening is observed especially for the G-Aged samples, 4.20.b vs 4.21.b, 
above the 30 MPa level and at elevated temperature.   

Measurement with the LSE was performed to determine the strain of the sintered silver layer. As 
shown in Fig.4.24 a region of 1 mm in vertical length at the Ag-Cu interface was marked to be traced. 
The evaluation for a G-Aged sample with over 500 mechanical stress cycles is plotted on the right side. 
The black plot considers the entire strain (of the system including the sample). Thus, it has a softer 
characteristic than the red plot which, thanks to the LSE measurement, uses the pure sample strain. 

The influence of thermal ageing and testing temperature on the failure probability is shown in 
Fig.4.25 as Weibull plot. The Weibull statistical distribution can be characterized with various 
estimator methods such as Benard and Bos-Levenbach, Hazen or Blom [48]. In this study the automatic 
evaluation was made with a program called Origin, reckoning according to Blom method [49] with the 
formula 
 𝑖 − 0.375𝑛 + 0.25  . (32) 

 
The number of the data points corresponding to the test values is represented by n and i is the rank of 
the samples in ascending order. 

The samples are tested with a frequency of ca. 0.1 Hz, either until the sintered lap-joint is fully 
detached to obtain the cycles number Nf (as end of life) or were assumed as ‘run-through’ after 30.000 
cycles. The three types 0-hour, 250-hours A-Aged and G-Aged sample series are tested at room 
temperature and compared in Fig. 4.25.a. An improvement of mechanical cycling lifetime in shear 
loading with 30 MPa maxima and tested at room temperature is observed for the thermally treated 
series. The comparison at the elevated testing temperature of 130 °C for the G-Aged versus 0-hour 
series is shown in Fig. 4.25.b, where the enhancement of the 250-hours series is not noticeable 
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anymore. The stress concentration around the lattice irregularities and pores are considered as rather 
leading to crack propagation. The dislocations in sintered Ag could be mobilized by the elevated 
temperature and lead to a reduction of life due to fatigue [50]. 
  

  
  

  
  

Fig 4.25: Comparison of uniaxial shear cyclic lifetime of Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints for 0-hour 
and 250-hours thermal treated samples at testing temperatures of 25 °C and 130 °C with 

maximal stress amplitude levels of 30 MPa. 

a) 

b) 
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The Wöhler plot as an S-N diagram in Fig.4.26 shows the influence of the temperature on the Cu-
Ag-Cu joining quality for various stress levels (30 MPa, 35 MPa, and 40 MPa). The diagram was 
plotted with ProFatigue software, which is a statistical tool to predict the Wöhler field, based on 
Weibull or Gumbel distribution. For the former method, the number of cycles corresponding to the 
50 % failure probability (as given in Fig.4.25) are listed in Table 4.2.  

 

  
Fig.4.26: Comparison of uniaxial shear cyclic lifetime Nf (as EOL) of Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints 

with maximal stress amplitude levels of 30 MPa, 35 MPa, and 40 MPa; testing at ca. 0,1 Hz. 

  
Table 4.2: Number of Cycles to Failure for the 50 % Weibull Probability (WP) 

corresponding to Fig. 4.25. 
Number of 
Cycles for 
50 % WP 

max. 30 MPa 
mean 20 MPa 

max. 35 MPa 
mean 22.5 MPa 

max. 40 MPa 
mean 25 MPa Testing 

Temperature 
    

0-hour 3600 900 220 
25 °C G-Aged 5000  8500 

A-Aged 7200   
    

130 °C 0-hour 150 110 12 
G-Aged 80   
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CHAPTER 5 

PUBLISHED  PAPERS 
 

Previous chapters contain the motivation and goals of our research including the main aspects of 
the related theory and the investigation methodology. This chapter is devoted to the summary of the 
published results obtained through the research years on the thermomechanical properties of sintered 
silver. Papers have been peer reviewed, five have been released with IEEE, and a sixth one in 
Microelectronics Reliability with Elsevier. This was possible with the competent and most valuable 
supervision of Prof. Golta Khatibi and enlightening discussions with Prof. Johann Nicolics. In the last 
three papers of this thesis co-supervisor Dr. Martin Lederer contributed with developing a material 
model for porous silver based on the evaluated data. The test samples have been manufactured at the 
TU Wien laboratories inhouse by the PhD student. The required equipment was modified, experiments 
were carried out, examination and analysis were pursued accordingly. For each paper the contribution 
of the co-authors and support of the colleagues is annotated.  

The first paper Temperature Dependent Mechanical Properties of Sintered Silver [1] 
investigated the shear strength of Cu-Ag-Cu joints sintered under various preparation conditions for 
optimization purposes, along with the stress relaxation behaviour of a lap-joint type at room and 
elevated temperatures, and 3-Point-Bending (3PB) mechanical fatigue of the button type samples. 
Special thanks are devoted to Dr. Agnieszka Betzwar for her practical advice and contribution during 
the high frequency lifetime measurements, and Dipl.Ing. Thomas Walter for his support with the setups. 

The second paper Behaviour of Silver-Sintered Joints by Cyclic Mechanical Loading and 
Influence of Temperature [2] investigated the low cycle mechanical lifetime of the depicted lap-joint 
series, the S-N curve have been plotted for room and elevated temperatures. The ratcheting strain as an 
indicator of the residual stress of the cyclic hysteresis and creep behaviour was evaluated for two stress 
peak levels, near and above the hardening benchmark. The effect of thermal treatment on 
microstructure and fatigue characteristics was investigated. Failure probabilities were evaluated with 
Weibull distribution (based on Blom methodology). For the electron microscopy images, the focused 
ion beam (FIB) millings in the region of interest were made by Dipl. Ing. Andreas Steiger-Thirsfeld. 
The results of these investigations were also presented at the 10th Workshop of the German Association 
for Welding and Allied Processes e.V. and published in conference proceedings [3]. 

The third paper Temperature Dependent Physical Properties of Silver-Sintered Layers for 
Power Electronics [4] investigated the main characteristics of the porous silver which were sintered 
under selected preparation conditions. Tensile strengths for the series of the dumbbell shaped Ag-
coupons were deduced for room and elevated testing temperatures, as well as the electrical resistivity. 
The mass/volume densities of the samples were determined by Markus Lunzer, BSc. The thermal 
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analysis TG and DTA of the dried Ag-paste prior to sintering was performed by Prof. Christian Gierl-
Mayer. The factual data of a high-power LED module developed by ESCATEC using silver sintering as 
interconnection technology was provided by Dr. Martin Mündlein. 

The fourth and fifth papers Temperature Dependent Relaxation Behavior of Pressureless and 
Pressures Assisted Sintered Silver [5] and Temperature Dependent Relaxation Behavior of Ag-
Sintered Copper Joints [6] investigated specifically the creep characteristics of the porous silver 
dumbbells and the lap-joints, respectively. For this purpose, the samples were exposed to defined stress 
levels consequent on the studies of the series, and the relaxation behaviour was observed. The 
experiments were again performed at room and elevated temperatures in alignment with prior research. 
Regarding that mechanical lifetime for low cyclic fatigue of thermal treated (250 hours aged) lap-joints 
was conspicuously high compared to as sintered (0-hour) samples, stress relaxation data of both 0-hour 
and A-Aged lap-joints were collected. The numerical results could be well implemented in the Norton 
power law and the stress exponent values were determined. Considering that the inelastic deformation 
in the material due to stress application leads to the end-of-life damage, a unified model of Gurson 
plasticity and Norton creep was developed by Dr. Martin Lederer.  Also a certain activation energy, 
which is the energy necessary for the transportation of the lattice atoms during creep phenomena, could 
be elaborated for the tested and in numerical fitting evaluated samples.  

For the sixth paper Constitutive equations for strain rate and temperature dependent 
mechanical behaviour of porous Ag-sintered joints in electronic packages [7] the constitutive data of 
the stress-strain characteristics including tensile, shear and relaxation behaviour for sintered silver at 
selected temperatures was available along with the density analysis of the corresponding sample series. 
Dr. Martin Lederer has determined the specific material parameters from fits to mechanical tests and 
accomplished the implementation of finite element method (FEM) on the commercial ABAQUS 
simulation software. Combined with the investigations on microstructural features and mechanical 
cyclic lifetime, the material model developed can be used for reliability assessments of Ag-sintering. 
The results were also published in German at the conference proceedings of the 11th Workshop of 
DSV/GMM Elektronische Baugruppe und Leiterplatten (EBL) in 2022 [8]. 

In the following sections the published papers are given respectively. In the sections 5.1-5.6 the 
enumeration and lists of the references in each paper is given as published, at the end of the 
corresponding paper. Therefore, these lists of the references cited in this chapter 5 should be 
differentiated from the list of references given separately in an own section at the end of the thesis.  
 Complementary results and a thorough discussion of the main investigation points such as 
porosity of sintered silver, mechanical properties and effect of thermal treatment is provided on the 
base of comparisons with outcomes of other research works in chapter 6. 
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5.1. Temperature Dependent Mechanical Properties of 
Sintered Silver-Copper Joints 
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. 4bsfracf: 11,e focus of this work is investigation of the mechm1ical properlies of /qw. femperature Ag-
s;ntered /arge area joints whiclt were prepared by using silver coated and bla.nk ccpper substrates. 
Shear tes·ts and sh·ess rel.axation experiments ·were conducted at van·ous tempe1nh,res by using a micro 
tensile testing macltine equipped w'ith a thennal' chamber. Fatigue be.havior was studied by using a high 
frequency three point cyclic bending testing S)~fem. In order to compare /1,e relaxation behm-ior at 
higher temperah,res the stross exponents were deduced fi'om measured data according to tlte c.reep 
law. Failure probability cm·, 1es ofsintcred silver interconnec.tions were plotted and compared w'ith those 
of soldw Joints prepared 141111 lead-tin-silver alloy. lt was found that /1,e sinte,;ng paramefet>, Ag-sinfer 
layer thickness and the substrafe material st>-or,gly ajfect the shear stnmgih andfatigue response ofthe 
joints. Using scan.ning elec.tron microscopy (SE}.{) and 3D-microsc.opy tec.hniques allowed to obtain an 
insigltt into the failure meclumisms of tlte Ag-sinter Joints subjected to staffc shcar fest mtd fatigue 
loading. 

l. l ll;'JRODUCTION 

Tue. applicatiou,,; of power e.lectronic devices tru:ge.t 
the n·end in requirewenls such as high operation 
temperat ures and controlled powe,· Joss density while 
dem.,ndiug challenging methocls for packagiug such as 
Jow pressure joining tecbnologies at Jow tempe.-ature. 
\Vith ils high thermal and el ect,i caJ couductiviti<?s, 
silver sinte.ring is a promising le.ad-free., e.uvironme.utal 
friendly alte11Uative. bondiug technology. lt is al so 
cowpatible. v.~th 1llllltilaye,· processing where direct 
soldering is not always possible .. 

For silver sinte.ring. comme.rcially available Ag-
pastes from different suppliers may consist of nano- or 
micro-particle-.s of di.ffere.ut size and sh.1.pes and a 
vrui ety of orgnnic additives. They are used to fonn 
silver joints by pressureless sinlering and sinteriJig 
under presstu·e. up to 40 MPa [1-3] unde1· diffe,·eut 
atmosphere. such as air or uitrogen. Tue. paste 
compositiou and siuteriug panuneters bave a stroug 
impact on fh.e porosity of the sinte,-ed silver Jayer 
which dete,mines the elastic aud thennomecbanical 
behaviotu· of tbe. joint. Fw1be1more., a size e.ffec.t, i e .. 
iocrease of sln.e.ar stre.ugth ma-ximum with dec:re.ased 
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bondiug are.i, is reported [3]. Hence the. studies of the 
mecbanical behavio1u· of the sinte,·ed Ag-paste in 
different awlicatiou.s ru-e still topic of ongoing 
research and are essential for reliable life.time 
predicti= 

2. L -xPERThID' ff,-\L 

} .l . Sampl, design 

Shear and stress rela."tation tests were. pe1formed 
with Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints. Each joint was prepai-ed l>y 
using a pair of coppe,· strips wifü a length of 50 nun, 
width of 3 1ll1ll and thickness of 1 m,n Tue. surfuce of 
the copper strips was grinded t:o remove ehe surfuce 
oxides, pul in an isopropyl-ulba souic bath for rinsiug 
and dried by air blowing. The Ag-paste. was awlied on 
coppe,· by stencil printing to maintain a certain 
thicl:ness with a pad a,·ea of J,O-J5 nun• (Fig. l.a}. 
Fatigue test s.imples consisted of Cu strips with a 
Jeugth of 20 nun, width of 10 ,nm 3lld thickness of 
2 m,n On ehe. top of the st,i ps ,-.ci1nguJa,· pieces of Cu 
with an avernge area of 19.5 mm2 were sintered ou a 
silver pad wieh .,, .irea of 25 1lllll' (Fig. l.b, l.c). The 
contact surfuce of the Cu tops was sputtered with 
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fig, L Examp!e of sample preparation: Ag-paste of 100 p..m 
thickness is stencil printed a) on the edge of3 1lllll wide and 
SO mm long copper sticks for lap-joints by sintering to each 
other; b) by S mm x S mm mask template on copper base 

with pre-sputtered silver layer o f 1 p..m. c) A top of copper, 
abo silver sputtered on the connedion side, is placed in the 
middle ofthe chl ed paste on the base tobe sintered under 

pre.ssure. 

Temperature( ' Cl 

UO't 

.. 

- w ... , "------------------

Time ( min) 

TefflP('r8tl.ll'e l "C) 

,0-! ----- --------· 
! 

-~:.:_-+-----+---• 

TiMe ! M in) 

fig, l . Temperature profile of dzying and sintering 
procedw'e for the used silver interconnec tion paste. 
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silver to obtain a 1 µm thick coating ou tbe. siuteriug 
area. Tue. surface. of Cu sb·ips (bottom pieces) were 
either blauk (lc) or ooated by Ag- sputte,ing (l b). 

The Ag-paste was dried at 130 °C unde,· the flow of 
N, >2 1/min; the tempe,ature profile. is showu iu 
Fig. 2. For 50 fWl aud 100 µm stencil m.isk the 
thickuess of the. applied silver paste (Heraell< mAgic 
paste) was reduced arouud half of 011giual Ag-
thickuess after siuteriug at 230 °C for au hour. Both 
sintering in air and in nitrogeu are shldied, the fo1mer 
lead to higher she.ir streugth tbau the latte,· anes. This 
is cou,sistent \Yith tbe. analyses of Stanislas Hascoet 
etal v,,rhere processing under Jlltrogen te.ad to a weaker 
boud thau under oxidiziug atmoshere (6). Therefore, 
sinleriug iu air is prefäred for sample. preparatiou ou 
further tests. 

].]. 1'1krostn,cture 

Sinle,ing ,,1th different applied press,u·e. leads to a 
uotice.able difference in the microstructu.re.. SE?vi 
images of various silver tayers are shov.'Jl in Fig. 3. 
The samples were. siutered without (a) or under a 
presstu„ of arot111d 25 MPa (b) aud ove,· 50 MPa (c). 

f ig. 3, Mic.rostruchlre of silver paste sintet'ed at diffet-en.t 
pressures: a) pre-ssure!ess b) 2S MPa c) >SO MPa 

Image an.1lyses give an ove.rview of the ratio of the 
pores: uo siuteriug presSU1·e leads to a porosity 
between 35-40 %, v,.,here.as a presstu·e. over 50 MPa 
, .. sults iu a porosity under 5 % . Iu the Jatte,· case. of 
high presstu-e also a compressiou of the sinte.red silver 
layer was obseived (e.g. 33.6 µm tbickuess) compared 
to layers sinlered without press,u... (50.7 fWl 
thickuess). 

1.3. Tes t set-11p 

Teusile. experimeuts weR perfo,med usiug a 
microstraiu machiue lv!E30-1 "'' th a 500 N load cell 
(with a resolutian of 10 mN) for stress meas,umg aud 
a portable. therm.11 ch.imber with heatiug eleruent 
controlled by the regnlator JUMO Imago 500, which 
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also en.,b!es recording of temperature. clata of the 3 . RESULTS 
thennal element that is lllOUnted ou the s:unple duriug 
testiug. 3.1. Slrear te,ts 

f ig, 4, Schematic image ofthe ultrasonic resonance fa tigue 
tes ting system with thrff point bending set-up [4], pictw:e 
o f Cu -Ag-Cu samp!e placed unde.r the excitation tip and 

laser Doppler vibrometer for capturing the resonance 
displacement of the specimen at the maximwn. 

Fatigue experimeut set-up utilizes an ultrasonic 
resouauce testi.ng syste.m consisting of a power supply, 
a transducer and au acous tic hom as sche.m..-.tically 
shown in Fig. 4. Tue s:unple. below the tip of the. horn 
is placed ou the two steel stiwo1t s of the. beudiug 
stage. Tue system is coW1ected to the load cell of a 
teasile. machine wbich allows to adjustment a constaut 
preload by the coutrol software. This is required to 
preveut the. movement of the. specimen duriug 
excitation. For this ptupose the configu.red set-up \Vith 
the uecessa,y awlication of 130 N preload iuduced a 
displacement :unplitude of 5 11m dtuing excitation. 
This was measured at the 1 uuu tbick and 19.5 !lllll2 

squa1·e. copper siele of silver sintering junction, of 
which the detacbment is de.fined as the failure criteria. 
The vibrating system induces a res011.1J1ce 6-eque.ncy of 
20 kHz and is coupled to the. adjusted s:unple at the 
position of ruaxinmru displacement, of v.'Wch the 
:unplitude is measured by means of a L-.s-a- Doppler 
,ibromete,· dtuing the excitatiou (4]. 
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Prior tests revealed increasing she.ru: strength for 
bigher siutetiug presstu·e. [3]. The,·efore, for the lap-
joiuts witbiu the area 10-15 llllll1 of awlied silver 

" ,, 

' 

•~ t •- A9 1x100 in(RT) 
•     2x 50 m 1, T2 

--. 

•--~----~---~--AT " " 
fig. S. Shear stre.ngth of large area (> 10 UlUl2) silver 

sintend samples at 25 MPa for different stencil thickness of 
applied paste and at different sample testing tempe.ratw:es 

(RT =26·c, r ,= 1oo·c, r,= 14o•C). 

10 

"' 

'i ;._ "' 
s 
Q : .. 
! " 

"' 
,0 

0 
50 

max 
mean vMl.1e 
min 

" Sintering p1et1!Wre (M Pt1! 

fig. 6. Shear stre.ngth at roow tempe.rature o f Cu -Ag. Cu 
interconnections are collated: S e.rie.s I and D sinte.red a t 

25 MP a. a.nd 50 MPa re.spective.ly, w he.re the. silve.r paste was 
cfue.ctty put on coppe.r ; serie.s Ill and IV whe.re coppe.r w e.re 

pre-sputtend with 1 pm si}ve.r b.ye.r e.ithe.r on one or on both 
sides o f the. s inte.ring contacl 
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paste, a sinte,ing pressure of approximate.ly 25 MPa 
was chosen. 1bese samples were shear tested at 
different tempe,·atures. A decrease in sheru· strength 
with higher teruperatures was observed as plotted in 
Fig. 5. E~ts also showed highe,· shear strength 
for Ag-thickness of 100 µm vs. 200 fWl stencil print . 
For !arge area lap-joints of arouud 20 llllll2 sintering 
press,u·e. over 50 MPa was adjusted. 

Using the 100 µm thick stencil for the. silver 
inte-1face., the. influence of applied sintering pressure to 
tbe shear streugth measured at room tempe.rature is 
plotted in Fig. 6. Samples series mruked with I and II 
in the diagraru are sintered with 2 5 11,1Pa aud 50 MPa, 
respective.ly, where the. Ag-paste was clirec.dy pul on 
coppe,·. Set uumbe,· m Cu-Ag-Cu(Ag) Jayers consists 
of a blank oopper base. ou which the Ag-paste was 
applied with a 5 mm x 5 llllll mask teruplate, aud a 
coppe,· top which was pre-sputtered with 1 µm silver 
laye,· ou the conuection side (Fig. 1 .c ). Iu the series IV 
Cu(Ag)-Ag-Cu(Ag) both, base aud top sides of the 
coppe.r were pre-sputte.red \Yi th silve.r. An increase of 
the ave,·age shea,· strength from 16.51\,IPa to 2 1.81\,IPa 

Fig, 7. f racture of sheared-off samples a) at 100 °C a.nd 
b) at 165 •c 
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was obse.rved due to raised proc.ess pressure.. In 
addition, an enhance.ment above 27 MPa was 
meastu-ed whe.u the. coppe.r base v.ras sputtered on ooe 
side .. Iu the case of two-side. pre-sputtering before. the 
sintering the. wean value o f the. sheru· strength reached 
lllOfe thau 50 MPa. 

Furthennore, at te.wpemtu.res 1owe.r than 140 °C, 
fracflu•e. occu.rred at the. Ag/Cu inte-1fac.e. either at the 
top or the subsb·ate. s ide (Fig. 7.a). At higher 
temperature. fracture crack propagated through the Ag-
layer (Fig. 7 .b ) . 

3.1. Relaxa.fi.011 

The stress re.la.ution curves of the examined 
samples at room teruperature, J00°C, aud J40°C 
showed simila,· behavi or. Compared to lower 
te.wperature, at 165 °C a strouger stress re.la."<3tion 
process is observed (Fig. 8). 

.. 
,..c 

"   
,. , .. 
,. 

! 
0 

= ! 
, .. 

" .. 
' lOQO l!OQO 3000 ~OW ,000 «>00 

rll'.'tle(s) 

f ig:. 8, Stress relaxation tnean values compa.red at room 
temperahu-e and 165 °C. 

Tue rela.'<ation cau be represeuled by the powe,·-
law creep equation 

dE .. 
-=A.e' .d' 
dt 

(1) 

whe.re t stauds for time., e is the. strain, <l is the 
applied sb·ess, n is the stress exponent, A is a material 
constaut and K is 

K=-_g_ 
R.T 

(2) 

with T being the absolute. teruperature, Q the 
ac.tivatiou eue.rgy and R tbe. Boltmww. 's constant 
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For ehe attainment of creep beha,ior data tbe 
C3.lllf>lec wen. loaded up to 120 N :Uld hold nt th..'lt 
position and stress v-s time CU1Ves were obtained In 
order to compare ehe. samples at ehe steady state 
regiou, the stress rela.utiou data afte.r 5% st.ress drop 
were cousidered for calculatiou of the stress expouent. 
As samples show a variatiou rauge of she;ir strength 
(compare ma.'<ima and minima in Fig. 6) aud yield 
Limit, this deviatiou is also seeu in tbe refa.'<atiou data. 
The obtained stress expouent n for the measwed 
samples at room tempernture were betweeu 28 aud 78, 
whe.reas a 10\1.ter n value arouud 20 is related to 165 °C 
(fable 1). 

Sintilar creep sb·ain tests we, .. reported by Xin Li 
et al. (5]: L,p-sheru· joints with au area of 2 wm2 aud 
bouclline. thicl:ness of 50 fllll were sinteJ'ed at 280 °C 
for 30 min by \1.sing u..1Uo-scale paste with pa11icles 
siz.e smaller Chan 50 nm ( comp.11iug wieh ehe micro-
scaled Ag particle siz.e. of < 20 1un of this study}. Tue. 
drawn stress exponeuts for tests betweeu 315 °C aud 
225 °C we,·e in the rauge 4 aud 11. That would lead to 
a stress expoueut about 18 for 165 °C aud around 45-
50 for room tempemture, which coll'esponds also to 
our ca!Ctll.ated me;in vahies from in Table 1. 

Steady phMe Stre-'>s uponent 
Ter:np. 95 % ofa..,,. II 

reae:hed afte.r t [s] (for t.t = 60 min) 

26 °C 570s 77.92 
26 °C 839s 45.15 
26 °C 21S s 28.7S 
16s · c 250s 22.24 
16s · c 22S s 20.2S 
16s · c 96 s 20.10 
16s · c 126 s 9.55 

T a ble 1. Cowpa11$on of the stress exponents obtained from 
experunental data for van ous samp!es at room te.mperahlre 

and at 165 °C: n is related to the reciprocal variation o f 
temperahu-e. 

33 . Fatigue 

The used tbree-point-beucling fätigtie. lest as described 
in sectiou 2.3 is a time sa,iug method to determiue. the 
lifetime of tbe inte.rcounect.iou. Tue. results at room 
lempe1'3t11re. for the two pre-sputtered saies, Cu-Ag-
Cu(Ag) aud Cu(Ag)-Ag-Cu(Ag) samples, .,., 
presented in Fig. 9 as a fäilwe probability plot. 
Especially from the former type. almost h.11f of the 
samples outlived the. muout limit of 1.5· !OS loading 
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cycles. The cbart '1so includes ehe fätigue data 
con-ecpoucfuig to the PbSnAg die att.'lch eolder j ointc 
which were tested byusing the same. set-up as repo,ted 
in (4]. 

1h • C'-(Agr/',g-CU(Ag) Sir'l~I 

•• ClfA9.0..(Ag) t !lllbf • 
• Pt,,)n~t<AOtr • • • o• 

/: i 07 

• 0.6 ,. 
i •• 
e ... 
  • •• / y1/· ... .., ., 1/   

00-1----~---~---~----, 

"' "' Loadlng eyeltt 

Fig. 9. Probability o f ftilw-e as a function of loading cycles 
for two types (Cu-Ag-Cu(Ag) marked as red squares and 

Cu(Ag)-Ag-Cu(Ag) mu·ked as black cird es) of silver sinter 
joints in comparison io lead-tin-silver aUoy solder j oints 

(m.ukec as blue t>i - !e) (4). 

Fig, 10. Samples of surface &acture microstruchu-e a, afte.r 
shearing and b. af:e.r detaclunent due to fatigue o f 

m ed l.anical cyding. 

Analysis of the frncttu·e surfäce was couduc.ted 
with sc.awiing elec.tron ruicroscopy. Fig. 10a shows a 
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depicted ex.,mple. of a couple sheared-off at 100 °C 
with the typ ical shear pattems. Fig. 10 b represeuts a 
typic"1 parti al iuterfucial clelamiuatiou of a sample 
which fäiled due to cletachmeul of the. coppe,· top from 
the substrate afte,· mech.1llic"1 fätigue at room 
temperature_ 

4 . CONCLUSIO:,i 

For copper-silver-coppe,· lap-joints it has beeu 
coufumed that the. iuterc-Ollllectiou withstauds a higher 
shear stress whe.u the Ag-paste is sinte.red in air rather 
!hau in nitrogeu atmosphere. Also a strouger boud for 
le,is Ag-thielmess (100 pru vs. 200 µm stencil ptintiilg) 
was me.astu·ed. An incre.ase of she.ar strength c.an be 
gained by 111ising the process press,u·e. Augmeutiug 
the siuteriug press,u·e. above 50 11,1Pa leads to a 
reduc.tiou in the porosity of the silver laye,· to less thau 
5% from 40% of pressi1te.less sintering. Furthe.r, a 
highe.r shear resistance. was attained wheu both sides 
of the copper were pre-sputtered with silver ou the 
juuctiou layers. A decrease in she.ar stre.ugth was 
observed with incre.as:ing the test te.mpernture. From 
the re.la.'<3ti.ou investigation of strained s:.unples at 
26 °C aud at 165 °C stress exponeuts are obtained 
accordw.g t.o creep law. For the latte.r a stronger 
re-la."<atiou is observed with a mean value of 18 for n, 
aud 50,6 for room tewperature„ Furthe,more., sheariug 
the samples below 140 °C resulted iu fracture uear the 
Ag-Cu iuteri,ce whereas at higher tewperattu-es 
fai!,u·e. occwred throngh the Ag-bulk. F atigne fäilw-e 
at room te,npe,·attu-e omured w.-unly due to interfucial 
clefaminatiou. Tue. resultaut fäihu-.. probability plots 
for silve.r-sinte.red copper bonds show similru: tre.ud 
with the. stroug leacl-tiu-silver alloy solcle,s joints . 
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5.2. Behaviour of Silver-Sintered Joints by Cyclic 
Mechanical Loading and Influence of Temperature 
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Device.~ in pnwci· cl<cJmniC$ cpcn1tt nt hi~h tcmpcr-01,1rt>Jt mul dem(Jnd (:('lntml/ed pnwer k,s,r; de11.~i1y-, while tlll' 
rreud Jetulr 10 /o,~ te.mp&a1ure bm,dmg mc1hods /11 t!te pacJu,gmg proctclure. A.t m, t,/iernmfrt w usmg Pb· 
allvys am/ Cu-S,1 rr1tusie11t liquid phase ~Q/dtring, .1g•!,'i11ltrmg i:, 11 promt.,·ing lwudmg ttdr11äl<>f!..V. SI/ver wll/1 
US high 1hermnl wu/ tltclrit:nl cond11c1Nli,v IS an hdl'l1ntag,,011:."joimng moterittl fi,r d[ffer~,r npplica11om: fe.g. 
die nttacl, in pou·er module.~). One of the 111ai11 ndvamagcs P.f this joini11g tech,ialogy is rhe /()w processi,rg 
l<!mperah1re m c:amhina11'on wit /1 1he l,;gl, meltir,g poim o/ s1l11er, lt i!J' nlm cnmpouble wilh T1111l1ilqyer 
pma:.•i.'iing. The Ji:nturt:!J' of 1lu: ho11d1ng silvtr layer nffer:1 thc eln.11ic a1uJ 1/Jcrmo•mectumical heha1-•inr of rJ1c 
w/wl~ d(:,·i<;c$.. J ihor<Ju.e,h i11w:S1lg<,1ion of r/11: prop<:1"11es <J/ ,l~-.slnwr~cl joints lu rclmiombip wal, tlu:ir 
mltr(}structure a1 Y<fl'lous tempermures Js essemlal Jor a11 appropriare lifetlme prediclion. 11tF.v i.·ork lrwe.• . .-rigote.,· 
1he lq,r c,vcllc j(ulgue of Cu~Ag-Cu Ja Jol111s lJI room and elevaretl t.emper,m,n.- pnor 1md s11b.sequen1 I<> 1hermaf 
mu,tm.('n( F11r1hen111)r(!, 1he r«1cl1c:tmg behm•,our of tlu: 101111~· as a pnrt ()/ lhe plo.slic-crc~p phc11tHJ1tnOJ1 has 
h<'t'n ,.,,a/uatcd. SE.M irn·cstigaflons wero p<:1:fom1cd to , fetemlim: lhe: pomsity o/ tlro sifrer bondiug larr:r and tu 
t111(1/y:e the.frocrure su,:face <)/lhe fai/ed smnples. 

Kcy words: low tCl'npcr:uure sil,•cr sintcring,, lCn'lpcr;uure effetl, s.hcar Slreugth, l(l\\ C)Cle fat igue, li(ctlme 

INTRO0 UCTION 

Wllile lugh 1cmll(m111re Ptl-solders are s1ill 
c.\'.cmplcd froru RoHS regulations for high power 
seu,iC(lnductors wilh spcc;ific applicatious. indu.Slr) 
is :;eeking for rel i::1ble ahenli•live sol111io11s. A 
ICY-idfrec allCntUi\'C is sil,•cr siuiering, which h:)S lh(: 
             of bci.ng ;1 low lcrnpcrnturc bonding 
mclbod, Adcfüion::iJ. rcgardiog th.c dc,icc opcr:ttion 
tcmper.uuro. Ag siriered joints are supJXlsod to be 
inset\Sith'C with rcspec:1 lO high tenl)Ctalure (melti,tg 
poiri ur Ag 960 °C) ll-U-111 COll\' Cl11iOrf1f $:))der. Pure 
silvc.t h.n1 ing high 1ltermal (430 W/(m K} ;iud 
clcclrlC--.,d CQnducuv,~· (60 . 1(,6 $/111) IS llß 
outstanding m.1lcrial fo r d1ffcrcnl applicalions 111 lhc 
ficJd or power clcctro1\ics. 

formul:ufons ol" SJlvcr 1:xistc oompositions 
from various suppliers bavo a broad r.mg,:: 
co11r.1ining Ag~panicles from Onlc-shaped 10 drop-
fonu and from micron to mnosi;,;e. They ate used to 
fonn silver joinLS by prcssnrcless simering and 
s~1tcring u.ndcr pressurc [ 1] and undcr atmosphc-rc 
such as air or nitrogcrL TI1c ltx::mv:Mncc:lun.ical 
bch:rvioroflbe si.ntcred joints detxnds on pa.romctcr 

such as t..hcir goomell) te.g. dtickness ofi tlte paste 
and applied area) and s:iruering conditions. \\ hich 
affecl 1he porosity m!d hc1)\;e the performancc or the 
bonding: layer, ßased on 1he 1uierostmc1111e, 1he.nnal 
~)1X] tttCCll:'.mic:.,l l propc11ics or .ta.g,sinrcred 
componcnts zirt lopics of ongoing studics for 
lifclimc progoosis. In this s1udy a conunorcial siJvcr 
pa5'c: frC)m HcrcKus (spcdficd ~ rticlc si:u J µm -
:w ~tm} developcd foi: pressurc sintcnng on coppcr 
subsun1c 141 was used. 

EXPER li\rENTAL 

Samplt' pn.1H1rali(m 

·ro pcrfonn tcsls oo si.lvcr sintcrcd Cu·Ag.Cu 
fapjoiJltS. samplcs were prcpared as Collowcd· copp;:r 
stripcs of I mm thlckness. 50 nun length ancl 3 mm 
width \,cre grindod and polished 10 remo\'e the 
surface oxidatio1L pul In isopropyl for 1ins.ing b) 
uhmsonic balh arid dricd by air blowing. First n 
silvcr laiycr or nppro~imale-l_y 500 nm was sputtcrcd 
on both mal.ing coppcr smfäccs, Thcn lhc A&·P..1SIC 
wns applied by stcncil pn.ntiog (nnsk thickrK:Ss 

P~-csruHxl al thl· Europl.'au i ,fü.1.YJt'.k Ctn)uil:s w1d Ptti:.lutgillg Couii.-.i·c1Kl~ 1md ExL.ihitfou (ll{PC}.f., 
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100 11111) 011 both Slrips. fonuing :~ (Xld Im:::~ of CL 
10 mm1 Oll e...ch sidc~ The Ag~paste n:1s dricd at 
130 °C wlder nitroge.n now. Simering \\'a5 

J>Crfom1od undc-r pn::ssurc of 70 r,.,1)).:1 for 30 m.inulcs 
ai 230 °C in air (Figure 1 ). 

After sinte1ing somc san1)Jcs were hcat 
ll"C.l lCd .tl 250 4 C lll> to 250 h in ~ür ond io proteclivc 
illmosphcre in ordcr to study tlte em.'<:1 of aging on 
thc n)OOhanicaJ properties and evolution of pores ancl 
gmin sizc. 

•J b) 
Sc,utt,e"d' ., 

l lJll'C si,,..,,,ne, pU l'I Nrll'ow 

\ .I ,, 
" 

,. 
<) ! ''" . , .... ! '0, ;a 1 

!~ --,.. 4 iNl' 'litrt.. 

' 
Figur(' 1: a) Prtparatio,, and applk1ulon or Af-
paste by s1cncil printing 1)) Orying unde r 
ni1n:,gcn-flow c) Sintcring of lhC l:11,jc:>inl~. 

l\ticroslnil1UI"(' 

ti,,lainl)' thc sintcring conc.btions includiJ1g 
1c111pemture, prcssnre, ~nd time lc.ad to a difrcrcnce 
in the microshucturc hcocc in mechanical behavior 
of lhe joint. TypicaJ overview of an Ag-siriered 
lapjoiri in f ,gurc 2.n shows thnt sintc:ring for 30 
mlllutcs uoder 70 MPa pressure leads 10 a rela1ive 
densc Ag•layer. Tbc dtickress of Lhc siJ\'er Layer in 
thc lapjoinl wa.s rc:duccd rroln 200 lo 70 11m ancr lhc: 
sinlerin.g process. Mowe.,·et. due. 10 tß.e geoineuically 
induced lower bonding pressure a1 bolh sides or lhe 
joints. thc: porosi1y of a marg.in:11 RJ'Cll w;,s :1round 
40 % (Figurc 2.b) (S]. Nanoindcnt.ilioll lCSIS were 
perfonned lO detennine 1he Young•s modulus of 1he 
sampk:s, ltading to a ralu< of abouc 70 GPa for lh< 
Ag-joint. TI1e E-Modnlus o f lhc porous are.a w~ 
around .t.5 GPa. 

Figurc 2: SEM im,,ge of the eross-sertion of a 
~intcrt.'tl Cu-Ag-Cu laJ)jOint and thc 
mkrosirutiure or Uu• ma!"Wn arrea whkh w:,s: 
:iintered wi1h a lowtt' a1>1>llt(I 1>re.,su1-c. 

In Order to reveJll lhe mic.rostntelure of lhe 
j oinis aod 10 :malyze 1hc size and diS1ribu1ion of 100 
pores samples were prepaf\-~ by using focused ioo 
bc:am (F(8) tcchn.iquc:- as shown in Figurc 3. Thc:-
image analyses rcsull in a porosit~• of around 6 % for 
thc samplcs p.-ior to heal treatmeru (for the O•hour). 
Nol oo.l)' the 101al porosity but also tl~ sh:Jpe and 
connoc1h1 i1y of 1hc porcs nffcct thc propcrtics of cl 
sirierod pon [91. Th:: porosit>' of lhe sintered laye:r 
socmc:d not to bc: isolatc:d but fomtc:d .tn 
i111croonoec1ed 1'1C1wort.. After heai ue~i1mcn1 a.1 
250°C for 250 hours a considerablc cllange of 1bc 
oücroslmclllre ir~luding rearrangemenl and 
coarscrting of 1lr port-:s as wcll as g,ain gm"1h is 
obsCt\'Cd (Figure 3.b). 

' , 

G ;,,   . ' • .1. " .... ·11;.. . < 

., ".( .. 
' • • .., 

' 

Fll(lln, 3: FIB mllled secClon ol· ihc AJ:•laycr 
which was sintercd undei· 70 MP.a pres,mre a) in 
non-aged statt and b) :1ftcr ag.ing for 250 hou •~ :.t 
250 °C in air, 

Ag.ing i n air leads 10 coppcr~xide forinmiom 
at the Cu-Ag Onterrace as shown in Figure 4. In ou:r 
slud)' a scnc s of s unples wen: protoctod from 
oxidarion during the heat 1.rea1n)C1\l by encapsulaiion 
in OOrmeticaJJy sealcd glass mbes. 

Tcns.ilc und fatiguc t~1 sct-u1> 
A universal tcsting m:ic-lunc-from Messphysik 

Ausoia cquipped wi1h a load oell C.ipacity of I kN 
'"~ used for detennimtion of mechanical propmies:.. 
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f]_ 
Ag 

Fiturt 4: S EM ima.i;:t fro111 lht cross-secHon or 111 
.s.-mple af1er htat lreatment in air with lhe EOX 
a1,alysis .showing coppcr-oxidc. 

A 1hermal cltamber wa~ part ofche. set-up 10 
iulplcwcn1 thc cxpcrimcnl also al c lcvalod 
temrx~raturcs. A Laser Specklc l!xte.nsom<.";!er (LSE) 
syStein was used för co-ntactJe~s S1rain 1neasuJ'emen1 
of 1be joim a.N"a (Figure 5), 

Figurc 5: Tco~il<> nrnchi1c with LS& for 
mcuurcntcnls or shcar slrmgtb and low cyclt 
fät~ut tx()('rimtnrs orcu-Ag-Cu 1a,,joints. 

RESUL„TS 

"l'hc ctY'ccl of surfacc rough.n<.'$S of coppcr 
Substrate for prcssureless sintcrcd siJvcr on the she-ar 
streng1h has beco itweS1iga1cd by Mciyu Wang et al. 
[7). Thc pre-mcin.lltit11ion willi sil,•cr o f lhc surfacc 
k.-ads to a strongcr in1erface cOlmt-ction c.omp.iri.-d to 
electroplating (6]. In a previoui swd)'. we found ihm 
using Ag-spuucrcd Strips rcsul~ in :an incrcasc of lhc 
joint S,n=ngth comparing wilh lhosc $.intcrcd on 
blank copper 181. 111ertfore .• in this study ooly 
sputtered 5-lmples were pre1x1red for 1he fatigue 
invc-stigation. All samplcs wcre half an hour and 
sirnering p1~ssure of 10 MPa were cho~n for the 
samples lo be iJWesiigated for rn-oohanfoal cycling, 
For lhc pre-charactcril.ßlioo shcar ICSIS wcrc 
pcr fonncd on sev<."«ll SiHnpk-s rcs.ultint in .i 
maximu,n shear Slren,gth of 45 MPa and a me.an 
wduc of 35 MPa. A rathcr high S(a11cr or shiror 
strcngth in a ll samplt$ wa" obscrvc-d with 44 % of 
non-aged samples aod 26 , _, of aged samples 
showing shear strengih values below 40 1\if Pa. l hese 

results indicatc an improvcmcnt ofthc shcar streng1h 
0 1 Ag-srnlt red JOints subsequent to ag:ing.. As 
deS(ribed in 1he nex1 sec1ion. Jow cycle fatigue ~s 
wen:: conducled wi1h a maximum S1J'C$S o f 40 M:Pa. 

Lo,'"1 cyC'le mtchankal loading $1nd ratehcting 

Low cycle fot igut tests wtre ptrformed with 
a cross head. spee<i of 2 nunfmi,1 which corresJ)(+nds 
10 a 1cs1iog frcqucncy or aboul 0.1 Hz. Thc ICSII> 
were conductcd in tcnsilc-tensile lo,Ktini modc ...,.ilh 
a minimum s1ress of 8 - 10 MPa and inaxi11u1n 
stre:ss tcvcls of 30. 35 and 40 .M.Pa. 

liigure 6 shows lhc " - ,: rclation$hip of u Cu4 

At-Cu lapjoinl c.om.':SpOnding lö lhc s.lr.lin drita 
~ n•red with the LSE d iree1ly from 1he silver j:)int 
arca ( f. igurc. 5) in compnrison with lhc rc--spons-~. of 
the whol.e systt m includins th t 1es1ing machi11e and 
1he joilll. For a11 ex.ample a1 a SlrtSS level of 30 MPa. 
thc s.1rain or the j oin1 is abou1 4.5-5 % for 1hc firs1 
fi,,.e cydc:s with 1.SE. whilc: lhc s1rain vuluc of thc 
whole SySICJU is 31'0UJ)d 14 %. 

,. 

" f l. ,. 
  
• " 1 

" i 

' I 0 
0 ' • • " " " ·• " 20 

&tr• kl " Figure 6: a - t rthuio11ship or 1ht Ag-inltrrate 
ca1,tured "'' lth LSE (red plot) and of the lotal 
sctup (black plot). 

Ratchcling is a crccp-phcnornc-non whkh 
O(•curs w•hen 1he maximLUn of tht exerted strcss 
exceeds the elastic limit of the material. By the 

Fig11re 7: An e'<ample for the t1 - e -c11r,1e orthe 
Ag-sinttri?d lapJoint by cyding loading. 
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.:11:,plia:11ion of cyclic Sl.rc~ in lhe 1e1eile-teusile-
mode. a shi0 of Lhe sircss•s1rain hySle.resis is 
obscn·cd due to plastic ,k fonnaüon. The rnte or 
mlchcting is nffoelcd b)' d1c strcss kw:1 (rnr:~m ;md 
maxllumn), tempermure. :oadiog h.iS1ory al'ld otb!r 
fäctors (21. An example of tJlis behavior for Lhe 
Cu-Ag-Cu lapjoints is shO'l\'n in Figure 7, 

Figure 8 shows an iocrease of the r.ucheting 
stmin (c,) of the non-agcd samplcs for sucss lcvcls 
of 30 and .io MPa. A <Ximparisoo of 1he r., - Nr. 
cun•cs up to 300 cycles ~hows that a higher scrcss 
amplilude rcsults in an incrcasc of rJtchcting str.ün 
from 1-1.S .,/(110 21.5 % (Figure S.a). Tir-s1rnin mtc-
:11 Lhc fitst 50 cycles in both cases is hig.he.r. \\•hich 
grachi:tlly decrcases \\ith incrcasing the cycles to 
raihnt (J,ld, Hgure $.b shows lhitl lhc curvc 
oorrespording to a a.111 of 30 MPa tends to saturare 
artcr .i coupl-c of 1housand ,;yclcs. 

a) :l - -· . 
Peal"1en :1 ~- . . 

~ 401,.,P• 
  ,, -30 MPt 
:(l "j----- - - . 
• l " 
i 1:} ., 

• 
' , 
• • " "" ,., "' •• ,:o 

,_,11/l'ibl!f olC)'dHIN.j()-ti,c11~ 

b) 
" ... .,..u 
" • . tO M?I . 301\IP1 .. 

" * -----  " --• " i! l\) < .• 
bJ • 

;,,-..,--~r,~_-~,,i ! -,,..--,xr0- ,.r,,-.,r~--~.,,, ... 
Nljol'b• d Cyd• H, (0.1!0111) 

Fi~Ul't 8: A\'('M'l:::,e r :Udltti.ng ~train Sl( two Slre!IS: 
IC\;tls for 11011-ag_(°d s:unJ)les 31 room 1em1>e.ra1ure. 
up lo ll'r = 300 (a) and N1 = 2000 (b). 

lnOucru,,-c of tcm1>erutureon lifctimc N, 

A oomparison or thc S-N con·cs of lhc non-
agcd lapjoinlS tcstcd at 25 °C arwJ 130 °C in the klw 

cyde regime-is presenled in Figure 9. Tlie-curves lll'C 
ob1.ai1~d in dx:. tange. of 1na.ximu111 suess 40 10 
30 MPa up 10 - le.a crctes to fäilure. Ttx>ugh a high 
scauer of d.'lt:t is obscn·ocl in both cascs, a clcar shifl 
of S-N curve wilh incrcasing the. 1es1ing 1empcnuurc 
is obscr\'cd resulting in Lhc roduclion of Jifetime 
around onc ordcr of n.1agnitudc 

l " • 

• ·- .. '( 

a "' .. \ . 
,, .. -
  

,, 
1.00l•OO l.00(-01 1.oot<Ol .l.(IO(•~ 1.00E,O, UlO(<OS 

Nfi 

Figure 9: S-N cun·c for sintc:rcd Cu-Ag-Cu 
h11>joi.nts 

The fr.:icturc probability cun·cs of oon-aged 
joims a1 25 °C and 130 °C io compa1ison with those 
of in :lir agcd samplcs tcstcd at 25 °Cis displaycd in 
Figure 10. AU samples were 1es1ed ,u a 0 111,.., of 
30 MPa (mean stress of 20 MPa). Tbe plots show 
th..u lhc ngcd san1>lcs h:wc a 50 % tücdmc 
e.:-.pec.Jation of S.000 eyclet whercas it is 3.000 
cycles for non-aged oncs (Figui'C 10.a). AgiJlg in a 
protective atniospberc resufü in a clear improvcmcm 
of life1i111c :1s shown in Figure 10.b ror s:mtples 
invescig.1.ted at o,_ of .io MPa (me;m stress of 
H MPil) T ht~ ~ ) '·¼ l ift:t iuw l'"\'.~ l1Hic.m i,;: l 'iO 
c:ides \ e.rsus 4.000 c:ides fOl' thc noo•aged and aged 
sampks respecth-ely. 

.. .. .. 
" 01 = • i .. 
• " , , .. , 

0) ., ,, .. 

hillre 1119b•ility lor 1ilwr1 in1-rt d COPO" ti,p;oiflb 
-1t th•n„n              

---· • : i'"<. 

/ 
.. • ,x·, 

• J$'C .. ,. .. 

;/ 
/ " 

,, "' ., w .. 
N, c:y,1„ tot~ t 1i1r, 
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b) 
F•Uurt pt<>babillty tor 6Dttt-51ntere!J ccpPff 18:P-iOlnll 

tl the ~,tu lwtl cf 40 Mh 

" -·-..1 • 3 < •• • UO'C 
  ~'C • •• , .. 

' f ., 1 · 
J •• • ./ •   ., I 
j •• •   •• • .I • ., • ., . ' 

• . , ., 
"' •• ·~ ,,, ,,. 

N.,C)'dM10f•llt,1r• 

Fit!UI'(' 10: Failu 1't probabili()' l)ICtb or the Cu·Ae-
Cu joints tested at C'le,•ated ( red plots) and room 
tcm~raturc for two stn...~ 1c,•cl$ :,$ .shown in a) 
:rnd b) and for bCtlh, 0-hour and 11J1,ed s.uHJllt 
st,·ies (blue 01· ,·i«ler and black 1>lo1s). -

f.' r:tch1rc ~urfm,';C:tmtly!is 

SEM iJwcstigations wcrc pcrfom,cd to 
;maly1..c lhc fndure smface of thc agcd a,d non-
aged samples aftet sre.1r and fmigue 1es1ing a1 toom 
and elevated ternperatures. Basically. lwo ~•pcs or 
crack propaf;'llioa wcrc obsc1vcd: Oir- nc:u thc 
oopper intetface bu1 malldy between spunered and 
sin1ered sih'er layers (Figure 11.a). Lhe other mainly 
lluough lhc Ag-s.intcn.-d hty<."f (Fig.urc 11.b) . Joints 
wiLhOul ,~al 1rea1roo111 (O•hour s.11~les) ICS(Cd al 
room tempcra1ur.. tcn:I to break near CU/Ag 
bQnding lutcrll1cc. Ht.·m m~;uoo samplcs whk:h wcrc: 
1ested a1 higret 1en_,ero1ures as weil as aged 
samples tend to break rather in 1he bulk of silver 
sintc,rcd laycr, This f)1>C of fmcturc was obscn,'Cd in 
1hc case of samplcs c.i1hcr subjt.-c-1cd to stntic or 
cycliog loading. 

f.' igurc I J: J.;;\empl:uy Stl\1 im.ll,ICS :md 
!;C.hcmatic: crnck 1nuh ()f fractu rc 1111>1u1g:dion 
near i11ter1'ace (.a) 1111d throuih sinft.red sih'er 
bulk (b). 

CONCWSION 

Primarily the sintering oonditions such :LS 
lcuipemllu'C) pressure aud dtmdion in.flut.·ncc- 1he 
micros1ruc1ure of the sil\'Ct sin1cred joi11's. 
Optimiza.tion of tOO manuföcturins poranlcier 
inch»dcs surfaoe trc:.llntelll of thc ill1CrtOllJICCUng 
oomponems such as surfaoe rough.ness and 
lnctallization. Mechan.i~LI 1>ropcrties c.g. st.i tic sl~r 
s1reng1h or fä1ig11c. bchavior of lhc joinl is affoc1od 
by the porosity of the sintered bonding Ja~C-1' . 

1H dtis stucly an increase of porosity from 6 % 
to 40 % w1thin thc As•sintcrod joiJ1ts rcsultcd in a 
decrease of Young's .Modulus from 70 10 4S GPa . 
Thc ra1.;hc1ing behavior of the lapjoin1s under 
constam strcss cyclic loading was stuclicd,   
mtclx.1ing strniu whicb dcscribes tlic- cn.-ep 
phenomenon of 1he mate1ial was found to be 
strongJ~• oepeooen1 on the nllXIIIIJm cycllc s.tress ,u 
room 1empcra1ure .. 

f.)r oon-aged samples fä1jgue testing a1 
clcv~tcd tcmpcraturc of l30 4 C lc;td to   signfücant 
reduclion of 1ifc1.ime-comparod 10 1c.s.t i11g at 25 °C. 
Long 1enu thermal cxposme in air al 250°Ct250h 
resuhOO in fonna1ion of coppcr-oxide m thc Cu/Ag 
intcrfucc whk:h is bclicvcd to havc il wcal..cn:mg 
elTect Ol'i 1hc Joint. Furtlw:mnore a considemble grain 
grow1h and alteration of 1he pore slt.1pe and 
dist:ributron was obscn'Cd duri.ng thc aging 111> to 250 
hou~ . 1l11t.'f'Cby de vohmic pcn.-enlitgc of 1lic porus 
rernained almoS1 unchangocl Long term aging did 
not resu!t in a dec~ •sc of filtjguc-respQnsc of thc-
Ag..joim; at room 1empcnuure. lf\depcndem ofag.i1\g 
at air or protectivc atmosphere. an improvemcnt of 
thc lifctimc w:is obscrvcd, In thc l:i1tcr casc cvcn   
con:iick r.tb ly liiS,bc:r lifcti mc w lt.:l ob1.t1.ific:d. In 
additio1t agi1lg resulted in a change of failure mode 
from near interface rracture 10 fäilure in thc bulk of 
lhc sinti:rod l:tycr due to the higl:te-r c:1p:tcity of 
p1asiic do!formaJion in 111e. rec1yS1allizcd material. 

1H a smdy on 1be eITec1 of aging on 1he 1ensile 
bch:ivio, or sintcrcd silvcr a clcar tn::nd bctwocn thc 
mcch.-.n~~-.1 respo11re in the plastic reg.ime aod 1hc 
ageing time or density was not found. 11lis 
unprediaablc bcl13vior of tJlC ~cd Porous s1 lver was 
nuher re1ated dr!. srntisLically inhomogeneous 
distribuuon of 1he pores leading 10 a variation of 1he 
local dc11s.i1y ofthc samplcs l3J, Ln lhc pn::scnt wori<,, 
llic improve111cu1 of the fatig:ue s1rcug:1la of tlr agcd 
samples at low cycle l'Cgimc and high s1ress 
ampliludes ~ ems 10 be relatcd 10 sereral concwn:nt 
föctors. These nL'l)' ux:Juclc- a po~iblc- compktion of 
11~ siowing process dutiog tlJ.! agiilg.             

plastici1~· as rcsull of n::cryst:iJli-aiHon. incrc;tsc iJ1 
llic mca 1 pon:: sp.'l6ng ard i111pro,·cmc1d of 1)1C 
iruerfäcfal bonding strength as a resu.11 of diffusion. 
For a bcUer undcrstaling of thc low cycle fätiguc 
bch:1vK>1 of silvcr sintcn.-d joincs furthcr siudics 11n:: 
ongoing. 
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5.3. Temperature Dependent Physical Properties of Sintered 
Silver Layers for Power Electronics 
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Abstract: Lov.1..temperawre silver sinlerin g if a /ead-free a/Jernative interconnecti<Jn rechnology for 
JXJv.~r mcdules. In addition to high elee1rical and rhem,al conductivity, silver wirh its moderate 
homologous temperamre in comparison 10 conventi<Jnal so/der alloys if a promising marerial for 
applications wiJh elevated operation temperamre (abme /30 °C). Therefore, invesligari<Jnf of rhe 
materinl behavi<Jr of rhe sinrered Ag layer at mri<Jus temperarures and srress condilions are essenrial 
for reliable model-ba,ed /ife1ime predictions. This work focuses on charaderi:mion of mechto1ical and 
elearical properliesofsintered Ag couJXJn~ in relalionship wiJh rheir preparalion and tesling condiJionf. 
Simulraneous rhem,al analysif and residu,al carbon analysis are execured for rhe se/ected Ag-pastes. 
Dog-bone shaped specimenf of Ag-pasre lt\?re preparedusing different sinlering Jemperarure (230 °C or 
300 °C), pressure(pressureless or 70 MPa}, and time (/0min, 30min, 60min) after dryfogat /30 °Cfor 
an hour under nirrogen flow. For rhe defmed sample series, rhe rhickness of rhe sintered Ag-layer and 
rhe denfiry are quanrified using microscopic teclmiques. E/earical resiflhiry at room and elemred 
remperarure is measured using rhe Van-der-Ptmw Merhcd The tenfile srrengrh is obtained for 25 °C 
/30 °C. to1d 200 °C. Fracn,re surfaces offreshand thermal treated (at 250 °C) samp/es are analyzed by 
scanning elecrron microscopy. 

1. J NTROOUCTION 

Lead containing solder.; have been used over 
decades a.s bonding material. Alternative leJld-free 
interconnection technok>gies such as TLP syste:m.s and 
SnAg solder.; are used in applicarions, for exarnple a; 
in DCB ( direct copper bonded) elements in power 
electronics, especially in combination with copper 
substrate. The emerging heat dis.;ipation during 
operation can lead to mismarch due to differencesofthe 
material;' thermal expan.;ion coefficient (CTE). To 
name some numbers, copper has a CTE of 16-
17 µm/( m·K), DBCs with AlN or Al,O, ca. 4.5 or 7-8. 
With a CTEofca. 19 silver shows a better comparibility 
in the system than SnAg with CTE over 22 (depending 
on alloy, thicknes.; or temperarure). 

978--1-n81-6173-2.®1$31..00 U?COO 188: 

FR.4 e lec.trical 
interconnection 
Sl•bstrate 

Bond wires 

128 µm Cu, Nil Au Prtssare slnltred 
plated Ag laytr 

AIN heat spreader 

Soldered intertflce 
ICA joterfäc.e 

Copper he-at sink 

Fig. 1. Schematic Sll'IEL\Lre of power LED a.o;sembly. 
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Several industrial applicarion.; needing long-tenn 
stability at high operarion temperarure and the 
predictability ofliferime have provoked research on the 
temperarure dependence of mechanical and electrical 
propen ies of the sintered silver bonding layer. In order 
to p:rovide a better understanding of the importance of 
the bonding layer, the following example i; described 
in some details. 

T he schematic build-up of a single light emitti:ng 
diode(LED)used in a system is depicted in Fig. 1. Each 
one LED is mounted on an AIN heat spreader with 
128 µm thick copper layers on top and bottom 
providing both, heat spreading and electrical isolation 
of the LEDs. The AIN substrate i; attached to a copper 
heat sink over itscomparativety large bottom face using 
an 1CA (1 sotropically Conducrive Adhesive). Tlili; 
bonding techniques proves to be theimo-mechanically 
compliant even for large substrate dimensions. 
However, a low-enough temperarure drop berwe:en 
LED back;ide and the AIN heat spreader cannot be 
reali zed using !CA technology. Moreover, fo r electrical 
intetconnection of the LED chip Au wire ball bondi:ng 
to a supply substrate (without theimal function) md 
bondings from the AIN heat spreader to this FR4 
substrare are needed. 

1 ncluding light-foiming optical components it 
shows a votume of onty I S cm3 and generates over 
18.000 Im at a total electrical power of approximately 
200 Wand an angle of radiation of 22°. Novel 40 mil 
high-power LEDs are applied each operar:ed 
continuousty with a current of up to 3 A. At high•power 
operration around 65 % of this input power is converted 
into heat and needs to be dis.;ipated over the back;ide 
of the LED chip. For high perfoimance spotlight 
appl ication.; multiple of these LEDs are combined on 
one substrare with minimum distance to each other to 
achieve a maximum light den.;ity. The highest heat tlow 
density appears at the LED back;ide (~7 15W/cm). 
Therefore, the interconnection interface at that point is 
mo.5:t relevant for thermal management. The LEDs are 
conmected in series which requires an electrical iso-
lation of the LED backside against each other. Due to 
excellent heat spreading in an AIN-ba;ed substrare the 
heat flux den.;ity at fun her interface.; is significantly 
reduced ma~;ng them theimally lese; crirical. 

1 n order to comply with all requirernents also from 
the viewpoint of manufacrurability k>w•pressure silver 
sintering wa.s considered the most promising 
teclmology for mounting the LED chips. 

978--1-ns1-6173-2®1$31..oo U?coo 1e 2 

Investigations of the material behaviour of the 
sintered Ag layer at various temperarure:.s and stres.s 
condition.; are essential for reliable model-ba;ed 
lifetime predicrions. Although there are studies abom 
the relation.;hipsof porosity and resistivity [ 1) or tensile 
behaviour [2) ba;ed on theimal aging, there is a lack of 
ex-perience relaring to the parameters which impacts the 
bonding quality of the interconnecrion in combination 
with the metallurgical changes in the sinteired layer. 

2. EXPERl~fENT AL 

2./. Sample preparation 

A commercial Ag-pa;re from Heraell; (mAgic ASP 
series) wa; first applied with 200 µ m stencil printing, 
dried at 130 °C for an hour under nitrogen flow in an 
oven with a sk>pe profile (con.stant ramp rate in two 
slope steps: first from 25 °C to 100 °C and. then slower 
from 100 °C to 130 °C to prevent overhe~ring of the 
oven) . and then sintered under various par .ameters. For 
pressureles.s sintering silver paste was imp lemented on 
glass substrate, for high pres..5Ure sintering on a ceramic 
sub.strate which was cleaned and coared with Bor• 
Nitride [ 1). For the latter ca;e an automatic Caiver pres.; 
machine with heating plates was llsed enabling a 
cooling procedure (adj llsted to 5 minmes) after 
sintering while keeping the pres.rure. 

Fig. 2. Overview of samples: a) 5 mm x 5 mm square pacL,; 
used for densiry and oonducli viry mea.o;uremet:11S. b) l leig.hl 

profile of lh!: 200 µm Stencil printecl Ag aner dl')'ing aL 
130 <c. c) The dog-lx:>ne specimens used i>r Lensile LeSLing. 

Figure 2 shows the example of the prepared 
samples: a) 5 mm x 5 mm square pad; were mainly used 
for den.;ity and conductivity measurements, and b) 
height profile taken after drying with a Keyence 3D-
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micros.cope. Figure 2.c shows the dog-bone strucrure 
t1sed for tensile testing. Samples were produe<d in three 
vanaoons of the geometry with following 
mea.su:rements: either with a total length of 3 ,cm or 4 cm 
with a width of 5 mm in the middle, or total length of 
2 cm with a width of 3 mm in the middle. 

Based on own resuhs on copper•silver-copper lap 
joints [3] and con.sidering the thennal analysis of the 
dried sitver pa.ste for sintering temperarure, pressure 
and time three main conditions are selected .and named 
as fol lowing: A) 230 °C, 0 MPa, 30 min, B) 300 °C, 
0 MPa, 30 min, and C) 230 °C, 70 MPa, 30 min. 

2.2. Thermal analysiv 

Simuhaneous thennal analysis (STA), including 
mass spectrometer (MS), thennal gravimetric (TG) and 
differe.nrial thennal analysis (DTA) was pecrfonned in 
arrificial air (80 % N,120 % O,) from room temperarure 
to 500 °C with a hearing ramp of 10 K/min. 

The TG analysis measure.s the change of the weight 
due to reaction when temperarure change.s. The DTG-
plot (üTG) is the derivative of the correspo nding TG-
curve. 

The DT A measures the temperarure chamge (signal 
detection in µ V) of the tested sample versus reference 
substance. lt is an in.saument to deduce the firee thermal 
energy delivered by reactive molecule.s . 

.... 
0 .   .. -- -·••v·· ........ - ., -~ ... .... 

\ ' • 
' \ 1 ' .... ,., ' \ ' ... 
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' ' _.,_,,,, ... , ... ... ' 1\);:, 
' ' \ ... 1 .,, 
' ' ... • ,' !\ 
\; \ .., .... 

Fig. 3. Simuhaneous lhennal an.alysis for lhe used Ag.pa.o;te 
aller drying a, 130 °C. 

The STA devicewascoupled to a massspectrometer 
by heated (250 °C) capillary coupling. F rom room 
temperrarure to 300 °C ma.ss k>s.s occurs in three 
distinctive steps. The first step starts ar temperarures 
around 180 °C and the mass loss is not cleaxly visible. 
lt may be an evaporation of some remaini ng solvent 
from the drying perfonned ar 130 °C. The second mass 
los.s ar·ound 230 °C is only visible when DTG is taken 

978--l-nSl-6173-2.®1$31..00 a?<m l8EE 3 

into account. The last ,m remely sharp peak of DTA 
indicates an exothermic reaction near 290 °C. After that 
inten.se peak only a very small peak ofCO, (mass 44) 
at about 380 °C and tlbe TG shows no change until 
500 °C a.s shown in FigM 3. 

Resuhs of the residual carbon analysis for the used 
Ag-paste are as following: 0.58 % after dtying at 
130 °C for one hour, 0.0 14 % after pressurele.ss 
sintering at 230 °C for 30 min and 0.0077 % after 
pressureles.s sintering at: 300 °C for 30 min. 

2.3. Microstructure ofs amples 

The Secondary Bectron Microsoope (SEM) image.s 
were taken to compare the saue of the sitver particles 
after variotts treatments. 

Figure4 shows the flake-shaped strucrureofthe Ag• 
paste in the range of a couple of micrometers after 
drying for an hour at 13 0 °C under nitrogen flow. 

Fig. 4. Ag•p.astesurfäoeaflerdl')'ingat 130°C . 

After sintering, some s.a.mples were heat treated at 
250 °C in protective a trno.~phere or air ambient to 
me.asure the effect of thennal aging. The exl)osure time 
was 250 hours. Figure 5 shows two selected sample.s, 
both sintered at 230 °C. First specimen shown in 
Figure 5.a. was sintered pressurele.ssly and heat treated 
in protective glass: no special growth of the Ag-colloids 
or pores can be observed. Second specimen was fully 
e>..-posed to air during he:at treatment, as shown in Figure 
5.b: a growth of the Ag• parricles up to 5 µm can be 
ob.seived. 
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Fig. 5. 1 tea1 treatmenl eflect on sintered silver p,an.icle sii'.es 
a) in pror.ecti ve glass prevenling further free oxygen supply 

and b) in air ambient 

Fwtber investigations on heat treatment with O\\rn 

samples sintered pressurele-~~~ at 300 °C lead to a rather 
siov..-er increase of the Ag„particles siz.e in protective 
atmosphere but ncvertheless recognizable up to 3 µm 
diameter. Other investigation.o; of Ag.material sintered 
m 300 °C and under low pre.s.sure (ca. 4 MPa for 
30 minutes) also reve.al partide rearrangement and 
agglomeration into micron size clu.srers [4]. 

978--1-ns1-6713-2120IS31 JYJ e2oai 1SSE 

3. SET-UP 

3.1. Resistivil)' testing 

The Van der Pauw Metbod is a four-point 
measurement technique which allows to provide an 
average re.')istivity ofthe specime.n. Two etectrodes are 
us.ed to imply current and the other two electrodes to 
measure the voltage. 

From measurements with the ohmic law gained value 
ofthe me,ni resistance Rand the kno"n Ag-1hicknes-s d 
of the sample are used 10 obtain the re$istivity p: 

rr • d 
p = R • ln(2) ( 1) 

The thermal conductivity l can be deduced by the 
Wiedemann.franz.Lorenz law for metalo; 

1 
.l= - •L•T p (2) 

where T is the 1emperature and l the Lorenz nurnber. 

L =   • C : k )' (3) 

,vith the Bolt2mann constant k = 1.38· I0~ J/K and the 
elementa,y charge e = l .6· 10°9 As. 

The measurements at higher temperature were clone 
in a Fluoric.-Carbon liquid which was heated in a glass 
bowl placed in the hearing chamher as seen in Figure 6. 

4-POINT MEASUREMENT SlTUP: 
Two •lt drodes to i.mply cufrt nt 

•nd 
two ~eetrocit,s to me:asu,~ th~ 

Fig. 6. Sel-up för deducing: Lhe resisli \"'ity of siatered silver 
sarnples wilh Van-<ler-Pauw r-.•telhod. 
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3.2. Tensile testing 

A universal testing mac.hine from Mes.,physik 
A11,tria equipped with a load c.ell with a resolutioo of 
10 mN as in Figwe 7 was used for determioation of 
mechanical propertie.~. A thermal chamber \'las also 
part of the set--up to implement the experiment at 
elevated temperarures. 

Tensile machine 
with 

Fig. 7. T esr.ing of sinler'OO Ag-<logbone sample for 
characteri?:illg Lhe Lett.,;ile su-englh and s1ress coefticienL 

,, b) 

i '.,   " i , . "" • -. .,. • i ' r -i 1 
' 

t 

1   . 9 • 
'/! ' ' '/! s 

• 1 1 klla'C,Pt • 1 ' 
,,:IOO"'C,N 

' • ciun .,, ....... 
' ' ()< ~ ;111 ,...J 

' • 0 • • • • ·- ,,_ 
·--•tf"'-• 

4. RESur:rs 

4.1. Density measurenumt 

For theselected series rypes A (pressureless PL, low 
ternperarure l T 230 °C), B (pressureless Pl, high 
ternperarure HT 300°C), and C (high pressure HP and 
230°C LT) the mean thic.koess values after sintering 
are amund 11 5 µm, 105 µm, and 75 µm respectively. 

The dmsity of sintered silver is deduced by 
mea.ruring the mass-weigh t and volume ofthc samplcs: 

m e= -v (4) 

Calculated densities as shown in Fig. 8.a are 
e,=3.7 g/cm', (/Jl=4.4 gicm' and ec=6.5 wem' and 
correspond, compared to J)ttre silver (e,..= 10.49 glcm') 
to Ag-.,ontm t of35 %, 42 % and 62 % respectively. An 
additional series of spreimen (D) sinrered at high 
pressure (70 MPa) and high temperature (300 °C) lead 
to the 68 % Ag<ontent with (!Tr7 2 g/cm1. 

As shown in Fig. 8.b, samples sintered at 230 °C for 
30 mintttes yielded a value of 62 glcm' for 35 MPa 
sintering pressure and 6.55 gicm1 for 90 MPa. 

Funher measurements are dcme as plotted in Fig. 8.c 
for variations oftime (10, 30, (,() min) or temperarure 
(230 °C and 300 °C) for othmvise con.stant sintering 
paramete.rs. The resufts sllow no significant change in 
the density (3.5 . 4 gicm' for LT and 4 • 4.5 g/cm' for 
HT) com1,ared to the compression taking ploce by 
pressured sintering? which also seems to slowly come 
to a Saturation above the lirnit of35 MPa. 

  

'f ··1 ... . - . 
! 1 ' f 7 

8 • t ' r 
• l 1 • • • ' ' ' • ., .... ,. .... OO Ml'a UO"C 2"<c" 2>0"C '°' -c :>00 ·c 300 ~c 

IO t,;ht ,-.,.;., e,,,i\ 1011'11!1 )Ol!'lln 60,...11-

Cffcet of :interiog pre!,l;u,,: lllf \'.ari:1dM ai i!ll'ltllcrintrimo.i,nd 
$iotel'i11e ac lso•e, tlOd JO .,..._11 tcmpcn,ture lor prc,-,utdtl, <l'intff.i!l 

Fig. 8. Oensity of Lhe Sinlerecl Ag for lhe selected Jllrarneter .series (a}. EftecL of sirnerir1..g pressure (b} and Lime or 
1emperarnre oo Lhe Ag-dei1.sity (c}. 
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4.2. R.esistivity measurement 

Pure sitver ha.s a thennal conductivity of 
430 W/(mK) and an electrical conductivity of 
60· 106 S/m at room temperarure corresponding to an 
electrical resistivity of 16.7 · I0·9nm. 

Sintered Ag ha.s a porous s0l1crure with connection 
points and are-as whic.h lead to a restric.ted current flow 
path and therefore to a lower conductivity for les.s 
den.sity. The re..sistivity of pre..s.surele..s.,14 (PL) sinrered 
samples (A: 68· I0·• nm, and B: 58-Hr Om) is higher 
than with high pre..s.sure (HP) sinrered one.., at room (C: 
30· I0·9 nm), and elevated temperarure. 

Metals are known for decre-asing electrical 
connectivity at higher temperarures. Whereas the 
electrical resistivity for the PL-sintered sitver inc.re-ase 
to 11 9· I0~nm for the rising te..sting temperarure from 
25 °C to 200 °C, for the HP· sintered sitver the inc.rease 
is up to 44· I o-• nm. 

The mearurements were clone by using the Van der 
Pauw Method a.s described above. Two electrodes are 
t1sed to imply current of I A and the other two 
electrode..s derecred the sample vohage in the range of 
several 100 µV. 

4.3. Tensüe measurement 

Tensile strength ofthe dogbone shaped Ag-samples 
were srudied at room and elevated temperarures with 
the te..sting speed of I mm/min. ,.. ' 
la) 

Fig. 9. Micros1tUcrure aner lett.~ile testing at room 
1empera1ure: a) p-es.sureless sin1ered samples (A-series) and 

b) high pressure simered samples (C.series). 

Figure 9 shows the cro.~s•soc.tion of the sintered 
samples (in air ambient, at 230 °C) after the ten.sile 
te..sting at 25 °C. As shown in Figure 9.a selected 
specimen type A is sinrered pre..~rurele..~s. in comparison 
to the specirnen type C which develops dimple-like 
mic.rostrucrure during high pre..~rure sinrering a.s shown 
in Figure 9.b. 

91'8--l•nSl-6173-2.®1$31..00 U?COO l88E 6 

Not ex-plicitly plotred here, the stres.s-strain curve.., 
show the clear britde fracture of ten.sile testing for 
s.ample..s at room temperarure going into a ductile 
fracrure progre..s.sion 31 200 °C. The fracrure mode 
tran.sfonning from britde to ductile is also reponed for 
s:elf.m:mufactured Ag. pa.s:te s:amples: (s: intered :tt 

250 °C for I h withotn pre..s.sure) after thermal aging 31 

250 °C for 200 hours compared to the initial st:lte (with 
electrical re..sistivity of 8.5· I 0_. !"!cm and tensile 
strength of 42 MPa) [ 1). 

•I 
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Fig, 10. T ensile s1tenglh of lhe a)pressureless and b) under 
70MPa sinlered series are leSted at 25 °C, 130°C, 200°C. 

As shown in Figure 10, the dec.rease of tensile 
strength with rising te..st temperarure hint at a relation 
with the sintering remperature: for samples prepared 31 

the lower temperarure of 230 °C the rapidly falling 
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values are obseived rather near 130 °C (for PL samples 
from ca. 15 MPa to 11 MPa and HP samples from ca. 
52.4 MPa to 45 MPa), while for samples prepared at 
higlner temperarure of 300 °C the falling tensile strength 
is observed rather near 200 °C (PL samples, from 
ca. l 6.5MPa to 13.4MPa). 

Tahle 1. Comparison of lensile .strengi.h.: 0-hour vs. 
250 hours thermal lreated aL 250 °C. 

Sample Se:ries 0-bour ?SO bou,. 

A: 230°C, PL 15.3 MPa 16.7MPa 
B: 300°C, PL 16.3MPa 26.SMPa 

C: 230 °C, 70 M Pa 52.4MPa 53.2 MPa 

A comparison of ten.sile test results at room 
temperarure for the (in protecrive aonosphere) heat 
treated samples is pointed om in Table 1. Only the 
specimen sintered at the higher temperature of 300 °C 
show a remarkable rise in tensile strength. This might 
be due to the increasing partide size (a5 mentioned in 
section 2.2) and accordingly )arger conr.act area of the 
sintered Ag. 

S. S UMM ARY 

The need for a favorable interconnection technique 
particularly for power elect:ronic applications is 
higlnlighted in the introduction on the example of an 
innovative high-performance LED multichip moduk 
Silv-er sintering ar temperarures even lower than needed 
for soklering is a promising altemativeM However, for 
reliable model-based liferime prediction.s more data 
from material investigarions are required. In this paper 
temperarure dependent physical properties of sintered 
silver layers are investigated. 

The thermal analysis of the dried silver pan icles 
shows three main stages of reaction.s: evaoration of the 
remaining solvents from the past at ca. 180 •c, sintering 
aggregate of Ag at 230 °C and an exothertnic re.action 
near 290 °C corresponding to a ma;s (44) spectrometry 
peak of CO,. 

For sintering parame-te-r-s time., pressure and 
temperature three main conditions arre selected: A) 
30 min, 0 MPa, 230 °C, B) 30 min, 0 MPa, 300°C and 
C) 30 min, 70 MPa, 230 °C. 

The me.an thickne-..sse-..s after sintering are mea.sured 
and. the deduced Ag-<:ontent values of th e series lead to 
of 35 %, 42 % and 62 % respecrively. 

978-1-ns1.m3-2®1$31..oo U?coo 188: 1 

Furthe-r de-nsity measure-me-nts of s.amples 
sintered at 230 °C for 30 minutes are srudied, indicating 
that between O and 35 MPa a sarurarion limit of ca. 
6 g/cm3 silver is reached and above this value the 
density increases only slowly (6. 55 g/cm') with 
increased pressure (90 MPa). For pressureless sintering 
the variation of turne ( 10, 30, (,0 min) or ternperarure 
(230 °C, 300 °C) does lead to a significant change of 
density. for the given other parameter. 

The mean e-lectrical resisti\city at room 
temperarure decrea.ses with decreasing porosity. 

Likewise, the mean electrkal re,dstivity at higher 
te-..sting tempe-rature increases more for the s.amples 
with increa.sed density than the dense sintered ones. 

After heat tre.atment at 250 °C for 250 hours, in 
protective atrnosphere especially near the pressured 
center of the ar 230 °C sintere(f Ag no significant grain 
growth can be obseived (500 nm - 1 µm), unlike the 
heat treattnent in air where an augmentation of partide 
diameter clearly stands out (up to > 5 µm), stan ing from 
the outer comers. Mode.rare enlargement of the grain 
clusters (< 3 µ m) also occur for samples sintered at 
300 °C and heat treated at 250 °C in protective glass. 

Thetensilestrength of the pn,_ssurele-s.s sintered Ag 
dog-bone samples {types A and B) have mean values of 
around 15- 16 MPa, whereas it isabove SOMPa for the 
samples sintered under high pressure (type C). 

The ten.sile strength of (in protective atrnosphere) 
heat treated s.amples tested ar room temperarure show 
an increasement onty for those. which have been 
sintered at 300 °C. 

With increasing te-..st te-mperature, the maximum 
and mean values of tensile strength show a descending 
tendency. The fracrure behavior at 25 °C is rather 
brittle, whereas at 200 °C it is ductile. 

The fracture surface of precssurelecssly sinrered 
specimen.s are flat without any plastic defonnation 
wherea.s specimens sintered under high pressure show 
a dimple-strucrure after failure. 
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5.4. Temperature Dependent Relaxation Behaviour of 
Pressureless and Pressure Assisted Sintered Silver 
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Ab.sn·act: 
111 rh;.s srudy W6 i11vrurigat6 the crup properti6S oJ pr8SSurl'J.foss and pressurt:l assisted simered sil\'er. Based 011 

daisü;y a,ia{)'sfa a,id umsifo srrG11g1h, th6 y(l,faxatio11 bi:Jurl';or of thii sc1ries ,,-as observed a.t room u:mp.;.ratur8, a.t 130°C a,1d 
at 20o~c. A material modelfor mechanfr.al p,-operties ef porous m(Jtals was doITTWd from cWJh1rimemally estabhshi:d time 
d.:.pendem material r8Spo,1sei under umsile load. 

1. INTRODUCIION 

Advancements in materials science allowed an 
inc.rease of packaging density in power elec.tronics 
applicatious to au incredible extent. The. needs for 
lowering weight. size., aud thermal management cost 
have raised the. demand for packaging concepts 
allowing for higher operation temperature and 
improved pre.dictability of lifetime. and reliability of 
electronic assemblies. \Vbile. glass fiber reinforce.d 
epoxy resin-based materials ,,i th a glass transition 
tempe.rature of 2000C and more. are. available. since. 
recent years, inte.rc.onnection techniques for such high 
tempentures are still a challeuging hmdle. One. 
promising industrially applicable. alternative to 
soldering with high-lead containing solders is silve.r 
sintering. Much werk bas beeu speut in the past to 
explore the mechanical properties ofbonding materials 
like SAC solder aud high-lead containing solder 
including their temperature dependencies [I]. In 
particular, die couspicuous cre.ep behavior of sintered 
silver layers resultingfrom its porous stmcturehas been 
investigated [2-3] aud proved to be stress relaxaut 
However, in orde.r to tal.e füll advautage of silve.r 
sintering for industrially mass-produced electronic. 
assemblies sufficiently acrurate mechanical properties 
data ne,ed to be available during the design pbase. 

I bis werk aims in fonnulating a material model 
ready for implementation in c.ommercial finite e.lement 
packages (e.g. Abaqus, ANSYS, GeffEM++) allo\\ing 
to study time de.pendent loading c-ases of sintered silve.r 
layers in electronic. assemblies . Starting point is a 
simple weU-known creep mode.l base.d ou a Norton 

978-t-6654-1477-7/2 11$31.00 0202 1 IEEE 

power law, where the te.usile stress re.laxatiou is 
described as the. time derivative of the strain e by 

(1) 

-() 

where C is a oonstant, e W is c-.alle.d Arrhenius te.rm 
(\\i th the activation energy Q, the. Boltzmallll c.onstaut 
k and the absolute temperature T), q is the von Mises 
stress aud n is the stress exponent By applying this 
mode.l to measurement results of the present study, 
features and limitations of Ibis simple model are 
discussecl Furthermore, the quasi-static. Gurson -
Tve,gaard . Needleman plasticity model [4,6,7] is 
exte.uded to a creep modeL whereby material 
parameters of the model are obtained from fits to tensile 
stress rela.x.ation e~xperiments results perl'ormed with 
sinte.red silver layers. 

A commercial silver paste (Heraeus mAgic 338) 
was used to prepare dumbbeU-sbaped Ag samples for 
tensile testing as seen in Figure 1 a-b. Specimens A-
type. and B-type. were. sinte.red pressureless at 
temperatures of 230°C aud 300°C, respective.ly, C-type 
specimen were pressure sintered at 70 MPa aud 230°C. 
For all series a sintering duration of 30 minutes was 
used. Tue average. thicknesses of the.Ag layers of type 
A, B, aud C after sintering were 135 µm, 105 µm, and 
75 µm. Tbeir differen t structures are shown in the. 
scauning e.lec-.tron mic-roscope (SEM) images of frac-ture 
surfaces with the same magnific-ation in Figure 2. 
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Fig, 1. Dumbbell shaptd sintertd sih·er samp]es (b) were 
tuted in a ten,;ile r:na<'bine (a) and the r:nicrostru<'ture of 

the <'fO'>S-Sfftion W:\$ analrzed iu SE iH (<'). 

T able 1: Compari'>on of den s.ity for porou'> silnr 

Samp]e Series 
De.n'lity Silnr 

(sintering temp, 
g/cm' % 

audpres<;un) 

A: 230°C, 0 MPa ~· = 3.7 : 0.7 35 

B: 300°C, 0 M:ra 

C: 230°C, 70 MPa ec= 6.5 ± 0.9 62 

Fig:, : . SEM imag:es from the <'ross-sectional area of the silnr strie'> nith siutering: time of 30 miuutes and nriou'> 
sintering temperature a.nd pre<;sure: A) ! 30ec & 0 ~1Pa1 B) 300?C & 0 M Pa aud C') l 30?C & 70 ~!Pa, 

Sintering without press\lre leads to rathe.r rotu1ded Ag-
colloids of ca. 1 µm grain size. (Fig. 2.a-b), while. 
sintering tu1der high pressure. leads to a mucb dense.r 
microstmcture with closed pores (Fig. 2.c). 

In Table 1 the average densities p of sped mens of the 
three series are listed as ratio of mass m and sample. 
volwue 11 

m e=-v (2) 

and as percentage of the pure Ag volume and the. 
sample volwue. Tbe latter oue. was de-tenuined using a 
3D.mkroscope of Ke.yence. 

3. TE.>i'slLE STRINC1H .-\!'ID STRESS 
REl..-\.\'.ATION 

Due to unavoidable variations in preparing the. 
samples their tensile strength values were. slighdy 

2 

different. In order to defme the. stress peak Jevels for 
performing the relaxation tests, the ave.rage. tensile 
strength of the specimen series was taken into accotu1t 

The tensile tests for se.veral samples to eacb se.ries 
(A, B, C) were measured at three. temperatures: 25°C, 
130'C and 200'C with a testing speed of 1 mm/min. In 
T able- 2 the mean tensile. values a- aud oorresponding 
stress peaks aFd for relaxation in average are listed. 

In Figure 3 represen tative stress-strain curves of 
singie. tests for the series are shown to outline the. brittle 
fraction at room temperature (Fig.3.a) and the ductile 
behavior at elevated temperature (Fig.3.b). 

To observe. the creep be.havior. the samples were. 
stretched to the de.fined Joad according u...,. aud then 
the Cecay of stress was measw-ed as a func.tion of time 
for 90 miuutes, as showu in Figure 4. 
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f ig. 3, Represe-utnti-n• stresVi.train <" un ·es of tens.ile streugth for each serie-s A (blue) 1 B (grHn), C (pink.lred) at 
teuiug .-spttd of 1 m.rnfmiu :i.nd ternper:uu re-s of H °C (a) :i.nd ! 00?C (b), whereby (a) sbows a britt]e a.nd (b) a du(tiJe 

frat'ture beh:n i our. 

For the. pressureless (A- and B-type) and under high 
pressure (C-type) sintered silver, the. average end-
percentages of initial u..,. (100'/4) are Jisted in Table. 3. 

Tbe relu:.ation of the experimental curves could be 
implemented according to Ncrtou creep described in 
the introduction sectiou (1). The derived stress 
exponents from single test cu.ves are. used to deduce. 
mean values for 11 , which wert between 30-35 for the. 
A-series , aud 15-17 for the B aud C series at 25°C. 

T :tb le l : Anr:tge tensile strtngth ,-alues <T,nc:.n aud 
a n-rage stre-ss peak len-1 !Tpnl: fo r relaxation 

A: ! 30?C, 0 MP:t :s 0 c u o•c :oo °C 

G==,Tc.:.iloS~~ 17MPa 11 MPa 11 MPa 

G,:,,a:k ..\1:. Ra!:,;uri.a1 S:-o;~ IOMPa 6MPa SMPa 

B: 300°C, 0 ~!Pa :s 0 c u o•c :00°c 
Gm;,uTc.:.iloS~~ 17 MPa 17 MPa 15MPa 

Gp,a;di ,b:.J$!.twia1 S:-o;~ 11 MPa 12 ~1Pa 9MPa 

C: l30°C, 70 ~!Pa :s 0 c u o•c :00°c 
Gm;,uTc.:.iloS~~ 57MPa 42MPa 42MPa 

Gp,a;di ,b:.J$!.twia1 S:-o;~ 43MPa 32 ~1Pa 32MPa 

In general, a higher merit indicates a lower relaxation 
creep. At testing tempenture of J30'C" was 5-8 for 
pres-sureless and 8-9 for pressme 1ssisted sinte.red 
samples, aud respectively 2-4 aud 4-5 at 200°C. The 
more porous samples show a varying re.laxation profile 
at elevated temperatures compued to room 
temperature„ Uulike the already dense samples (C), the 
limber specime.u (A, B) bave more scope for 
displac,ement creep, especially with the additional 
thermal energy. This might lead to a posterior 
hardening effect with subsequent stJess resistance at 
higher temperatures. Therefore, for porous stmcture 
more relaxation may oc.cur, where the range of tight 
samples is more c.oufmed with increa.sing temperature. 

A modified material model based ou Norton creep but 
also inelastic bebavior of the porous Ag based on 
Gurson plasticity should be implemmted to interpret 
thc c:..-pcrimcntal r~ults. 

T ab]e 3: .-\x er age eud 4 puceutage-s ai, aftu relantfon 
for 90 miuutes frorn the ini tial .strttS 11eak of 100¾ for 
the thre-e series A, B, C and at thl'ff mt temper:tture<s 

TestTe.mp. !~ ec 130 ° C l 00 °C 

A 78 % 12 % 2 % 

B 67% 12 % 5% 

C 65 % 34 % 18 % 
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f ig, 4, Relaxation cun·es for each serie-s (A-blue, B-
grffn, C-pink) me:umre-d :u testiug temper:uure-s of a) 

!~cc l b) 130°C aud c) !00?C for 90 minute'S a.nd 6t 
<"un·e-s modelled for 60 miuutes marbd witb bfa<"k. 

4 

4. UNIFIED M ODEL OF PL-\STICTIY A.1\l> C:REEP 

The density measureme.uts of sintered silver 
summarized in Table 1 indicate c.ousiderable porosity 
of the material, . From an investigation of McClintocl< 
[5) it is known that porosity bas stroug influence on the 
plastic behavior of metals. ArolDld pores stress 
coucentratious are formed during ongoing defonuation . 
Tuerefore, the. strength of a porous metal is reduced 
compared to bulk material. In condusion, Gt1rsou [ 4) 
defmed a quasi-static. tlow mle. for porous metals, 
wbere von Mises stress and hydrostatic pressure are 
both influencing the plastic strain. In the preseut 
approacb, this flow rule is extended to time. dependeut 
inelastic beba\oior. Tbereby, the Nortou creep equation 
is reformulated to indude hydrostatic pressure in 
addition to von Mises stress. lt is demonstrated that the. 
material parameters of the. model can be. fitted to the. 
stress rela,;,ation e.,;,pe.riments of the present study. 

4.1. G11no11 pla.sricit,.· aud Norrou crerp 
We use the GtlfSOu . Tvergaard . Needleman 

model (4, 6, 7) as starting point of our theoretical 
inte.rpretation. Tue. flow rule of this model was defined 
as 

(.i..)
2 

+ 2q,f · cosh ( - • q,p) - (1 + q,{2 ) = 0 (3) 
qy 2 qy 

wbere q is the von Mises sttess, q-is the flow stress of 
the deuse material, p is the hydrostatic. press,1re stress 
audFis the. porosity, i.e. the. volume. fractiou ofthe. pores 
in the material. Further, q,, q, aud q, are material 
coustants. In lhe limit of f = O for dense. materials, the 
model reduces to von Mises plasticity. On lhe other 
band, for materials of high porosity lhe hydrostatic 
pressure coutributes significautly to lhe plastic 
deformatiou behavior . 

However, the quasi-static. flow rule (3) cannot 
explain the stress relaxatiou behavior offig,1res 4 (a-c) . 
Tuerefore, it is here intended to develop a creep model, 
wbicb combines the. principles of Nortou c.reep and 
Gtlrson plasticity. Tuis model shall be. used for Finite 
Ele.ment c.omputer simulations. Tbereby, a 
simplifkation of the Gursou model is suggested in 
order to obtain a model which is computatioually 
inexpensive. Tbe. hyperbolic. cosine fuuction of 
equation (3) can be. expanded into a Taylor series, and 
for small straius one. may tnmcate. the Taylor series after 
the tenu of secoud order. Tuis leads to an 
approximation, wbere the hype.rbolic cosine is re.plac.ed 
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by a tenn, which is quadratic. in p. Consequently, the 
flow condition W1der hydrostatic stress may to a good 
approximatiou be. treated by analog)' to tlow \mde.r 
deviatoric. stres-s, as will be shown in the subse.quent 
section. 

4.1. Dejir1in·o„ oft/Je comriturfr.f' model 

In the follo\\ing the orthogonal decompositiou of 
the. Cauchy stress tensor Gi:j into hydrostatic pressure 

p = ~'rr(aij) (4) 

and deviatoric stres-s 

S;i = a;i + p · I (5) 

is utilized, where J is the. ideutity matrix aud Ir deuotes 
the. trace of a matri.x. By analogy·, the. strain tensor may 
additively be decomposed into volumetric. and 
deviatoric. parts acc.ording to 

t:ij = ½rr(eij) · / + e6ev (6) 

In short, we hereafter write. 

t ,ol = tr(t) (7) 

for the. volume:tric strain. Furthermore, the 
dec.omposition of die total strain te.usor 

Etor = Eei + l:ine (8) 
into e.lastic and ine.lastic straius \.Vill be used. Thus, the 
strain rates 

l•f;;')I = c, · f · • - Q/ kT · lpl"' (9 a) 

11•~~11 = c, . e-fl/ k-r · 11S11"' (9 b) 
are. defined as constitutive equatfous of this model Tbe 
direction of ine.lastic flow \mde.r pressme is 
compressive, while tlow Wlder de\oiatoric stress is 
parallel to the. deviatoric. stress t,ensor Si}. In equatious 
(9 a, b), lpl denotes the absolute value of the. scalar p, 
and 11S11 is the. Euclidean uonn of the teusor S. Q is the. 
activatiou energy. n1 aud n-2 are the sttess exponents 
related to bydrostatic and deviatoric. parts of the stress, 
respec.tively. c1 and ci are. material coustants. Tbe. 
material parameters show a depe.udency ou the. 
sintering c.onditions. lt sbould also be. uotic,ed that a 
cbauge of vohunetric strain during inelastic. 
defonuation causes a eh~ •· of porosity f 
Consequeutly, couservation of mass implies the. 
evolutiou equatiou 

(10) 

5 

4.3. Numedcal jitfiug 

Stress re.la.xatiou e.xperiments were. performed under 
couditions oftime dependent uuia.xial tensile stress 

U;j(t) = c•~(t)   ~} ( 11) 

Hence, the time depeudence ofbydrostatic pressure 
writes as 

- 1 
p(t ) = , a11(t), (12) 

aud the time depeudenc.e. of the teusor nonu of the 
deviatoric stress evaluates to 

(13) 

Further, both, vohune.tric and deviatoric. parts of the 
strain rate coutribute to the rate. of the inelastic strain 
component ef~e according to 

·in, ' · 12 II · II t 11 = i ti:ol +     ta.ev . ( 14) 

Tuning stress relaxation, the total strain efft of the 
sample was constrained to a constant value, while the 
inelastic strain ei~e increased on the expense. of e.lastic 
strain efi. Cousequendy, it is conduded that 

.:el _ _ ; Jne 
,...11 - -il · ( 15) 

Finally, the. rate of the. stress a11 is related to the rate 
of elastic strain <fi by 

(16) 

wbere E<ff is the effective. Young 's modulus of the 
porous material. Tims, we are in the position to express 
the time dependeuce of stress oi, as ordinary 
differential equation of first order. The stress rate <Tu is 
a functiou of the strain rates (9 a, b), which depend on 
the value of oi I aud on the fit parameters of the model. 

The activation energy Q of creep was fowtd to be 
133 kJ/(mol K). Tbe. remaining fit parameters of this 
material model were considered as temperature 
dependent: Tbe. best fits are shown in Figure 4 (a-c). 
Tue. fit parameters used are summarized in Table 4 . In 
spite of obvious agreement betwe.en experimental 
res,tlts aud model fits , it is here suggested to pelfonn 
additional e.xperiments wider pure deviatoric stress in 
order to obtain unique values for the material 
parameters. 
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rable 4: M:tteri:lJ p:tr:tmeters use-d for nu.mericaJ fit.s 
showu in f ig 4 :t-c. Stresse,; an iu uuits ofMP:t. 

SeriesA 

RT 

1so0 c 

200°c 

SeriesB 

RT 

200°c 

Series C 

RT 

1so0c 

200°c 

c, 

96 

1.os 
· 1012 

2,26 · 109 

c, 

3.59 
· 1012 

1.21 
- 10 10 

6.78 · 109 

c, 

3.29 

2.3 · 104 

1.29 · 10' 

C2 

2.08 
. 10- •s 

2.4 5 

C, 

2.os 
· 10- 15 

8.74 · 10- 3 

2.45 

C, 

4.16 
. 10- 81 

1.22 · 10- 2 

3.92 

5. Sfül\URY-CO1'CLl:JSIO1' 

UI 

10 

6 

3 

n, 

8 

6 

• 
n, 

16 

10 

3 

ru 

3 5 

10 

7.9 

n, 

3 5 

10 

7.9 

n, 

62.2 

10 

7.9 

T o aualyze the. cree.p behavior of porous silve.r as 
inte1connection material in packaging technology, 
pressure.less and pressure assisted sintered-Ag samples 
were produced. The mass/volwne densities of the. 
sample series we1e detennined (35% - 62%) aud the. 
ultimate tensile strength was measured at room and 
elevated te.mperatures. In order to observe the creep 
beh"ior at various testing temperatures (25°C, 1300C 
and 200°C). samples were e.:-..-posed to tmia.'Ual stres-s 
and the. stres-s relaxation over time at c.oustant sample. 
length was monitored. 

The theoretical inteipretatiou of the material 
beha\oior was based on a combination of Norton cree.p 
and Gurson plasticity. Owing to the high porosities of 
the. samples , it was necessal)' to c.ousider the influence. 
of hydrostatic pressure on plastic de.fonnation. A 

coustttuttve. matenaJ model was fönnulated, wtucb 
makes use of au orthogonal decompositiou of stress and 
s!rain tensors into vohunetric and deviatoric. parts. 
Cousequeudy, lhe time dependent inelastic defonnation 
of the material was described by a system of two 
equations. lt was demonstrated that the material 
parameters of the model cau be fitted to stress 
relu.ation experiments. Neverthe.less, it was suggested 
to perform additional experime.uts W1der pure 
deviatoric sttess to obtain unique. solutious of the. fit 
parameters. F or this pwpose, data of sttess relaxation 
a-periments under shear stress is alre._dy planned to be 
implemented in a subsequent publication. 
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5.5. Temperature Dependent Relaxation Behaviour of Ag-
Sintered Copper Joints 
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Abstract- la ttlt fielli of powtr electroraics deriu toncöon 
Leads to bi.gh opeutiog tempeu to.rn. High strtsses and stuiias 
are Ulduud as a r tsult of mis:m.atch iD Codficieut of Tbenul 
Expansion (CTE) ltadiDg to plastk defonutiou. iJl coastrailled 
joiJlts. The tllermomt<hau.iul stresses stimulate mt<baD.i:sms 
socb as dis:locaöou glide or creep. Esptdally • hto ttlt 
bomologous temptrahlre ia.cruses, time dtpeode-at crttp failure 
btcomes a dotll.Ulant issoe iJl the joirlt reliability. Tllis •orL'. is 
dt'\'oted to tbe denlopmtn.t of a te.mperthlre dtpen:de-.ot material 
modt.l for prtssGre assisted silnr siutered joiJlts. Tbis model is 
nlidated ou. the basi:s of stress rtluatiou uperimeots aside from 
musunmen.ts of sbtar streu:gtti. an.d mecb:anical btigoe. For tlais 
purpost, Ag-s.irltend copper joiats wtre m.aHbcto.nd (0-hour) 
aod bnt tnattd at 250 °C for 250 hou.rs in air and iD prottctin 
atmosphtre. Inn stigatioias of microstroctv.n •trt made by 
so.uUlg electron microS<opy (SEM). Shtu aod stnss nlautiou. 
ttsts wen condu.cted iD a tusile macb.Ule witb tlltraul chambe-r 
at temperatons of 15 °C, lJO °C and 200 °C. r or lifeö.me 
esö.m.atiou. of tbe samples Wtibu.U probability plots for Jow cyde-
(atigut wert dete-rmiaed.. r uther, Norton power la• was 
employtd to dtterm.i.u material paumete-rs such as stress 
upooent n aod cree-p actintioo eoergy Q. l o cou.du.sioo, a 
u.Difie-d model of pbsöcity and crttp was establisbtd.. 

Kt:yttrqrß-Silvu siJrurillg; slitor rtrmgt/J; /'ifttime rtfiability; 
stren ula.wuion; Nqnon power lltW; C11rro11 wuxltJ 

l . l:NnODUCTION 
In povter electtooics packaging besides tbe m.echanical 

propenies such as bardness or m1sil.e and sbeu sll'ength,. 
ch:u::meriZ3tioo of the time and temperarure dependent 
be.havior of the inte~o::w.ectioo numials is imponant for 
&rigue ion,srig:uions aDd re.liable liferime estimatioo. As tbe 
most commo:aly used iomcoonect tedmology of km decades 
tbe propenies of conven.tional lead containing or lead-free 
solde.rs such a; SAC h:we bffn exte.nsh:e.ly inve-stigated, also 
on tbeir aeep beba,iour (l, 2). Due to its high melting point 
and good tbe.nual aDd e.lecll'ical conducti,ity sio::ered silver is a 
promising altemative joining techuology. 

In tbe past, medu.nical prope.rties of siotered sih:a were 
ofl:eo descnoed by constiruti,-e models, which bave acru.aUy 
been developed for outerid s witbout signific:uu :unowu of 
porosity. Yu e:i aL [3} detennined appropria::e material 
puameters of tbe ,iscoplasric Aoand mode.l [4} for sin:ered 
oauo-silver. The Aoaud model was also applied to siomed 
sih:er by Cben et :tl. (5), who con:rpared the model predictions 

\\itb a pbs tidty model of kine.matic barde.niog. lndeed, there 
are many experu:n.eots, wbkh cao successfully be interpre.ted in 
this way. In the case of a nu::eri:tl witb high porosity, bov.-eve.r, 
a differe.m nu::eri:tl response is expected. lo the qu:u i -sutic 
defomutioo regjme, porous materials are well descrfbed by the 
Gurson - r , -ergaud - Needlemao [6-8} model (GIN model). 
An inme-sting e..o:tensioo of tbe GTN model to rate depeDden.: 
pbsric de.foroutions was proposed by Yao :md Gong [9}, wbo 
used an approacb of McDov.-ell et aL [10) in order to derive 3 
uni!ied model of plasticity w d creep. Tbis model of Yao w d 
Gong was ,·alida::ed through sbe:u experime.nts. 

1n the pre.sent srudy, \\"e are :timing at a pbenoroe.nologic:tl 
nu,erid model u.lli.fying tbe ideas of Gurson plasticit)• aod 
cre.ep. Tbe:eby, it must be coosida ed tbat porous nuteri:tls 
show a pronounced pres-s.ure dependence of the m2teri:tl 
response. 1n contt:tst to pbstic:tlly incompre.ssible ,·on Mises 
nu,erials, porous numfals c:in be subjeo:ed to both inelastic 
defomutioo t)'pes, to de,iatoric aod to \'Olumem.c plasric 
defomutioos. Tberefore, tbe dete.'1nination of approprfate 
nu,erid pmmems sbould invoh:e experimeo.:is sbo\\iog 
de,iatoric aDd \'Olumetric plastic de.foroutions. 

1n tbis article, we \\ill focus our in:e:est on shear 
experimen.:s, wbich are represe.nriog pu.Ttly de,iatoric 
defomutioos. In a secoOO srudy to be published elsewbere 
[ll), additional experimen.,s under tesile load are perfonu.ed 
\\itb sintered silver. 

li SA.\!?Lf PllPAll.\TION 

A. 0-hour Somplq; 
Cu-Ag-Cu lap-join,s s:unples were prepared as follows: as 

shown in Fig. l 3, i11St ca. l µm sih:er was spurte.red oo cle:med 
swface of copper suipes of .SO mm le.ngtb :md 3 mm width v.i th 
a thickness of l mm,. the the Ag-paste was applied by si:encil 
prinring (masl: thickness 100 µm) fonuing a pad area of ca. 
10 mmt. Tbe Ag-pas.e was dried at 130 ~c prior to siotering at 
230 °C :md unde.r the pre-s;ure of 70 MPa for 30 minutes to 
perfonn tbe join: as in Fit~ 1 b. Unlike the edge coruers ofthe 
sample witb more porous pms as shown in Fig.1 .c, tbe middle 
sectioo of tbe siotered silver bas a dense mkroscopic strucrure 
\\itb ao a,-erage dlic.kness of ca. 70-15 .u.m afl:er sio::eriog as 
shown in Fig. l d. The we.igbt/volume density of tbe siotered 
silver corresponds to ca. 6.5 :tOJ.t' witb onr 60 % Ag conte.nt. 
These lap-joints manubctured as descn"bed are called 0-hour 
samples. 
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., 

f'if . 1. Ck .l:D;d CCffCt nu.U(;o i i b!!.t ~pl.lttlltOd witb U.lo;cr (ca. l 11c ). ll:.Ga a 
pad of Ag-puta (100 p.m) i i 11prliodl (a) io lill.:~ 11,a, CCf?t joiis.n (b).     
o!   L,p-jo.mt .,., 1bo1rirag tb• &a.ic c:.iddl• ~c.:tioa of ei.o u :a:ir\J (c). ,:ad 
ehe :ogial,r =i=copic 1:r.xi:::;,o of daD ii:illltGd Ai (d). 

B.. Tkvrmal T'Natem,mt 

Tbe s:lmples obtaioed inu:nediattly :tfter sb::uering :lre be.re 
called 0-bour samples. In comparisoo. 250-bours specimens 
we.re produced as follows: ru·o ltinds of lap-joint series were 
he:u tre:ated :lt 250 °C up to 250 b. One lti.tld b3s widerg_one 
thermal treatme.nt io regular air; the c.b:Ulg_e of the lllicrosc:opic 
sttucnae is sbown in Fig. 2 a. Tbe secood se.ries v.we put in 
protecrive sealed i tass ss in Fii. 2 b to pre"\·ent funber oxyien 
ßow, aod lts microsttucture is: sbown ioFig. 2 c. For the !onner 
case, coarse.niog of tbe pons as weil ss grain grov.ib is 
observed. Funbe.r, ou tbe spurte.red jUDCti.oo laye.r between 
copper :md s ihter fonnarion of copper-o:ride was detec.ted, 
wbicb wss oot obsen·ed iD tbe Jatter c.ase of thenml treatment 
witbout oeygen ßow. These Jap-joillts manuf:ac.tu.red as 
descnoed :rre call.ed 250-boun ait-aged or glass-ag_ed samples, 
respec.tive.ty. 

m. SHE.U SnENGKT, MECHANICALL IRTIME AND STUSS 
RELiU..\TIO'.'f 

For cte,enuinalion of force-di.splaceme.m meuureme.n.ts a 
Ulll\lersal testing mac.bine from Messphysik Austtfa equipped 
with a losd cell (resolulion 0. 1 mN) was used. With the help of 
a thermal cbsmber experimeats could be perfonued at elevated 
testing tempernrures. 

A.. Sh12a,SlNJtgrh 

For lap-joint sampJes te sted ou she.ar sttengtb at room 
tempernrure \•alues were mainly obsen:ed betwee.o 25-40 MPa 
leading to m average of ca. 32 MPa as sho\\u in Fig. 3 a. 
lDcreasing the testing tempe.rature to 130 °C led especi:llly for 
tbe 250-boW"S glass-aged samples to a decrease of she.ar 
strengtb as sbov."U in Fig. 3 b. 

B.. ,\J&cha11kal L{farime 

Cydic medwlicaJ f:arigu.e tests we.re perfonued in she.ar 
mode in tbe sttess raoge of 10-30 ~{Pa with a cross bu d speed 

Pi,g. 2. E,f0ci41!:)· eo 11- odg• c(W h .;,j ~.:ab w.bat9 X(r,,, IO~ U •.uy 
pom1it.. ~ t trQ,)l:mQt );.,,i~ IJO p:>D. pori alld co.a.'"'CilliDg of poro~: 6.t..~c.: 
C u.O b )W fo:mialioo i ~ &c-c~ (a). AilW" lla.t.1 fn;.t.!111.d lrilll p:-o,.·lllltlllf. 
Ol)'!IO tlc'a'. tudl 111, ill l protaa:h·1 gLm A'lllmpblra (b). 00 1ipific,w 
~ , UI =iao:tnlCIII.., U ob~-n·;d (c). 

of 2 mm/llllll corresponding rto a tesring freque.nc.y of 
about 0.1 Hz. Tbe lifetime Nr was caprured for 0-bour samples 
in comparison to glass-ag_ed 3lld air-aged specimes :u room 
temper:uure as plo~ed in F~g. 4 . Tbe Weibull fracnue 
probability cwites sbow tb:u tbe· 250-bours specimens bave a 
high.er 50 '-{, lifetime expe.c:utiou of ca. 5.000 (glass-aged) and 
7.000 (air-ag_ed) cydes, compared to 3.600 cyc.Jes for non• 
aged one:s; i.e., beat-tl'Hm:te.n.t at 250 °C for 250-bours results 
in a cJear improvem.ent of lifetim:e. 

C. ~s R11.lax.atio11 

To obser\le tbe c:reep be.ba, tfor of tbe Ag-sUUered copper 
lap-joUUs, the dec.ay of stress G was mea.sured as a functio::>. of 
time after tbe samples were stre:tcbed to a detined Jo3d 0"1...:, 
wbicb was selected occording to mean shear stren.gth \lalues. 

Tbe re)axatiou cunies are plotted in Fig. 5. A power law 
could be implemen.ted ou the measured series according to 
Nortou creep: 

ia = C·e,p{- / .,)·q• (1) 

F or dle 0-bour aod 250-bow-s: air-aged samples the selected 
O",cw: \lalues (defined as 100 '-{.), values for O"cn.1 after 60 mi.nutes 
of tesring time as end-percemag:es, aod derived values of the. 
stre:ss exponen.t 11, as average of sewral samples, :u-e listed in 
Table 1 for testing tempernrures 25 °C, 130 °C aod 200 '"C. 

Ain,onu,a IICM:IC<I Q$C Hfflb:<1 IJO: TV \Mcn 8 Jtlloa'td. OC>w.flle«INI on J, ri,.., r, 24.2023 , 1 2 1 :c, :27 VTC tom IEEE )(pltn. ftesn.1~J "1)1)~ . 
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a) s,,_, llrtllflll of Cu-Ag.CU llpjoll'IH 111 25 -C 

,. .. .. • 
~ ,, . $u, • .. $"· i!. • .. r • • .. 

i " • 
• 
• ,......, UO.l'IOu„11, 250,.hours 9IHl 

u mpltl'fP" 

b) Shn r sn n9th of Cu-Ag.Cu a.pjoints • t 130 •c .. .. 
"f .. 

~ u• i!. " < ,. 
t' ..,. ... 
i " Dm • ,. 
  .. .. 

• 
• o~Wr 250-h<MJ,. &lr 250.tio.,,.. gl.ut 

sample types 

f iJ. ) . SJ:.wr tz:'Qg"Ji o! 0,.11.o-~ ,)J;l,d1)o-h.«::r. 1,p d umplo~ tutod ,n room (a) 
uad ~l~'ltod c=;,;.,r~'lo (b). 

D. O"p Frac~ 

While some samples relax:uio::>. beh3viour was as sbou'?l in 
prni ou; sec.tion, od:ae.r s:unples, utbicb were stressed with a 
fo rce leading to a bigll.er absolute \:alue in Gpm, w·ere soou 
:1.fflicted by total fracrure as shov.11 in Fig, 6. For these 
iudividual 0-bour s:mrples tested at 200 °C the shear OffP 
lifetime W:tS not sip:ificant m ore dw:i 10 minutes. 

According to an :anal)•sis of McClintoc.k (12) aud Rice aDd 
Tracey (13], su-ess co?lce.nin.tions occur at tbe boles ofporou; 
metals, as in this case of sintered sih:er, whkb mduce pbsric 
de.fomution 3lld fin.2lly lead to ruprure. Therefore, a wrified 
model of Gursoo pl3.Sriciry :uid N'onoo <l'ffP is bete den.loped. 

IV. UNlnEDMODELOf PL.\STicm · Ao"lDCll!P 

The model proposed bere u1ilizes an orthogonal 
decompositioo of siresses into hydrosutic and det:iatoric pam. 
In the presew anicle, the material parame;iers re.12ced to 
de,iatoric defonuatic os will be determined from fits to sbear 
experiments. Tbe ~ ::e.nuin3rioo of tbe reroaining material 
paramete.rs from 6ts to experimems Wlder te.nsile lo3d cao be 
fouod in refärence (11]. 

Failute Pf"Obablltty o l CtJ-Ag-Cu lapJoi:nt, te&tt d • t 25 • c 

j -~ 
: 90 

1 .. 
.. ,, 

  

250 ho1,1f$-g.l11-11~ 

!).ho,ur 2.so.tio1m; a ir 

fi._t. 4. f .il= f~ili-:y ,U w ~111Ul ple< c,f th~ O·lw.::r (blWll) md 230·h«tn 
-,gM (!'Od iD   W   b g!:.m) 0:d ,J-Cu. bpJoirm, to~:~ Al re«11 
i;,:if.a.nnu-= u.itb .,_ -.tt-oi~ !G•., I c:....-c,f 30 M ?:i. 

l * J. • 
i • 
# " 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
" 

......,uen ~ --tr AfctlMfltti f;sJ&irtA; ·~ .... ~~-----"-""'"'_,..._ 

1(11 ,,. ... ~---r ... ,, ... ) 

fi._t. $ . C-:oG9 b~ ,i our of Qi•,.\f-C,:: b .:;,; o::::i:~ .t.l .,_ f.::wio:i oi CU!:!'": O·lw.::r 
-.aipl,;~ Ji.o-a- 1 1~:ir;: -.!to~l :o!a:ui:ioo b 2SO-!ioun .W-1pd ~ to:, fee 
w-;,; eoit:l,i t=-p;;t;1!1.t."O~. 

A. Consritutin;, ~quariom 
Tbe flow rule of the GTN mode.l v."rites as 

' +=(:,) +2.qtf · cosh ( - {:~ ) - (1+q3f 2)=0 (2) 

wbere o; is tbe flow stress of tbe dense nu<eri31, q is tbe t 'O::l 
M.ises sttess, p is the bydrosta!ic pressure stress aod the 
porosiry /is the volume fnctioo of tbe pores. Tbus., tbe rate of 
pl:tStiic sU"3iti consisw n \\i tb this flow rule becomes ( 14] 

. 8+ · ( 184' 38+ ) 
i pl = A 80 = A - 3 8p I + 2q iqS (3) 

wbere i > 0 is called plasric mulriplier. Here 

(4) 
is tbe deviatoric saus tensor, q is the Caucby stress te.nsor aod 
/ is d:ae Wlity mattb:. 
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T Al!IF. 1: Sl-F.AR S1'llF.SS l'f'.AJ: VAl.l.IF.S rti-· (DFJ'n-.1'D A.'I 100"/4) fM 
IDAXATKN. DmPf.RCfl,,,lAOEl.f..Vn.OF ma10-,AFTI'lt60 Mni A"'1'.I 

STRESS F.XPQ,.i;,,.; VAl.l.lF.S.\ ' f~ THF. S!:l.f.C'Tf.l) SAMPI.ES lr.:mtn AT ROOM 
A"'1'.I El.f.VAtm Ta.lPl'ltATtQF.S 

0.llottT 15°C u o~c 2oo~c 
v,...s..~ 30 MPa 30 MPa 13MPa ,.., 89 ¾ 64 o/. 42 o/. 

n 62 14 s 
2.50-llottrs air-a0 td 15°C uo~c 2oo~c 

v,...s..~ 30 MPa 30 MPa 11 MPa ... ~ % (i9 % 51¼ 
n 101 15 9 

Folio\\~ Tnrg:urd (7), we will bereafl:e,r amnne tbat 
q3 = q{ ln abse.nce of hydrostatic premire p . equarion (1) 
simplifi.es to 

(5) 
For sim;plicity, we here asstlllle q1 = 1. as sugges::ed by Gun.ou 
(6). In condusfon, the im::e.rial beha,ior Wlde,r purely 
de,iatoric su-ess is equivalem to a ,·ou M.ises material. wbere 
tbe 0o~· saus i; reduc.ed iD proportioo to tbe porosity. 1n thi.; 
case. ~tiou (2) reduces to 

. 3 
t11, = A- 2S (6) 

•r 
Ibis equatiou may oow be combined witb the Nonoo creep bw 

1•~ 11 = C·(t - f)-exp{- /r) ·q• (7) 

whe,re the porosity / is conside,red in tbe coosä rurive equario?l. 
Be,re, C is a material co::uwu. Q is the activarion energy of 
creep, R is tbe gas coostant of 8.3 14 J mor 'K·' aod u is tbe 
Stress e~uent. T is tbe absolute tempen::ure in K, and l icr II 
is the EW.lideau nonn of the tesor ic,. 

  
,00 

1 .. •• • eo • ! ,. 
o; 

60 .. 
40 

,0 .. ,. 
0 

0 "' "' "' "' Time t l&I 
f iJ. 6. Ct""p frx= of i:did dtu.l Ag-,b~ C.·bp·j o:iDß .u ;:i!lJt•atod tl\l1: 

IQ!.?'-.. IU."$. 

On tbe othe,r band, ·the mm of - ; :: / in equarion (3) predicts 

a pbsric volw:n.e c.hao:.e for cases, wbere hydrostaric sttesses 
are presem. Ibis effec.t is due to ,·oid growtb uoder afa„'rial 
teosiou. Tbe comributioo of this effect to inelasric defonnarioos 
\\ill be analyz.ed io refereuce (11). 

B. Nuwu1.rical jfttiwg 

Now. the model puamete,rs of equ.atioo (7) :ue fitted to the 
experimemal resulu of stress relaxatiou tem ped'onned io 
shear mode. h is asstlllled that tbe mrire s:unple lenph tetn3ios 
comtam, wbile tbe pla.sric sbear in the sintered sih'er increases 
oo tbe expeose of edastic stt::tius. Thereby, tbe geomeay of hp-
joinü comisting of a thin sih:er laye,r couuecting ,wo pieces of 
copper base ~ teri:tl nl.U$t be takeu into accott:1t D'llring smss 
rebxatioo,. tbe ch:mge of s:unple le.ngth caused by sbear smio 
in the drio sih:er b ye.r is to a good approxinurion corupe.nsated 
by reductiou of elastic smio in tbe coppe,r base material: 

[ 
• •' • r • 

"' 
  

  

" .. .. .. 
,. 
m 

•• 
' ' 

6EAg · ThAg   - 6E&,14H • La, (S) 

1
~ 0,t,ol,I' 0 200 'C ! 
,   INU):l IIIOdlll @ 200'0 

h) t_..,.°"'"_.,. ltlo_,,tto,. __ .,,oi~•c...., __ 
E:.~ --llllvt. 1110dM;,dC11"•on_,,.1 

2 • - -------- r-,....,......,,, ,t •     ,_.,,~o~I 

' . • • • 
• 
• 

·------------' 
fi._;. 7. Tb:o mAu-un:,~ of tb :~= &f.;ud;u.: tibx.,.:ioa t>o:Jm'lor of 
Uh,;t     COf?C.: joi:m .,r; d;~cibad cl:i:rOl!p St p.,nm;t,;n. ( a~ in 
T.,_b-lo 2) of modi:iod <:r.::t-.C10 mcd;! for O·!lout (a) ud 2,0-!loan .tir-->pd (b) 
Cu.·Ag-C. ,~lo~. 

' 
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where Th~ is tbe tbickoess o f die sih:er layer and Lo. is die 
length o f tbe copper pieces abon aud below the joint Tbe 
approxima,e ,·alues for die elastk compliaoce of the wbole 
s:unple were confinned by fE.1,,i analyses. Thus, the numerical 
6ts o f saus relaxation e.xperimems d epicted in Figu.re 7 led to 
tbe material psr:une::ers swnmarized in Tab le 2. 

T AlllF.1 : M .-.n:l!W. PAllAMmlRS (C. Q. n) ACOORf)lm TO m CURVDOf 
mF. M'.f.Ast~ fflf.S.'\ Rf.J~ TlO'N Bf.HA Vl<l~ f~ ACt-S'NTF.llm   
X)U,.1"S WHlCH WllRF. SHf.AA STRf.S.<:iD AT ntM:f. n;nn,.-o Tl'.MPl'.AA Tt.&F.S. 

G-hoar 25°C 130°c 200°c 
C 15 · 10* 2 · 10-s 4 · 10* 

Q (l:J~mol l,.')) 1B 133 1B 
• 62.l 10 u 

25-G-hou.rs 25°C 130°c 200°c 
C 8 . 10·1Sol 25 · 10·12 4 · 10' 

Q (l:J~mol l,.')) 1B 133 1B 
• 101 15.2 8.2 

$ UM).!,UtY 

The mean sbear strength o f the as-sinmed samples (O·hour) 
md tbose a-ea,ed at 250 °C for 250 bours (in air a:od pro::ecrin 
annospbere) ,r-aried mainl}' around 32 M:P-a at room 
temperaru.re; bov.-enr, tbe mech:ulical cyclic tests re,·ealed a 
comidm ble iDcreas.e in üfetinl! of tbe l1tter joinu. 

In tbe case o f aiM,ged s:unples the micro sO"UCrural 
in,·esrigatio::ü in SEM m ·esled au enlugement of grain si.ze 
espKi3.lly on the come.rs o f tbe slllteted sih :er area where 
immed iu e inßow of oxygen is possib le. fw.be.r, on the Ag4 

sputte.red junction bye.r berween copper a:od silver, fonuatiou 
of copper-oxide was det ected, wbkb was no:; obse.rved Ul tbe 
case o f themul a-eam:ient witb DO oxygen fiow. 

A comparison be:m--een the smss refa.-.::i.tion cUJ"\-es at three 
different testing teroperarures (25 °C, 130 °C aud 2 00 °C) 
sbows a bigher re.la.-.:atiou m e o f 0-bour samples compued to 
250-bours air4 aged specime.n. Fo r tbe plotted cUJ"\-es a powe.r 
low co uld be impleroe.nted according to Nonon c::reep, a:od 
co rresponding saus e.-.:pon.en:is 11 we.re deduced . The less tbe n 
number is, die more disrinct is the rela.urion. 

furtb.er a uni!ied material model o f plastidt)• and c::reep w:tS 
implemen.:ed ,o designate the specill.c m2terial co::i..,,--un: C in 
various thermal tesring co:odirions aud de.fine the c::reep 
actl\:ation e.nergy Q = 133 kJ/(mol K). 
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5.6. Constitutive Equations for Strain Rate and 
Temperature Dependent Mechanical Behaviour of 
Porous Ag-sintered Joints in Electronic Packages 

 

 
 

MicnidKlnNlia Rdi,ibility 136(1021) 110)9 

Ccmtm.tt lhts avall.able: at -e:.D.re,;t 

Microelectronics Reliability 

Constirutivc equations for strail1 rate and tcmpcrarurc dcpcndcnt 
mcchanical bchaviour of porous Ae-sintcred joints in clcctroruc packaees 

M. Leduer Lb.". Z. Cökdentz L•, C. Klucibl L•, J. Nlcollc: • 

•Q1ww.Dllff>ilr~,.,.~--~.,...,._..,~ ,...,_..~ nr..-.~-. '*"-'-"'_... ,___,.,.,.~~-~n,,..._Ol-#-..._.,,._ ,060\~-"""MIOW 

AJt T I Ct.l! tHa:O AIITltA CT 

~l!finc tJ/ dlwr anr.u i&en-•tins a1 ldld(lll ia t-ltttronit Jllld:•~ OWWII to "1J)f'rior hondi111, quality Md 
hip (lf)rl'llliQII t'81r-ttal......, 1~.     .. fW1)p"rtlott tJ/         jolt1CJ "1(l11Cly   oa flllhri, 
C11d(lll p.-a..-1f'Q ID:1" ,ii,1~ t('81f)f't"alUN-,. pr....-1" (llf 411f1•111lc lltll'l'ffll• in thl" dlwr ... ~.In~~ 1111" 
  dw-adfflr.ad(lll tJ/ dm ••l"ftlll it1 1 duil~ Uta. 1a ttw- pn't('f.11 ..... lft""1 «-W1itu11iY1" 
~n(lftf fo- ft-.ridry and CJttP ol M lffNI siher •c- dabl   Thrtl"by, pv1it'ubt inlf'fflll iJ:    II) ,tw 
iflfl~ of por-oAlly on dW' JIW!r.ha111ic:ä   Tht --....,tiQnl of tbr IIIOdr,! •r"I" <rJilicbud.., IIWC!i-.t-.&I 
t"5b" cani,,d .-.., wi1h AfflPn   .....,,. ('(llllllaM flt1krirlg a,adi1ionl. 11w fflOIM JlllrilftW'lr.n 1tt fiu..,d •• 
tr,tt. rea1h• p,form,,d ifl l ffllriOII mocle. in h'.u fflOd,, and un&r UlftCtiliCN CM llln,11" rd:u.riOIL Thk- IIUtmal 
l!l!IOCld itl ifflpkmffllt:d in 1h1" comnw,reW «lftw•t AßAQUS thtough...,.. Alhlot.ttil!IN" UMAT and WMAT. lrl 
CDlldwioll, thl" mnllitllUYt ma1t"l'W modd t.afl bt u9l':d as pr«t,Cf!,JiJlit.> lo11 rdi.ablity pn-did ioN CM Ag--cinltn:d 
jDiflt.- ifl t'kc:b'Oflic   

1, Introduriion 

In tm: bc:c d«:>.ie: ::;l:ltuin! o! ::il\.-v ps:~ l.t ~e: c:omp3· 
nhle: eo tho:.e: o!   p:oc:e::~ rec:riveJ i:n.cttl.:;l:lg:l.y =cioa :1:· 

novd imuco:u:«cio:1 t~ue: with p.:,.."ticuhr fuwre: lib: :u~ior 
  p:o~ :ako u b.igh o;,a-,.tion t=pentura, tk iopo:::i· 
hi!i.ry of fornution of qmli~wing   hy=, l.Jld thot 
l.\.'OiJX'IC.e: of flv.x eido..-ur~ (1 J. Thc: c:o:ehuutio:1 oi tk:ii:: fu=: 
pre.:k::ti:ee: ::ilvcr :::in:.cring   l. re:p~t of .-.oldering for bo:h, 
cethc:dding: md =fx.e: l.t~ o! powc:: dc:-..ic:c:: :md h-U-X~ mo:c: 
ud mo:c: powu e!c:ctro:.uc;: =ufxn.iru, cincc: = t~ue: l.!loi,.-; 
Joiu.hk-:idc:d c:oo!u:.g [Z), f»'O:cl= , furtbc:t :ie:,'lific:=t :tc:p to~:: 
uving - i~t, ttduc:ing: p-xh, dim~ p:i=itic wpc:d,,ncc:~   
eo::; whil.e im;,l'O\ing ec:oloeic:,l me~"'W'~ by n-oidin! of ~.:id-
c:01u:1il.'U11g   [3]. A:: c:on.:,equence of f.m: low ::m~ eemper,· 
   ehe bondine ::il\--er byer exhihb = v:ue.mdy porou~ ::a-uc:nttt 
wh.ich, in i:um,   re:;,o:,..:ihk for l. c:on..-pic:uow attp behl.vioar   
it b.1.~ :,,; l. b.ish}y t'Wl.hle :::re~ rducine l.Jld c:o:.nplui:u: bo:1ding: 
  (4.5). Hown-er, ::inc:e the meduniol p~ of chi; bo:1ding: 
byu ::tro~ d~ on übricuion FJ:!).eter.: W opention c:o!1di· 
tion.;, full w,e of ~~u,.r .require: xau-.s:e m1meriul modellin! of 

• C'mre,poading •uthos. 
s.lllCif ..sdrt..· awu1:illl.~ l:1--....C. .. (M.. Ledm,-). 

har--                                            

R«dYm 25 War 20ll: Aa-q,led 17 J\11)1! 2021 
A•.U..hle ml.ine 11 Od.cber :3021 

s:::emhlic:.: dar~! thc:ir dc::isn pb:.e: b.s:e.:I on :aJic:qi.utc: tc:mpc:nturc 
ud time d~ent m.uui,l modeh. 

In rec:c:r.t yur~ ::cvcr~ C:«'1-:!itu!iw modc.~ wc:rc: l.ppliic:d eo :i:ucttd 
nru::idlw.r. Yu ect :U. (6) prefc:rre.:I ehe vi:ic:op!s:!ic: kund modc! [?], 
hc:ou::e: o! iu tc.mpentutt   ::a-l.in ntt de:pendc:nc:c.. Cbc:n «   [S] 
  J.??!ie.:I the: An.ri.d model md c:o:.np:ue.:I i.t to :alcinc::m.:atic: ~! 
modd wtth t~:atWc: dic:~t m.:att:ri:al p:ar~. Pin.itc: !lc::=t 
::ii::tubciom ~d good ~c-c:mc::m hc:rwe:-c:n tho:,,c: ,:wo mod.6 ca the: 

ou :idc: l.Jld ~t: on ehe oth1tt. A drl.wbl.d. of ehe hec: 
mc:mi.one.:I modc:k mie}u hc: W t thc: po:o:i."')' of cintc:ttJ cil\-"ff ws: no: 
c:on::idcr~ iti dc:Ui!. A mo.kl indudi:e.e porocity w :,.: p.--opo:.ied hy Y:ao 
ud Gone (9). Thcy ::=ic:d thc::i.r itive:ti~oxi !rOl::'l the:   modd 
(10) :and a cc:nde.:I ic eo, modod of uni5e.:I a cc:p- md ph..-:tic:ity. 

In the: pre= ::i:udy, l. c:on.-:tinrth-~ modd   d~·do;,cd fto:::'l the: 
ph~o1ogic:,J. ?Oim of ,-i.e-;,v. Mic:c:!u,:.1ic:,l ~::: w e-c: ~fo=eJ in 
  in :hur, undcr c:ydic: ~:ad ud   c:onditi~ cf ::a-e: 
rd.u.cilXI.. Coruiequently, :a eon::titucti.1.-e =~ modd   Whonte.:I., 
wh.ich iz in xc:orJ.xric:e wtth l.!:I. re!ev:am exp~ 

0Ql6..l71~ 20ll The Authon. hllalisbed by D~ff Lld. Tbis il m opm .a,-M1ic:le W'.m' tbt CC 8Y lice191! {bl:fV.J/Cfflll.~~/ 4..QI). 
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a • • 

Hg, t. (a) DumbbdJ ,twipect .specimr.n.. (b) .-nd ( c) StM m.krognirh:I a f its 
mlctun, -(1101,~ 

2. Experi.menbl 

Two m.1in type.: of :=,!e:• wee prepu<Nl for meduniul ttQ't:>. 
1"~<ly, dumbbtll ob.peJ .:pecim.= of eintetd 4ilver wut pro<luct<l fw 
ur.iui,l tm.:ik te4t.:i   for 4tr~: rebo.eion liw ttt1:iu lo:s.ding. TJ...e 
tt:u wert pedorr.ttd hy u:cing: l. m.ino t~~ik nuchine equippeJ with 3. 

b:u :-peddt t.nt:l'~mtttr, with !~ cdi c.3.pl.citiu of JOO N for J..e 
dumbbell 411,3.ped :=pk.: 3-nd JOOO N for the l~i~ Thc dumhod! 
d uptd amp!t4 h d l. p uillt! !eug-th oi ll>Out SO mm, l. width of '4: mm 
u,,;I 1 ducbe.:: of ~ p:oximl.tdy 75 p."ll. Tht d:il.pe of l. :=pk bt!ott 
tt:ting: i; dtp:icttd in 1"ig. 1 ( l.), wh.i!t fig:. 1 (b) =d (c ) 4how the ao:.: 
:«tion of .l. ttno.ile .:=pk Jr:u rupture. 

e«ondly, hp-jointo co:u>.c<cil\e i:wo pi.c<e: of coppa- lu:e nuteri,l 
wim ;inttt"Cd ;ilvu Wtl'e ptt?Med fo.t :::kur tt4o:! ur.du mo:ioconk md 
cyclic lol.ding, =d !or urJne u.ndet" conditiol'..: of :tttt-.: telu:uion. Tbc 
pkce~ o! coppe b,.;:e m:s.~.l! h.Jd l. ao:: .:«tior. of 3 X 1 mm. l.nd 1 

Lrntth o! 50 mm. u.ch. Thc o\·uhp kngth oi 1 kp-joirn w,.;: typic~y 
betwun -1 .3.Dd 5 mm, =d thc tlüc.km:.»oi die ~.intcred :i.11.•et" k;•el" ~ -in 

    iJl'i (2021} JJfX/9 

Pores 
are 

seen 
as 

black 
dots. 

Cu 

Ag 

Cu 

F'tg. 2 . (II) CU•Ag-01 lap,joint. (b) matm1til onto a tiennlc machinc, (c) 51:M 
mkmg:rnph ,howi.11g ibl pnrority. (d) EBSD IICan fflm'oing iu gniin si?d 11nd 
mkntatiol'.l'. 

th.e l"l.nßt bea:w-c:c:,. 45 µm 1.'W 70 !,,Im, ,.;: :hown in Pig:. 2 ( 3., c). An !BSD 
.:c.vioi i-.i, micr«tructtu'c i: dc:picttd in Fis,~ (d). P4ß.   (b) ~ovn :,hp-
join: 4=plc moun~ omo ehe ttn.,.iu m.uhint ,   th.e illwni..,_1~ ~d 
Jou indiutc: thc po~tio:i of 1-r bum: of the b.."tr :p«lt?e e:uc:n· 
40:m«er, wbich   wt<I !o: .:-:r~ mu .'"'l.?l"er.tc:nt;. 
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TabW! t 
Summary (}{ avenged vallM'.s for te!Wlc srre,gttu a( dumbbell $i!apcd a mples 
and $bar streng'lhs a( Ulp,-join1s. 

Tf':ll '!Cfl'lpet',UUNI Lllp,-jolfllll --
Thc dum.bbd l sh11pncl i 11mples and W. lap,-join1:s "''"'e procluced ,.,; th me of tbc 
comm.erchd i ilver pMte     m.~k 338 undcr eq11i.v11lm t sintcring condi• 
tions • • 11 pm:.mte o( 10 MPa M d II temper.ltlltc a ( 503 K, reJptttivcly. 

36 

Stuin% 

sbwload 
qdk slle11r lond 

f i_g. 3. Str~,sin in curves rcp~1ing the rela tive longitudin:J. d c:11.,g11tion ol 
• Cu,Ag,Cu lllp,joint mea."lfnd beiween IWO poinllS wilb in.itiill ctislll.MC of 
23 -

A i=ullognphic exl.min.ltion confum.~ th.:u du.mbbdl ~hl.~ 
~=ph,: ;u,d bp-join:i,, cl:.owed thc ~=c poro.:ity l.r..d m.i.a-o~tructurc. 8y 
gu vir.ncuic ,.,.~u;, thc p«o:ity   d ~ 10, 5$96. f unhcr d e-
ui!.: of thc p.roduction proc«.: uttd for cintcring m.lf be four.d in ref• 
ttff'!cc~ [ 4,S] . Thc .lven-ee t=i.k .lnd * u~a ensth of eheampk: 1t 
diffe.ttnt te:.t tempenturc~ ue = btd in Tl.b:k 1. In : tre.::; rdu:1· 
tion e.xperime'lt:-, a mpk,:: wer, l.t firet !oJ.ded {o, l.bout 7596 of Wir 
ultun:1te ~a e'ltu', ;u,d ther~ = thc deu y o f : tre.::1:1   i=1.'"'l.lred for l 
h. In J.ddition, expuimuit; of cydic !oJ.ding ud un!Oolding -.tt per· 
focm.ed with l.,.p-j oinG, ,-: d ·.own in Fig. S. 

A col!K tion o f cyd.k ~h u r u perimmt: with Ag-:.intered bp-join:-.: 
  .l.de~d d «.a-iption of the :.e tup ue indude-d in rd ettncc [~]. 

S, Coni:titubvec n,odeJ 

3.1. l'tmdomcmcl o.;.; !m!ptie>m 

An l.dvl.med m.ltuul modd for :.ir.te~ cilvd' io dcve l.op~ bere, 
whe d>y m.uningfu.l idc.10, of ilie>dy ui:ting theori~ ,re mcrg~ in 
order to de iv c optimi:~ l.«Ordl.mc with rck,..·= t uperim.cnt.:, At 
fu:o; .it io rccogn.i.:.ed dut ~a «a::,-.-.:tn in curvc ~ o.f cir.ter~ ci!,-e u.udcr 
cyd.ic: !o.lding ~how q~ t1:i\:c .lßtc<:mcr.t with cxp,crimmt: for cydic 
!ol.ding ofmculli.c fcc bulk mSJ:crul. Such bebviourof cyd.ic hudetine 
  ratche ting: )....J.; well bcct1 dc,::cribcd by s coml>U:Ution o f lcin~r.n tic 
  i:otropic lutdcning (11). Tbercfwe, wc will t.:Jr.e ovcr chi0, rmthod 
for thc prc:.cr.t modd. 

Purthcr, d-.c : tre.:::. rclusd on curvc~ of thc prc:.cr.t ~wdy l.rt in 
qusliu tive J.Uccm.cDt with upe.rim.e'lt: o.fluriys e t ,l (12), who füted 
thi.: bes\tiou.r with the Ou ofs!o modtl Moreovu„ thc ter..:ik te:.t d l.U 
o f d-.c preem : ~tudy l.!:.o ~l-.ow s :.imibrity wi:h experimui~ wh.ich werc 
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~ucc«.:.fully intcrp«ted with thc An.snd modd (6,7]. In condwio:i, thc 
tempen i:u.re de-pen.dent ~trsin r1:.e~ ue wdl d c:-aibed by s hyperbolic 
~in, n eep bw. 

Purthermore, it i:. QOticed herc thl.t ~a «.: rdu:1:ion u pe.rime'lt: 
~how m.ore com.pli3JU'.e undu ten;ik l.osd com.pued to rd.s.u tio:n under 
~heu lol.d. Thi.: b-eluviour ~em0, to be l. con:,equencc o f porocity. Ac· 
cord.ing to ;,,ns!yee: o f r.kC!itleock (13), Riet l.00 Tncey (14) there 
occur .ettte~ concemution.: 1t ehe 1-.ok~ of porow meuh, which induce 
pls:tic dcfom1l.tion   tir-..slly lu d to rupture. ~uch ~a «.: concff'!tu · 
tion.: ina-es:.e, Wm.tl hyd:-o: u.tic ;u,d d evil.toric .etre:.:e.:: ue cupu-
impoe~ . Tim d ect i ~ wdl d «.cri'bed by ehe Our.:on m.odd (10) . In thc 
modd of ehe pre:ait .etudy, l.tl orthogo:r-..s! de<ompOcition o f ~ttte:e.e in 
h)~Utic ud d e-vil.toric pu ~ will be u.:ili:.ed to sccoum fw thi.: 
beh.svi..ow. 

3.2. Cori.;~ , q-.uo:ion.: 

Thc hyd:o: u.tic prc:-.:urc in l. :.olid   ddir.cd x: 

(1) 

whctt rr denott:. d-.c trxe o f l. tom:or l.ll.d 0- i:. ehe Cl.uchy .etre :.:-. Thc 
de\til.:Gric ~ue~ rc,sd:. 10, 

( 2) 

whcrc I i.: thc: unity nutrix.. Purthe , ehe volumetric a n.in i:. defined   

( 3) 

whilc thc dc-vfatori.c .etrsin wri:.e~   

(4) 

un .Jditiw.iy be d ec-ompoeed into .ln eb.::cic pu t t'c1 ud ;,,n ir.eb.::cic 
pu t t'i,... Thc .lccurn.uht~ ineh....-Jc .etrsin l.t time t 1 i:. bett ddi:r.ed ,-: 

( 6) 

whctt l!tll denottll ehe Euklid= r.orm of thc ~ or e. Tbc deiriv 1:i\:e 
with rc:pect «i tim.,   writun l.«ording «i ehe dot no.:;stion. Nut, wc 
d dine ehe Jf« tiv e ~ue~; 

(7) 

whctt J.   cslkd b x k:a«.:. TM bsdt.otre:.: in d-.c m1:.uul occunc in 
co~ufflct ol tht di~oution ;ruucrw-t de,teloptd during ph.::tic 
defo:r.ution. Tbc l>.sdt: tre.:::. fol!ow: d-.c time c\'olution. 

( S) 

whcrc kt snd k2 Stt m.s.:.eri.sl con:unt:-. J.o   thc ini.ci.sl vs!uc o f bsck• 
~,crc:.:. 1n contu t with i:.otrop.k hl.rdcning, wc n«d «i ddinc thc 
d c-!'o:m.sd on re.::i.etJIJ'.cc 

( 9) 

whcrc D1 ;u,d D2 ;vc mltcri,l con:unt:-, ud eo k thc ini.ti.sl ,~uc of 
pls: tic ~ttsitl. A duc o f eo > 0 i.: n ccdcJ to oh.tsin s finite Vl.!uc of thc 
defo:m.sd on rc:ict3JU'.t in thc initil.1 ~Q tc. Purthe m..o.re, s tcmp,cnturc 
depe.udcr.t ~d.sr thrc:hold v,l~ of 

( 10 ) 
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  ddir.cd for thc- : ttte~ bd.ow wbich crcc-p de-:ornu.tion doc.: not occur. 
Hue, Q pby.: d-.c rok o! .lll u tiv1tio:i dle.tgy, ke   thc Bol= 
comun; A > Ok 1 nu.:ui.1lpu:,,imte l.nd T   thc tcmpu1wtt in uni.t: 
o f Kelvin.. Tbw, wc uc in thc ~ ition to d dinc thc crcc-p r1:.e of d-.c 
vi."Copb0tic modd With u.:e of .lll Offhogoiui de<0mpo,:ition ineo 
volumeaic 1nd d e....U.eoric pu1t, we ddine tbc ute.: of cro:ep ~a :l.in 

(1 h.) 

( 1 l b) 

(1 l c ) 

wi<h 

* ,/lll, .. 11 .,, = 11 • .,11 • (1 ld ) 

,nd 

.::- - 11::11,., (1 l e ) 

whec tt~ ;,,nd ttt' uc d-.c volwnctrk ;\Ud d c-,..il.eoric pu~ of d-.c 
thttd·.old           Purthu , ci, c2 md C!I > 0 UC' nuteri.:J co!\:iun~ l.l1d f i.: 
thc poroeity, i.e„ thc volumc fnccion of pott~ in thc nuteri.11.. n1 md ft2 

UC' thc- : tttt·.:: u po:ie'Dm of thc b.ypebol.ic ~ine crcc-p bw. S4 i.:: d-.c 
<k\'U.eoric pl.R o! thc- d ! ective : tre:·.:: Gdf. Duc to ind.10tic volu.nu: dunge 
in viewofporo:tlty, thue 1hooccur.: 1 b.ydro.::t1tic pl.R o! thc- bl.Ck.::,u«>.:, 
l.l1d in co:i.::c-qu eme l.n eff« tiv c- b.ydro.::Qti,: pre:.::urc p4 . Tbc volumc-tric 
put o f : tu.in r1:.e Cl.'ll.:~ compre;:,,:ion under poeitiw d'fectiw pr~:ure 
l.l1d in the oppo:tl:.e c.1.~ it lu d.:i to exp»\.:iion. The dittction of d-.c 
de\'U.eoric :---.nin n tc i: p l.rl.!k! to thc d fe«i\-e de....U.eoric ~,ue,:,.: S,g-
fin.illy, co:i.::en:l.tio:i o f m.1e.: implie~ l.n evolution ol poroeity sccord.ing ., 

( 12) 

3.3.   ,:u;r;.11,r.ul.ccion 

Thc c-qu 1tio110, d c-::-cribing thc C"\'olution o.f : tr~:N, : trl.U'I.: l.tld 
porocity of thc m.lte i.:d UC' l. pttttquid:.e for thc form.ulsd on o! lifecim<: 
modd.:-. In l.ddition, 1 Nk of dJ.m.Sge 1ccum.ubtion i.: r c-qu.irc-d toobuin 
reluba ity 1:.::c-=c-n:-.: b1::c-d o:i PB.\1 cimubtio:i.::-. 1n m.d p!-1. .... ..icicy, it 
  u...-u.illy s.e::, .un.ed th1: tbc b.ydro.::Qti,: p re~:u.re : tre:.: h1:: 1 ~::n.ill in· 
tlUc.tU:c- on pb..::tic yielding, but 1 brge inftuer.cc on duc tility [ lS-15]. 
Undu ui.ui:J te,..:i.on, :ig_nifiunt ,,.oid growth i.: ohee,..-ed, l.nd thi.; e-f• 
f,m sppun to be p~ly rd~ t for nute uh of bigb p«o:tlty. In 
thc u.~ of m.ol'.otonic lol.ding, d-.c i.neh.::cic : tnin ?u ding to fn.cwtt = 
be de:.cr i'bed by ;,,n e-qus.tion of thc form 

(13) 

whec h 1 1nd b.2 > 0 uc nuteri-11 pusmc-ee~ -. wbi.k thc d'fe'C'tive pr~· 
~urc p41 1'..l..Q thc- :.»nc muni.r.g: s.e U'I Eq~. (11 :s) l.lld (lld) . f unher, 
<WIU:g:c- sc-eum.uh.:ion folloW'il thc ruk 

( H ) 

whec H pby:. thc rok o! 1 <WIU:g:c- Vl.tUbk. f'ncturc k iniW.ted, whe'D 
thc vl.!uc of thc- d~c- Vl.tUblc H spproxhe'll d-.c ~uc of 1. E.q.:-. (13) 
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F--.g. 5. Sttes rdiumtion a uves 118':r 1~ 11: lol«ling. Model alcul111iOM wcre 
6ttcd to a perimcnt.al rew lts. 

l.lld ( 1 ~) ttprcemt 1 cimpli6ed vu:.ion of 1 fucturc criteion p topo:ecd 
by John."OU ;\Ud Cook (15) . 

Por thc- c.s.ec of C)-·dic ~ ing under :tes.dy-.::Q tc condition.:, we hec 
~uggc~t 1 mod.ifiW Coffin M=~:i l.i!etirm modd, wl-.ctt thc numbc.r Nr 
of !os.ding: cyd~ to b ilure   expre:-.::c-d 10, 

( 15) 

whctt o l.nd b ue m.lte i.:d pusmc-ter:-, 6 t 1...,   d-.c ind.s.0tic ~tn in 
inettm.C'Dt pu lol.ding C)"C.k, ;\Ud ~,- i: d dinc-d   

( 16 ) 

Heu, /:;;-i: thc mc.sn vl.!~ o! effecci..-c hydro:: tl.tlc pr~:uu, wbicb 
  l.wngc-d O \ -C-l" onc pccriod o! cydic de.fumution. Owir.g: to 1 tcmper-
u u.re d ~ cncc o f ducti!i.ty, thc p,nmc-tcn o, b, h 1 ;\Ud h, uc 
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T•bW! 2 
Mau:ri/ll p1munetcn uscd for IM~ o/ Fip .   11nd S. 

T- ....... Sllowlll0dll111S Blltk modulw 

298 (KI 8460 IMl'IIJ 18,333 (MPo1I 
40.l (KI 1?20 IMl'IIJ 11,161 (MPo1I 
413 (KI 1580 IMl'IIJ 16,411 (~ ,11 

t.moplcb~ Do 0, " ·- l6 (Ml'.ll 3 .... 
k llltWlalk h~flS ., ., ·- 20 l?ilf'.ll 1 

ACffi"alkle"'WflY Tb1Ullold r.mtr1 ~ue A lnlllal poro,;il)' 

133kJ/ (AIOIK) 2.0 IMl'IIJ ... 
• 
"""' .. .. "' 
""""'""" ,., , ,., .... 
,_ fl 1 (YOIUl'M'!llk:)   (.devlalorltj -· ,., 3.S 

comUlcttd 1Q tcmpcnturc dcp,cudcnt. 

3.4. Nwr.ui<ol f .efne of m,:iwiol ~ -:cn 

The m.1:.cri.l.l. p:i.r=et= of thc modc! u e determincd from 6~ i:o 

m«Junk~ cc.::,:ii, v.nJu ccn.:!on l.nd a.be,,r !ol.J :i. 
The r.u.m.crk ~ 6~ "hown in Piz;. 4 omd S w ere b x:ed o:i d-.c 

s.es:umptio:i th.:tc thc aintcttd nuteru.! 10, bom.og~ ~ dcformcd "o 
th:1.t co:idi.tio:ia o f uni.ui.11 uncio:i l.nd ~ pk :.beM l.tt fu.llilkd to l. 
good :1.pp.ro.nrn.ltion. The Ötting: procc<lw-c w ~ l.t fu: t pu{onned fw 
"h<e:i.r «.::oi,, be:uu:c chi: : t:1.:e of :ttte.: i~ puttly d e....U.:or ic, .lnd d-.crefore 
the numbu o f rekvl.r.t fit pul.tlleter: i.: reduced &om ehe be:g:ir-.ning:. 
Tbudeu, ehe- reiuining pul.tlleter: were <k~c<l t'.rom 6~ tote~..: 
v.r.de.r ten.:i.k !ol.d. 

Pig:. 4 "hoW'il 6~ to ~..re.:; rd.1u tlo:1 experim=t: perfwmc<l with l.,.p-
j oint; in :.beu m.odc l.t tdnpeu:wc.:: o f RT, .J03 K   473 K. The initi~ 
"hc:i.r ~..re.:.:ic; of d-.c.:ic expcrimen.:; we e SO MPl., 30 MPl. :1.nd 23 MP~ 
re.:pc-ctive l.y . Tbua, Ö:; l.t c,qu.i~n.: tempenture~ we e perfwmc<l fw 
",uei:,: rd,.:u ti.on of d umbbcll a.luped :;,,mp!Cll J eu tcn.:ik !ol.ding:, ,.;: 
<kpicte<d in Piz. S. Tl-.c initi.11 tetci!e atrc-:.:~ of d-.cee expctimd)a, wett 
43.2 MPl., 30.7 MP l. md 3 1.7 MP l. rc.::pcctive!y. Tl-.c p:i.r=c-c= de=· 
mined through ehe fü.: of Fig;. 4 l.lld S :i.rc aumnuri:c<l in T l.bk 2. Tl-.c 
V3!.ue; o.f d x:cic m.1:cri."1 co:i.::tl.tl~ v.-ctt cl:.o= in ;\$:recmen.: with 
licenture dl.U [17] fw cin:cred cilvcr o.f ehe "l.lne po~ity. 

4 , FE&t in,plemenbtion in AB.~QUS 

The con~ .. itu tivc cqUl.ti.on: fw thc C'\'olution of :trc~ e.:-, "U'l.in.: l.tld 
porocity l.tt n.ow imp!ememc<l in tbc commctti."1 :oftwu e ABAQUS 
S=dl.N throug:b u.::u "ubroutiM UMAT md in ABAQUS Explicit 
through u.ee.r "ubrouW'le VUMAT [ IS), rCll'pectivd.y. Tbc impkme-iu• 
tio:i in ABAQUS Exp!icit   atni.g_l:.tforwud, but whm :1.pplicd ,;o !o:ie 
time :cl.b: it g:=, compv.u.tlo:i.illy expe-i;ivc-. On ehe o the h l.nd, d-.c 
implcmer.u.tio:i in A?J.QU~ Sundl.td 10, morc d.ifficu! t to l.Cb.iC'l.'C, 
be:c:1.u:c-: d-.c atiffim,: m.1cri.x o f l. r.onlmcr nuteri."1 W to bc clkuh ccd. 
Howcva , with uc:c- of thi.: ~ g:oridun lugu time ina-emui~ an bc 
eV~Ul.ted, md thec-:o: e thc computl.tio:i   b :ter. 

J'lor aimplicity, wc h erc "Ql"t with ehe ;Jg:withm u.«d for thc aub-
touW'le VUMAT: Thi; "uhrouW'le ja c.illc<l fo: cvery innemem o f d-.c 
"tm.uh.:ion. l he u:ited'l.Ce o( the u:c-:r aub:outme to the ffl.l.ltl prog:r:,,m i.: 
<kfined in tbc :c-n:e tluc ",ue,:,:c~ l.tld "Qte Vl.rUble.:-, whi.cb u e v:Jid 1t 

' 
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the be:g:ir-.ning: of thc iiaem.c1:u, :i.rc p,.;:: c<l in by the =in progr:,.m 
tog:cthu wuh inettmci:.tal v"1uCll d! fw time .lnd 6 e for "ttl-in, rc:pcc· 
tivdy. Tbc aubroutir.c b.,.:. to rcturn ehe upd:1.ted v~uc.:: for thc atrc:.: 
ten:or   the "Qte Vl..· i.lbk; l.t thc end o f the ina-emeu.t. Thc O atl.te 
Vl.ri.lblCll uc:cd in thi.: :!g:orithm u e tbc componer.t: of ehe bu h trc:.: 
ten:or, tbc ~uc o f l.ccumuhm l inch:tic "ttl.in l.nd the upd1:.ed V3!.v.e 
fw thc poro:tlty of the m.:1.teri.11.. 

1n ehe fu: t accp of CU ;Jg:witbm, l. tril.! attte.: 

(17 ) 

(IS) 

rep.rc.::c.nting: thc tintt :1.wng:c of atrc:.: l.ccive in thk· inacmer.t i.: 
c~ccd. Ncn, thc d:CC"tivc m= attte.: 

( 19 ) 

10, cv"1u:1.ted by aub.crl.Ction of the bx k:,uei:,~ Herc, CM bl.Ck~..rc.:; ):ini for 
the be:g:inning: o f the illett=.t i.: in:ertcd. Thu~ ehe d feccive mu n 
",uei:,:   d ecompo~ ir.to hyd:o: u.cic J.r.d d cvil.toric p:i.rt;, l.nd the 
correh tc<l Euldidun no:m; of d-.cee teD.eor; l.tt u k uh:ed. Th.en, it i.: 
cb«kcd w~the ehe in...-qul.!.i.cy ofEq. ( 1 lc) i~ :1ti:fi cd. 11:'1 the c,.;:c- eh1t 
the effc«h-c atre:·.:~ l.tt be:!ow thc tl-.rc~old ~ue for crcep, GtN;I k u:c-:d 
1Q re0'U!t for the ",ue,:,:   tbc end o f the ir.«dnen.:. Othuwi.~, the ,.,~u~ 
fw ehe ,,·olwn.etrk   CevU.:o:ic :tuin n ce.:· :i.rc c ,.ku.hi:ed x cord.ing i:o 

Eq:. (l l :1.) l.nd (11 b). In fl.Ct, ehe time increme-it: v...~ by AB.~QUS 
Explicit u e extr=c)y =ill. Tbu cfwc, ",ul.in.: = y k inm pohted 
11ne,,rly w1thln th<e tnaemuit, .lncl ODC recel\'e~ 

""1 

( 20h ) 

Con..:,cqwendy, the atre;:,,: l.t the end o f ehe inettmeut b«omc: 

" Jt,, = o,,..,- 2G6.::-..- K6<:-, ( 2 1) 

where O .lnd K :i.rc :.hur modulu.:: :1.nd bu!k modulw of ;,,n i.'"'Otropic 
dl.:!tic m.1:cri.,l, re:pccth-cly. rm.illy, the aute vri.l.Mc.:: :i.rc updl.ted 
u cwdin$ to the c,q_U-1:b:ia 

  =   + llät,:,,II 

f,.,_ =fw+( l - fw)•.dtt(t;. ) 

( 22) 

( 23) 

( 24) 

Thi.: up,b ce o f CM au.te =i-lbk; comp?~e: CM aubroutine VUMAT. 
Next, ehe "® rouW'lt UMA T for ABAQU~ Sund:i.rd i.: exph.ined: The 

;Jg:withm u.eed for UMAT d ividc.:: the time inettm.et1.t d:into N inccrv~ ;, 
whettby cvcry ineuvl.! ja e~n:.ed u cord.ing ,;o CM ~ g:oridun, wbicb 
wl..Q ilic.>dy d c-::aibed b !q.:, (17) to (2~). Therchy, N "uvc.:: l.: :olu.tio:i 
pul.tlleter, md l. vUue:of N = 10 inceN~ proved to bc IU'd"ul f unl-.cr , 
the atre:.:c: l.tld : Ute vuUlt!c.:: l.t tbc et1d of cvuy inteN~ l.rC u.«d ,.;: 
"Ql"t ,,.~u~ fw ehe au~cqu eut .int~ In co:i:cqu C'tlcc, one tin..illy 
obt:l.in: tbc upd1:c fw ehe ",uei:,:,c~   : Ute vrU.M~ l.t the end of the 
time ina-emuit. 

Pu.rthumore, tl-.c 36compoM.ti~o f d-.c nuteri."1J uobil.n nutrix   
l..t the end of ehe incttmmt u e to be: cv~u:1.ted. Thi; i~dor.c n.wneriully 
with u.« of tbc "tree:uph:e ~oridun in combm:1.tio:1 wich ;,,n ina e~~d 
",ul.in incrcmcr.t k = 'fo• - ei,,i,. T~ proccdw-c ia curicd ou.t for cvcry 
com.pon-n.• of J.. , ,,....... t....,.o&-, wl,. • ..,.\,y - ad di~ul :u-,.... ""=•=• o ! 
1: ?u:t 10 - 12 pc.r :tnir. com.por.cn.:   l.:.:umed. 
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M.l.tibe"«ol 

Fi_g. 6 . PIOI af teruile S'l'tl:511 rMPA) for rwa time $tq,t: a t 403 K. Tbe streu 
rdlUUll:ion within lbe first 10 s a t conruu.'11 ,am_pi,e lenglll iuhown. 

Fi_g. 1. Plo4 (1( lirsl princi~I log11rithmic Sl'111in fot tw(l lime steps during streu 
rdlUUll:ion 111 room tffllpcnture. An i~ ol inel.iic str.dn ,.,; thin the ,in, 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSIONS  and  SUMMARY 
Previous chapter contains six published papers. This chapter is devoted to the summary of 

results of our investigations with complementary plots and to the main discussion points 
including comparisons with outcomes of other research works. 

 

6.1. Porosity Measurement 
 

One of the challenges surely is the density evaluation for the porous structure of a sintered 
material, here silver, with various shapes and sizes of cavities. Especially when sintering is 
performed under pressure the outer margin of a lap-joint has another density than the tighter mid-
inside section (as shown in Fig.2 in section 5.5.). This might be a result of the stencil printing 
where the Ag-paste forms a lowering profile on the boundary due to viscosity (as shown in 
Fig.3.2.a and Fig.3.3.a-b in section 3.1.). Furthermore, the conjunction and thoroughfare of the 
pores shaped during sintering are structured randomly, which might affect the penetration dept of 
the oxygen, which again plays an effective role in the aggregation of the connecting silver necks, 
enlargement of the grain size (as shown in Fig.4.17 in section 4.2.) and reshaping the pores in 
case of elevated temperature (as shown in Fig.4.11 in section 4.2.).  

W. Rmili et al. [68] reconstructed the 3D tortuosity of two sintered samples from ca. 100 
image slices each, for the volumes of ca. 13 µm x 19 µm x 11 µm and 13 µm x 15 µm x 12.5 µm. 
The sintering parameters are not given, but the porosities are deduced with 56 % and 16 % 
respectively. The connectivity of the pores was given with 99.9 % and 90.7 %.  
James Carr et al. [52] had a 3D study on the pores’ connectivity after sintering (under 10 MPa for 
3 min. with a final step at 240 °C) and after ageing for 1500 hours in air at 125 °C considering the 
size and distribution. It was found that some areas after ageing were almost free of pores, 
whereas other areas displayed large pores. Yutai Su et al. [53] evaluated within a region of 60 µm 
x 35 µm four areas with porosities from 11 % to 23 % as shown in Fig.6.1. 

Therefore, especially in case of a microscopic analysis of the density it is important to 
clarify the local position of the observation and if it is representative for the material in general. 
In our research, for the samples of free-standing Ag-coupons both the optical and mass/volume 
measurements of the densities were investigated. For the lap-joints the optical evaluation was 
made for three disclosure methods of the sintered Ag-area: revealed surface after fracture, lateral 
grinding after embedding in resin and vertical FIB treatment. Another possibility would be the 
selective etching of the copper to reach the silver layer, but this last method was not specially 
followed up in this work. 
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For the lap-joints, the grinding 
of the pressureless sintered 
area on copper lead to a silver 
density evaluation between 
61-63 %. For the under 
pressure sintered area the 
density increased to 88-94 %. 
For the FIBed section of the 
latter the value was around 
94 % for both 0-hour and A-
Aged samples, and between 
90-94 % for G-Aged ones, 
which means there was no 
significant change in the 
optically established density 
after heat treatment for the 
under high pressure sintered 
silver within the copper joint. 

 
 

Fig. 6.1: Sintered nano-silver paste with micro-porous 
morphology [53]. 

Keisuke Wakamoto et al. [51] investigated the porosity-dependent mechanical properties of 
the pressure sintered silver films. The densities were determined using SEM cross-sectional 
images and were in the range of 75 – 95 % for the sintering pressures between 5 MPa and 
60 MPa. These values are in accordance with our measurements for the grinded silver surface of 
the lap-joints. 
L. Signor et al.  studied the evolution of thermal conductivity of sintered silver joints with their 
porosity [54].  Specimen#1 was as sintered and the mass/volume density was 8 g/cm3 
corresponding to a porosity of ca. 23.7 %, Specimen#2 was heat treated and the mass/volume 
density was 7.8 g/cm3 corresponding to a porosity of ca. 25.6 %. Respectively, the 3D image 
analysis yielded 10.5% and 17.2 % porosities for the two specimens, much less than the 
mass/volume method. 

Fig. 6.2.a shows a section from the fracture surface of a pressureless sintered Ag-dumbbell 
of our research. The susceptible point is the conversion of the 3D topography into a plain 
monochromacy. Not all the through automatic conversion black marked areas are actual pores. 
The comparison of Fig.6.2.b and Fig.6.2.c reveals the scope of the threshold setting for the 
circumference (red filled areas), one leading to a porosity of 10 % and the other to 36 %. 
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Fig. 6.2: The porous microstructure of the sintered silver (a) and manual threshold 
setting as red marked areas (b) vs. automatic recognition of the voids on the fracture 

surface (c) with the monochromatic mapping as black marked areas for optical density 
evaluation. 

 
 
The depiction for the sample series is given in the Appendix section A.2. To give the overview, 
the optical analysis of the fracture surface of the pressureless sintered silver resulted in a silver 
density between 64-90 % depending on the threshold setting as described, and between 62-85 % 
for pressure assisted sintered silver.  Regarding that pressureless sintering and sintering under 
high pressure could not engender a similar porosity in that vast range, the method of optical 
evaluation was considered as not fully reliable.  
The mass/volume measurements 
however delivered evident values 
of 35 % and 42 % Ag-density 
depending on sintering temperature 
230 °C and 300 °C for pressureless 
sintering, 62 % and 68 % Ag-
density for pressure assisted 
sintering. Therefore, the parameters 
of the developed material model 
were based on the latter (as 
published in section 5.3.). The 
manufacturing of the dumbbell-
shaped using the 200 µm stencil 
led to different mean thicknesses of 
the Ag layer after sintering: above 
100 µm for 0 MPa and around ca. 
70 µm under 70 MPa, as shown in 
Fig.6.3. 

 

 
  

Fig. 6.3: Average thickness of the silver after 
pressureless (A at 230 °C and B at 300 °C) and 

pressure-assisted (C at 230 °C) sintering, 
measured with a micrometer screw. 

 

a) b) c) 
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6.2. Effect of Temperature on Porosity and 
Related Properties 

 
Keisuke Wakamoto et al. [55] measured the E-modulus of the sintered silver for various 

testing temperatures between 25 °C and 150 °C. The samples were manufactured with a sintering 
pressure of 60 MPa, similar to our series, and the porosity of 5 % was determined with the optical 
method which is similar to our results obtained by optical measurements.  
Further, the E-modulus was determined from the slope of the stress-strain curve and given with 
45 GPa at room temperature and 15 GPa at the elevated temperature of 120 °C. Further, a 10 µm 
thick pure silver (99.99% Ag) was shaped by laser cutting in the same configuration as the 
sintered Ag specimen. A comparison with the pure silver delivered over 60 GPa and 30 GPa as E-
modulus, higher than the ones for the sintered silver at the named temperatures respectively. In 
other words, a decrease of the elastic modulus was found for both the increase of porosity and the 
increase of testing temperature.  

As shown in Fig.4.7-4.9, the stress-strain measurements delivered also in our case 
decreasing values of the E-modulus for the 250-hours aged samples in comparison to the 0-hour 
samples. A decreasing tendency was also observed for the elevated test temperature of 200 °C, 
more distinguished for the specimen sintered at 230 °C. 
For the brittle-ductile transition of the fracture characteristics during the increase of testing 
temperature with the decrease of UTS, the increase of the flow ability of Ag grains enabling large 
plastic strains was considered.  

T. Suzuki et al. [56] prepared samples with pressureless and pressure assisted sintering and 
found the porosities of 45 % and 25 % with the mass/volume method. The E-modulus was 
determined to 20 GPa and 40 GPa from the slope of the tensile stress-strain curves, respectively.  
These values correspond to our result of ca. 40 GPa for the E-modulus measured with LSE for 
the pressure assisted sintered C-series (0-hour). 

Tomofumi Watanabe et al. [57] investigated pressureless sintered silver for die-attach. The 
tensile stress-strain curves of the sintered Ag dumbbells were measured after storage at 250 °C 
for 250 h, 500 h and 1000 h. Elastic modulus of the sintered silver, independent of storage time, 
was calculated as 14 GPa before and after the isothermal storage. 
V. Caccuri et al. [58] performed tensile tests using an Instron E1000 with a strain gage 
extensometer and determined the E-modulus around 25 GPa for the silver with the density of 
around 7 g/cm3, which can be again compared with our series sintered under high pressure.  
P. Gadaud et al. [59] measured the tensile strength of sintered silver at 25 °C and 125 °C, and 
investigated the effect of isothermal aging in air ambient at 125 °C up to 1500 hours. The density 
was measured over the mass/volume method and was for the as sintered samples 7.7 g/cm3 with a 
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final thickness of 50-60 µm. It was concluded that the elastic properties of E-modulus and yield 
strength did not change significantly after the ageing as described.  
Similarly, James Carr et al. found densities of 7.8-8 g/cm3 for the ‘as sintered’ specimen whereby 
this range remained the same after ageing for 1500 hours at 125 °C [52]. 
However, Hao Zhang et al. [63] reported a decrease in the porosity from 24.3 % to 21.2 %, based 
on the evaluation of the FIBed cross-section of the microstructure of a pressureless sintered silver 
after ageing for 1000 hours at 250 °C.  C. Choe et al. [46] also reported a decrease in the porosity 
for the pressureless sintered silver after ageing at 250 °C.  

The reports considering thermal treatment temperatures below 130 °C and at 250 °C are in 
accordance with the outcome of our Thermo-Gravemetric-Analysis of the ASP-338 Ag-paste 
series, where 180 °C seem to be a reaction threshold temperature in the sintering process after the 
evaporation of the volatile components from the paste [4]. 

We could also observe a decrease in the porosity for the pressureless sintered silver series A 
and B from ca. 65 % and 58 % to ca. 52 % and 41 % respectively after heat treatment at 250 °C 
for 250 hours, measured with the mass/volume method.  
Furthermore, a decrease in the E-modulus (Table 4.1.b-c) with the aging time at a temperature 
beyond the reaction temperature is evident. This result was expected and is in accordance with 
many other metals where a thermal treatment is applied to anneal internal stress. 

In Fig.6.4 the porosities for the main four series A, B, C, and D (which were prepared as 
described in section 3.1.) are plotted versus the electrical resistivities at 25 °C and at 200 °C. The 
resistivity decreases with the decrease of the porosity, i.e. with the increase of the Ag-density. The 
resistivity increases with the elevating temperature, as expected. The mean and deviation values 
at room and elevated testing temperatures are listed in Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1: 

RESISTIVITY in 10-9 Ωm 
  

25 °C 
 

A 70,18 ± 1,19 
B 58,32 ± 3,3 
C 30,33 ± 4,82 
D 24,72 ± 4,23 

 

 
200 °C 

 
A 113,58 ± 10,46 
B 98,63 ± 7,28 
C 42,98 ± 3,23 
D 42,53 ± 8,96 
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Fig. 6.4: Two plots with the scale on the left side showing the resistivity measurement of 

the pressureless (A and B) and under pressure (C and D) sintered Ag-series for room 
(green circles) and elevated testing temperature (red squares) vs. the plot of m/V density 

as percent (blue triangles) with the scale on the right side. 
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6.3. Shear Characteristics, Cyclic Lifetime and  
Creep Behaviour   

 
The shear strength of the lap-joints was measured with a testing speed of 2 mm/min. The 

first results for the tested samples’ quantity number up to ten were published as in section 5.1. A 
mean strength of around 16 MPa of the specimen was assessed, which correspond to the series 
named PT as described in section 3.2. 
However, during further experiments 
more samples (over twenty for the 
PT series) were tested and an 
updated overview showing the 
deviation is plotted in Fig.6.5.a. For 
the 200 µm Ag stencil print on blank 
copper, increasing the sintering 
pressure from 25 MPa to over 
70 MPa and decreasing the sintering 
time from 60 min. to 30 min at 
230 °C (the PTP series) resulted in 
the increase of mean shear strength 
up to 28 MPa. Further, when copper 
substrates were Ag-sputtered on both 
sides of the joint an increase in the 
mean shear strength from ca. 
23 MPa to ca. 50 MPa was observed 
for the button samples, sintered for 
60 min. at 230 °C with 50 MPa 
sintereig pressure for the 100 µm Ag 
stencil print (Kap 5.1, Fig.6). 
Regarding this ascertainment, the 
PTS series with Ag-sputtered copper 
strips sintered at 70 MPa and 230 °C 
for 30 min. were manufactured. 
These parameters also correspond to 
those for the C-series of the Ag-
dumbbells, which were tensile 
tested.   
The Wöhler plot for the mechanical 

 
  

 
 

Fig. 6.5: Shear strength of three lap-joint series (a) 
and corresponding mechanical cyclic lifetime with 

the exerted stress maxima τ (b) at room 
temperature. 

cyclic lifetime of the specimen-series PT, PTP, and PTS at room temperature is given in Fig 6.5.b.  

a) 

b) 
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Yansong Tan et al. [50] investigated the shear behaviour of Ag-sintered lap joints and 
stress-strain hysteresis of cyclic loading effected by various amplitude levels and elevated 
temperature. The shear strength of ca. 28 MPa decreased with increasing testing temperatures 
125 °C, 225 °C and 325 °C.  The area of the hysteresis loop is generated by the difference of the 
energy loss created between deformation during cyclic loading and recovery in the lattice. 
Increase of the hysteresis loop area with increasing cycle number at the given loading, the 
increase of the stress amplitude and the increase of testing temperature indicates that more plastic 
energy was consumed in these cases. 
Long, X et al. [60] reported a hardening phenomenon for the sintered Ag, i.e. an increase of the 
tensile yield strength with the increase of the applied loading rate, at a typical temperature of 
150 °C, based on the strain [61] and stress loading [62] measurements.  

A preview of mechanical lifetime, tested at room temperature, for the named three series of the lap-joints (PT, PTP, and PTS) is plotted in Fig. 6.5.b. The τ-Nf curves represent the maximum shear stress to which the samples are strained over the number of cycles until end of life, i.e. detachment of the silver joint at the corresponding stress levels. The stars mark the 50 % probability points for the total fracture failure.  In comparison, the Ag-presputtered lap-joint specimen (PTS) yielded higher values and were chosen for the subsequent experiments under various thermal conditions. The results of the latter are 
plotted and discussed in the sections 4.2. and 5.2.  

Zheng Zhang et al. [64] sintered silver on bare copper at various temperatures at 
atmospheric conditions. SEM images of the joints’ cross-sections showed that no rough oxide 
layer was formed on copper at 180 °C and only a portion of the Ag particles bonded on the Cu 
substrate. On the other hand, with the sintering at 250 °C and 300 °C an oxide layer of 30 µm - 
100 µm interconnected silver particles tightly with the copper base. The High-Resolution TEM 
investigations revealed copper-oxide nanoparticles on both sides of the intermediate oxide layer, 
forming a robust bond on the interface between the Cu side and the matching silver nanoparticles 
on the Ag side which are released during sintering in air at elevated temperature.  

This is in accordance with our results as shown in section 4.2., where we also observe an 
increase of the cyclic lifetime for the thermal treated specimen [2]. Heat treatment prior to 
mechanical testing improved the cyclic lifetime of lap-joints, however, the cyclic fatigue life was 
significantly reduced, when samples were tested at elevated temperature. 

Further, stress relaxation experiments at 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C were pursued to 
examine the creep properties of the defined pressureless and pressure assisted sintered samples. 
Thereby, the temperature dependence was described by an Arrhenius term as in section 2.2.2. The 
results of the performed tests and analyses could be fitted by the parameters of a theoretical 
material model based on a combination of Norton creep and Gurson plasticity, as published in 5.4 
- 5.6. The constitutive equations of the model describe the creep properties of sintered silver in 
dependence of its porosity. Using an activation energy Q for sintered silver of 133 kJ/(mol K), the 
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material model was implemented in the commercial software of ABAQUS through user 
subroutine UMAT and can now be used as helpful tool for reliability assessment of Ag-sintered 
copper joints.   
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6.4. Summary 
 

In this work, the thermo-mechanical and electrical properties of sintered Ag were 
characterized, which are influenced by the porous structure arising in consequence of sample 
preparation and sintering conditions. Defined series of samples were either produced by 
pressureless or by pressure assisted sintering and the correlated microstructure of the porous 
silver was investigated. Characteristic features such as density and electrical resistivity were 
determined. Moreover, the mechanical behaviour of pure materials and sintered joints was 
measured in tensile and shear tests, by stress relaxation tests and by cyclic fatigue experiments at 
various testing temperatures.  

An overview of the main parameters of the investigations for the pressure assisted sintered   
specimens (at 70 MPa and 230 °C for 30 min), 0-hour and 250-hours heat treated samples, are 
given in Table 6.2 with selected results of testing at room temperature. Further, the summary of 
the results is described as follows: 

  
Table 6.2: Overview of the main parameters of the selected Ag-specimens sintered under the 

pressure of 70 MPa at 230 °C for 30 min. 
  

PARAMETER COMMENT 
0-hour specimen 

measurement @ 25 °C 
250-hours specimen 

measurement @ 25 °C 
Mean Tensile 

Strength 
mean UTS 56,5 MPa 48,5 MPa 

Mean Shear 
Strength 

 29 MPa 33 MPa 

Density 
optical 

measurement 
88-94 % 90-94 % 

 m/V measurement 62 % 
(could not be measured due 

to bending of structure) 

Electr. Resistivity  30 nΩm  

Young’s modulus LSE 38 GPa  

50 % Weibull 
Probability of the 
Mechanical Cyclic 

Lifetime 

Stress maximum 
τmax 30 MPa 

3600 cycles > 5000 cycles 

Stress maximum 
τmax 40 MPa 

220 cycles 8500 cycles 

Stress Relaxation 
(Lap-joint) 

Stress Relaxation 
Level after 60 min., 
Stress exponent n 

100 % → 89 %, 
 

62 

100 % → 94 %, 
 

101 
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Dumbbell shaped specimens of silver sintered without pressure for 30 min. exhibited a 

mean tensile strength of ca. 14 MPa or 17 MPa when sintered at 230°C, or 300 °C, respectively. 
Further, the specimens sintered under pressure of 70 MPa for 30 min. at 230 °C showed a mean 
tensile strength of ca. 56,5 MPa when tested at room temperature. A decrease of ultimate tensile 
strength was observed for higher testing temperatures of 130 °C and 200 °C. With increase of 
temperature, the ductility of the material improved changing the brittle fracture characteristics of 
low temperatures into a ductile behavior at elevated temperature. Tensile strength of ca. 48,5 MPa 
was measured for the G-Aged specimen, heat treated for 250 hours at 250 °C in sealed glass 
protection with restricted oxygen content. 

The mean shear strength of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joints sintered under 70 MPa for 30 min. at 
230 °C was ca. 29 MPa for specimens without additional heat treatment. On the other hand, lap-
joints heat treated either in air or in sealed glass exhibited mean shear strengths around 33 MPa at 
room temperature, and showed reduced strengths at 130 °C. 

 The Young’s modulus of the dumbbell shaped samples prepared without heat treatment 
was measured by a setup including a laser speckle extensometer, which enabled contactless strain 
measurement of the sintered silver. At room temperature, values of ca. 9 GPa and 5.5 GPa were 
measured for the specimens sintered pressureless at 230 °C and 300 °C, respectively, and ca. 
38 GPa were found for the specimens sintered at 70 MPa at 230 °C for 30 min. 
Furthermore, for the purpose of comparing, the Young’s modulus was also evaluated over the 
stress-strain measurement of the tensile strength.  In conclusion, samples aged for 250 hours 
showed a reduced elastic modulus compared to samples, which were not heat treated. A 
decreasing tendency of the Young’s modulus was also observed with increasing test temperature, 
even more pronounced for the specimens sintered at 230 °C. 

For the density measurement of the porous silver two methods were used: the mass/volume 
method and the optical method of digital image processing. For the latter, to reveal the cross-
sectional surface, the samples were either fractured in liquid nitrogen or grinded. A local cut with 
focused ion beam (FIB) enabled the insight into the porous structure below the surface showing 
pitch holes of the Ag-layer.  

The density obtained from digital image processing applied to the grinded area (2D) of the 
pressureless sintered silver was ca. 61-63 %, while the density of the grinded area sintered under 
70 MPa pressure was evaluated to ca. 88-94 %. For the latter specimens derived by pressure 
assisted sintering, the FIB cut (3D) showed a density around 94 % for samples without heat 
treatment or heat treated in air, while between 90 and 94 % density were obtained for samples 
heat treated under glass protection, i.e. at significantly reduced oxygen. In conclusion, no 
significant change in density arising from heat treatment at 250°C could be measured with the 
optical method. 
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In comparison, lower density values were measured with use of the mass/volume method: 
35 % and 42 % Ag-density were found for samples sintered pressureless at 230 °C and 300 °C, 
respectively. On the other hand, 62 % density were obtained for pressure-assisted sintering. For 
the former, the pressureless sintered specimens, after ageing at 250 °C for 250 hours, a change in 
the densities was observed:  48 % density for samples sintered at 230 °C, and 59 % for samples 
sintered at 300 °C. 

The electrical measurements delivered increasing resistivity with increasing porosity: ca. 
70 nΩm and 58 nΩm for at 230 °C and 300 °C pressureless sintered specimens, respectively, and 
ca. 30 nΩm for samples sintered with pressure assistance at 230°C, all electrically measured at 
room temperature. With increasing testing temperature (200 °C) an increase of the electrical 
resistivity was observed, as expected. 

The mechanical cyclic lifetime was determined for various specimens of the Cu-Ag-Cu lap-
joints sintered at 230 °C, for 30 min. or 60 min., under 25 MPa or under 70 MPa. Finally, the 
samples of which the copper substrate was pre-sputtered with a thin Ag-layer, then stencil printed 
with Ag-paste and sintered at 70 MPa and 230 °C for 30 min. were selected for the main test 
series. The fatigue behaviour of samples without heat treatment were compared to 250-hours 
aged samples at room and elevated temperatures, at a frequency of ca. 0.1 Hz. The number of 
cycles to failure Nf were analyzed with Weibull probability plots. In general, the cyclic fatigue 
life was reduced, when samples were tested at 130 °C. However, heat treatment at 250 °C prior to 
mechanical testing room temperature improved the cyclic lifetime of lap-joints significantly. 

The creep properties of the defined pressureless and pressure assisted sintered samples were 
examined with stress relaxation experiments at 25 °C, 130 °C and 200 °C. For this purpose, the 
samples were stretched to defined stress levels, depending on the ultimate strength of the 
specimen series, and the stress relaxation was observed for over an hour.   
The dumbbell shaped samples of the pressureless sintered series A and B, and samples of the 
series C sintered with pressure, were stressed in tensile mode. For the latter specimens, a more 
distinguished relaxation characteristic was observed at room temperature. At elevated 
temperatures, the behaviour was reversed; the A and B series showed a steeper relaxation slope.  
For the lap-joints, of which the sintering parameter correspond to the C-series, the stress 
relaxation was measured in shear mode. The as sintered 0-hour samples showed a higher 
relaxation rate compared to the 250-hours A-Aged samples for testing at room and elevated 
temperatures. 

The values for the stress exponent n were evaluated to compare the inclination of the 
relaxation. Thereby, the temperature dependence was described by an Arrhenius term using an 
activation energy Q for sintered silver of 133 kJ/(mol K).  
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The results of the performed tests and analyses could be fitted by the parameters of a theoretical 
material model based on a combination of Norton creep and Gurson plasticity.  
The constitutive equations of the model describe the creep properties of sintered silver in 
dependence of its porosity. The material model was implemented in the commercial software of 
ABAQUS through user subroutine UMAT and can now be used as helpful tool for reliability 
assessment of Ag-sintered copper joints. 

To sum up, Ag sintering is a lead-free alternative interconnection technology with a 
relatively well matching CTE with copper, which is commonly used in power modules as DCB 
boards. In addition to high electrical and thermal conductivity, silver with its high melting 
temperature in comparison to conventional solder alloys is a promising material for applications 
with elevated temperature.  
This thesis followed systematic experiments to elaborate temperature dependent behaviour and 
mechanical properties of the sintered, porous silver. Statical and cyclic characteristics are 
investigated. Results could be implemented in finite element simulation for material modeling. 
Fatigue lifetime was determined for a selected test speed; further interest lies in research at 
various (especially lower) strain rates (at elevated temperatures).    
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APPENDIX 
 

A.1. FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF THE SINTERED 
LAP-JOINTS 

 
This chapter intends to give an overview over the fracture characteristics of the Cu-Ag-Cu 

lap-joints being sheared either by monotonic shear testing or cycling loading at room temperature 
(RT) or above 130 °C. To reveal the main bonds of the carrier area a couple of samples, 0-hour 
and A-Aged, were ruptured in liquid nitrogen. Samples have been prepared, named, and tested as 
described in chapter 3. The microscopic images of the fracture surfaces for the sample series 0-
hour, G-Aged, and A-Aged are shown in the figures of the following sections. 
Mainly two fracture pathways have been observed. One type starting on the copper-silver 
interface and then mainly going through the stencil printed and sintered Ag-paste as drawn in 
Fig.A.1.1.a. This might base on the rather high interfacial strength created due to binding 
oxidation layer between sintered silver and copper. Another type of fracture starting at the Cu-Ag 
interface and then mainly following it along as drawn in Fig.A.1.1.b. On the fracture surface, 

 
  

 
 

  

  
 

  

  

   
Fig. A.1.1: Sketch of the lap-joint (a) and main fracture propagation types FP-1 (b), FP-2 

(c), and FP-3 (d) for the sintered silver interface. 
 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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when there was a rupture between the copper and silver interface, the stencil printed Ag-layer of 
one side detached from the Cu-interface and added on to the sintered silver layer of the other 
side. To mark this condition of the silver after shearing the notation Ag+ have been used in some 
of the microscopic pictures. 

In some samples there was also a third kind of miscellaneous crack propagation throughout 
the porous silver as in Fig.A.1.1.c. These three types have been named as FP-1, FP-2 and FT-3. 
The investigated samples have been categorized correspondent to the surface fracture and listed 
accordingly in the Table A.1.1 to outline the distribution.  
 

 

 
Table A.1.1: Fracture Propagation Types and  

Distribution of the Investigated Samples 
 

 
 

FP-1 
 

 
FP-2 

 

  
FP-3 

 
Fracture in  

Liquid Nitrogen 
   

SHEAR @ 25 °C,  
0-hour 

(PTS 72) 
(PTS 32)  (PTS 106)  

(PTS 189)  (PTS 196) 
(PTS 182) 

SHEAR @ 25 °C, 
 G-Aged 

(PTS 163)   

SHEAR @ 25 °C, 
 A-Aged 

(PTS 150)   

SHEAR @ 130 °C, 
 A-Aged 

(PTS 262)              
(PTS 179)  

 (PTS 179) 

CYCLIC @ 25 °C, 
 0-hour 

(PTS 17)  (PTS 93)  
(PTS 68) 

(PTS 97) (PTS 35) 
(PTS 200)  

(PT 59) (PT 06) 

(PTS 73)  (PT 05) 
(PT 02) 

CYCLIC @ 25 °C, 
 A-Aged 

(PTS 102)   

CYCLIC @ 130 °C, 
 0-hour 

 (PTS 49) (PTS 45) 
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FRACTURE TOPOGRAPHY OF SAMPLES RUPTURED IN  
LIQUID  NITROGEN 

 
 
 

Fracture @ -196 °C, 0-hour 
 

 

   
Fig. A.1.2: Fracture surface of an 0-hour PTS-type sample breached in liquid nitrogen (a) 

showing the SEM image of one part (b) at the top side (c) and bottom side (d) of the 
sintered silver. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Fracture @ -196 °C, A-Aged 
 
 

  

     
Fig. A.1.3: Fracture surface of an PTS-type sample, which has been thermal treated at 

250 °C for 250 hours, ruptured in liquid nitrogen (a) with SEM images from the sintered 
silver bulk interface (b) and from the bottom copper-silver junction (c-d) at various 

magnifications.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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SHEAR 
 

Shear @ 25 °C, 0-hour 
 

 

  
 

 

  
 

Fig. A.1.4: Microscopic images of two lap-joint samples for fracture characteristic FP-1 (a) 
and FP-2 (b). 

 
 
 

 
 

 
  
Fig. A.1.5: SEM images of the fracture surfaces from both sides (a-b)  of the lap-joint at 

the same magnification. 
 

 
 
 

a) 

b) 

b) 

a) 
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Fig. A.1.6: SEM image from both sides of the lap-joint (a) and various magnifications of 

the fracture surfaces (b-d). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Fig. A.1.7: SEM image from both sides of the lap-joint (a) and various magnifications of 
the fracture surfaces (b-d). 

 
 
 
 

 

 
  

Fig. A.1.8: SEM images of the fracture surfaces from both sides (a-b) of the lap-joint at 
the same magnification. 

 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 

a) b) 
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Shear @ 25 °C, G-Aged 
 
  

PTS 163, G-Aged, Shear @ 25 °C 
  

 
  

Fig. A.1.9: SEM images from the sheared lap-joint (a) and of the fracture surface at 
various magnifications (b-d). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Shear @ 25 °C, A-Aged 
 
 
  

PTS 150, A-Aged, Shear @ 25 °C 
  

   
Fig. A.1.10: SEM images from the sheared lap-joint (a) and of the fracture surfaces (b-d) 

at various magnifications. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Shear @ 130 °C, A-Aged 
 
 

 
 

PTS 179, A-Aged, Shear @ 130 °C 
  

 
  

Fig. A.1.11: SEM images from the sheared lap-joint (a) and various magnifications of the 
fracture surfaces (b-d). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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PTS 262, A-Aged, Shear @ 130 °C 

  

 
  
Fig. A.1.12: SEM images from the sheared lap-joint (a) and the fracture surfaces on the 
corner (b), on the Cu-Ag interface (c), and in the middle of the sintered silver (d) all at 

the magnification of 10K. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CYCLIC 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Cyclic @ 25 °C, 0-hour 
  

   
Fig. A.1.13: Microscopic image from the lap-joint (a) and SEM images of the fracture 

surfaces at various magnifications (b-d). 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 

 

 
  

Fig. A.1.14: Microscopic images from two lap-joints (a-b) showing the fracture surfaces.  
  

a) b) 

c) 
d) 

a) b) 
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Fig. A.1.15: Microscopic images from two lap-joints (a-b) showing the fracture surfaces.  

 
 
 
 

 

 
  

Fig. A.1.16: Microscopic image from the lap-joint (a) and SEM images of the fracture 
surfaces at various magnifications (b-d). 

  

a) b) 

c) d) 

a) b) 
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Fig. A.1.17: SEM images from both sides of the sheared lap-joint (a-b) and magnified 
fracture surface on the copper side (c). 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Fig. A.1.18: SEM images from both sides of the lap-joint (a-b), magnified fracture 
surface on the copper side (c) and shear surface of the sintered silver (d). 

 
 

a) b) c) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Cyclic @ 25 °C, A-Aged 
 
 
 

 
PTS 102, A-Aged, Cyclic shear @ 25 °C 

  

 
  

Fig. A.1.19: SEM images from the lap-joint (a) and of the fracture surfaces at various 
magnifications (b-d). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Cyclic @ 130 °C, 0-hour 
 
 
 
 

   
Fig. A.1.20: Microscopic image from the lap-joint (a) and SEM images of the fracture 

surfaces at various magnifications (b-d). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) 
b) 

c) d) 
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PTS 45, 0-hour, Cyclic @ 130 °C 

  

 
  

Fig. A.1.21: SEM images from both sides of the lap-joint (a-b) and fracture surfaces at a 
higher magnification (c-d). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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A.2. MONOCHROMATIC DENSITY EVALUATION 
  

This chapter intends to give the background information on the optical density evaluation 
of the sintered silver, and the derivation of the values discussed in chapter 5.  
The sample series A, B, and C of the free-standing Ag-coupons and the sample specimen PTS of 
the lap-joints were investigated. The cross-sectional grinded area and fracture surface were 
analyzed. The digital image processing of the porous structure into black marked regions is based 
on the images taken with the electron microscope and was executed with the open source 
software ImageJ. The total monochromatic area of the pores is given in percentage compared to 
the whole zone. It should be noted that the automatic setting of the threshold for the conversion 
of the image from the 3D structured sintered silver into a black-and-white 2D image can lead to 
non-reliable evaluation of the surface area, as outlined in the figures below. 

In the following sections the nomenclature used in previous chapters is maintained: 0-hour 
means the condition as sintered, Aged means thermal treated (at 250 °C). 
 
 

FRACTURE SURFACE 
 

Sintered Ag, A: 0 MPa @ 230 °C, 0-hour, Fracture Surface 
  

   
Fig. A.2.1: Cross-section of a free-standing Ag-coupon (type A) at a magnification of 6K 

(a) and varying threshold settings of the pores’ boundaries (b, d) leading to different 
evaluation figures (c, e) for the density. 

 

a) 

b) c) 

d) e) 
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Fig. A.2.2: The porous microstructure of the sintered silver at a magnification of 2K (a) 
and manual threshold setting as red marked areas (b) vs. automatic recognition of the 

voids on the fracture surface (c) with the monochromatic mapping as black marked areas. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sintered Ag, B: 0 MPa @ 300 °C, 0-hour, Fracture Surface 
 

 

   
Fig. A.2.3: Cross-section of a free-standing Ag-coupon (type B) at a magnification of 6K 

(a) and varying threshold settings of the pores’ boundaries (b, d) leading to different 
evaluation figures (c, e) for the density. 

 
 
 

a) b) c) 

a) 

b) c) 

d) 
e) 
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Fig. A.2.4: Cross-section of a free-standing Ag-coupon (type B) at a magnification of 6K 

(a) and automatic conversion by the software into a monochromatic image (b). 
 
 
 
 

Sintered Ag, C: 70 MPa @ 230 °C, 0-hour, Fracture Surface 
 

  

   
Fig. A.2.5: Cross-section of a free-standing Ag-coupon (type C) at a magnification of 12K 

(a) and varying threshold settings of the pores’ boundaries (b, d) leading to different 
evaluation figures (c, e) for the density. 

  

a) 

b) c) 

d) e) 

a) b) 
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Sintered Ag, A-Aged, Fracture Surface (automatic ) 
 

 

     

     

   
Fig. A.2.6: Automatic conversion of the fracture surface into monochromatic images for the 

sintered silver of type A (a), B (b) and C (c).  
It should be noted that the automatic setting of the black-white threshold for the 

conversion can, and as shown in this case have led to a non-reliable density evaluation: the 
under pressure sintered dense samples of type C cannot have more porosity than the 

pressureless sintered types A and B.  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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PTS 153, 70 MPa @ 230 °C, 0-hour, Fracture Topography of 
Samples Ruptured in Liquid Nitrogen 

 
  

   
Fig. A.2.7: Fracture surface of the sintered Ag from a lap-joint at a magnification of 5K 
(a) and selection of the area (b) for automatic image conversion (c).  
  
 
 
 
 

PTS 154, 70 MPa @ 230 °C, Aged, Fracture Topography of 
Samples Ruptured in Liquid Nitrogen 

 
 

 

 
  

Fig. A.2.8: Monochromatic image of the Ag-surface from a lap-joint being fractured in 
liquid nitrogen to reveal the carrying neckings and surrounding pores. 

  

a) b) c) 
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GRINDED SURFACE and FIBed SECTION 
 
 

0 MPa @ 230 °C, 0-hour, Grinded Surface 
 

 

   
Fig. A.2.9: The selected area from the lap-joint at a magnification of 3K, showing the silver 
section which is sintered without pressure (a) and automatic image conversion leading to 

the marked porosity value (b). 
 
 
  

    
Fig. A.2.10: The selected area of the silver sintered without pressure at a magnification of 

6K (a) and automatic porosity evaluation of the marked section (b).     

a) b) 

a) b) 
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70 MPa @ 230 °C, 0-hour, Grinded Surface 
   

    
Fig. A.2.11: The grinded surface of the sintered silver in the dense middle zone of a lap-

joint (a) and varying threshold settings for monochromatic conversion leading to 
different porosity values (b-c). 

 
 

 
 

   
Fig. A.2.12: The grinded surface of the silver sintered under high pressure (a) and 

automatic porosity evaluation (b). 

a) b) 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Fig. A.2.13: The grinded surface of the silver sintered under high pressure (a) and 

automatic porosity evaluation (b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

70 MPa @ 230 °C, 0-hour, FIBed Section 
   

   
Fig. A.2.14: The FIBed section of the silver sintered under high pressure (a) and 

automatic porosity evaluation for the marked zone (b).  
 
 
 
 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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70 MPa @ 230 °C, G-Aged (250 hours), Grinded Surface and 
FIBed Section 

  

   
Fig. A.2.15: Cross-section of a thermal treated Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint at the magnification 

of 3K (a), the FIBed section of the sintered silver from the middle zone (b) and automatic 
porosity evaluation for the marked area (c). 

 
 
 

70 MPa @ 230 °C, A-Aged (250 hours), Grinded Surface and 
FIBed Section 

  

   

   
Fig. A.2.16: Cross-section of a thermal treated Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint (a) with the sintered 
silver region (b) and the FIBed section of the sintered silver (d) with automatic porosity 

evaluation of the marked areas (c), (e). 
 

d) 

a) b) 

e) 

a) b) c) 

c) 
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Fig. A.2.17: Cross-section of a thermal treated Cu-Ag-Cu lap-joint (a) with automatic 
porosity evaluation (c) of the under high pressure sintered silver (b). 

 
 
 

70 MPa @ 230 °C, A-Aged (500 hours), Grinded Surface and 
FIBed Section 

  

 
  

 
  

Fig. A.2.18: Grinded surface (a) and FIBed section of the sintered silver (c) from a lap-
joint sample which is thermal treated in air ambient for 500 hours at 250 °C.  

Corresponding monochromatic images with automatic density evaluation values (b), (d). 
 

 

a) b) c) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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A.3. NOMENCLATURE and ABBREVIATIONS 
 
A-Aged Thermally Aged in Air Ambient 
CTE   Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
DC  Direct Current  
DCB   Direct Copper Bonded 
DTA  Differential Thermal Analysis 
DUT   Device Under Test 
EBSD   Electron Backscatter diffraction 
EDX   Energy Dispersive X-ray 
EELS   Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
EOL  End Of Life 
FEM  Finite Element Method 
FIB   Focused Ion Beam 
G-Aged Thermally Aged in Sealed Glass Tube 
HCF   High Cycle Fatigue 
IC  Integrated Circuit  
IEEE  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IGBT   Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor 
ISO   International Organization for Standardization 
LCF   Low Cycle Fatigue 
LED  Light Emitting Diode 
LSE  Laser Speckle Extensometer 
PCB   Printed Circuit Board 
RoHS   Restriction of Certain Hazardous Substances 
ROI  Region Of Interest 
SEM  Scanning Electron Microscope 
TEM   Transmission Electron Microscope 
TGA   Thermo Gravimetric Analysis 
UTS  Ultimate Tensile Strength  
0-Hour As Sintered, No Thermal Aging 
2D  Two Dimensional 
3PB   3-Point-Bending 




